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Zusammenfassung

Der vorliegende Bericht setzt sich mit der Ausgestaltung, den Kosten und Nutzen, und
generell mit der Wirkung von ‘grünen’ Standardstromverträgen (sogenannten Defaults)
auseinander. Defaults werden vermehrt als Instrumente zur Verhaltensänderung von Kon-
sumentinnen und Konsumenten in Endkundenenergiemärkten eingesetzt. Im Vordergrund
stehen dabei zwei politische Ziele. Einerseits soll die Nachfrage nach ‘grünem’ Strom,
d.h. Strom aus erneuerbaren Energiequellen erhöht werden, andererseits soll den Ver-
braucherinnen und Verbrauchern die freie Wahl eines Vertrages erhalten bleiben.

Dieser Bericht beizieht sich auf drei Projekte, welche methodisch und konzeptionell auf
Arbeiten der Verhaltens- und Umweltökonomie aufbauen. Die Analyse der Forschungsfra-
gen erfolgt dabei mittels experimenteller und empirischer Methoden.

Das erste Projekt erforscht, ob Entscheidungen für einen Stromvertrag, welche in einer
Wahl mit einem Standardstromvertrag getroffen werden, den tatsächlichen individuellen
Präferenzen entsprechen. Viele Energieversorger bieten heutzutage grüne Standardstrom-
verträge für ihre Kundinnen und Kunden an. Bislang ist jedoch unklar, welche Ausgestal-
tung eines solchen Standardvertrages für eine Übereinstimmung mit den Präferenzen der
Verbraucherinnen und Verbraucher sorgen kann. Die Analyse zeigt, dass grüne Standard-
stromverträge nicht uneingeschränkt den individuellen Präferenzen entsprechen.

Das zweite Projekt untersucht, ob sich grüne Standardstromverträge nachteilig auf unter-
schiedliche Gruppen der Gesellschaft auswirken können. Wir zeigen in einer Feldstudie mit
einem Schweizer Energieversorger, dass ein Standardstromvertrag die Entscheidungen von
Haushalten in unterschiedliche Richtungen ‘verzerrt’. Einerseits führt der Default dazu,
dass Haushalte mit starken Präferenzen für die Umwelt, welche sich jedoch nur wenig
über die Stromvertragswahl informieren, nicht zu einem noch umweltfreundlicheren Ver-
trag wechseln. Anderseits führt der Default dazu, dass Haushalte mit geringem Einkom-
men und schlechter formaler Ausbildung im Standardstromvertrag bleiben, obwohl sie
eine klare Präferenz für eine preisgünstigere Option haben. Beide Befunde bilden die Ba-
sis für eine Diskussion über die Verteilungswirkungen von grünen Standardstromverträgen.

Das dritte Projekt beschäftigt sich mit der Frage, ob Defaults Auswirkungen auf Verhal-
tensweisen haben können, welche nicht in direktem Zusammenhang mit der ursprünglichen
Entscheidung stehen. Von besonderem Interesse in der Umweltökonomie sind vor allem
negative ‘spillovers’, d.h. ‘nachgelagerte’ Verhaltensweisen, welche anfänglich positive
Umwelteffekte in insgesamt negative Effekte umkehren. Unsere Analyse zeigt, dass ein
grüner Default den gewünschten positiven Effekt auf das ursprüngliche Verhalten hat,
dass jedoch keine negativen Auswirkungen auf nachgelagerte Entscheidungen erkennbar
sind.

Dieses Projekt trägt zu einem besseren Verständnis möglicher Herausforderungen und
Chancen von grünen Standardstromprodukten bei. Zudem gibt dieser Bericht Impulse
für eine ökonomisch sinnvolle und sozial verträgliche Ausgestaltung und Verwendung von
verhaltensorientierten Massnahmen in der Umweltpolitik.
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Summary

This report examines the design, the costs and benefits, and the behavioral consequences of
applying ‘green’ electricity defaults in residential electricity markets. Defaults are increas-
ingly used to change consumer behavior in these markets. In general, such behaviorally-
oriented measures aim at two policy goals. Defaults shall increase, on the one hand, the
demand for green electricity. On the other hand, they should not infringe with people’s
right to choose freely.

This report is based on three projects, which build on methods and concepts applied in
behavioral and environmental economics. In particular, the analyses are based on experi-
mental and empirical approaches.

The first project analyzes whether the choices imposed by defaults actually match with
individuals’ preferences in case of no default. Despite the wide-spread application of green
electricity defaults, there is only a limited understanding of the conditions under which
defaults actually help consumers to act according to their preferences. Our analysis shows
that green electricity defaults do not unequivocally ensure a preference match. These re-
sults have direct implications for the design of defaults.

The second project assesses whether green electricity defaults have rather costs or benefits
for specific groups in society. In a field study conducted in cooperation with a Swiss utility,
we show that a green default can distort households’ decision making in several ways. On
the one hand, the default leads households with preferences for the environment, but little
knowledge about the contracts, not to choose a more environmentally-friendly electricity
contract. On the other hand, households with a lower socio-economic status in terms of
income and education forgo a change to a cheaper contract, although they would actually
prefer such cheaper options. These results highlight the need for a careful evaluation of
nudging interventions.

The third project aims at scrutinizing potential behavioral effects of choice defaults, which
reach beyond their direct impact on targeted decisions. Of particular interest for policy
making in the environmental domain are negative behavioral spillovers, i.e., subsequent
behaviors that could diminish positive effects of an initial behavior. Our analysis shows
that a well-intended choice default stimulating initial ‘good’ behavior does not interfere
with subsequent ‘other’ individual choices. These findings carry a positive message for
policy makers fearing adverse consequences from the use of choice defaults.

This project enhances the understanding of potential benefits and costs of green electric-
ity defaults from different perspectives. Additionally, it carries important messages for an
economically and socially tenable design and for the use of behaviorally-oriented instru-
ments in public policy making.
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Résumé

Le présent rapport analyse les contrats standard d’électricité verte (contrats verts stan-
dard ou par défaut) sous différents aspects: modalités, rapport coûts-bénéfices et, de
manière générale, effets. Les contrats de ce type sont introduits de manière accrue sur les
marchés de détail de l’énergie en tant qu’instruments visant à modifier le comportement
des consommateurs. Leur principal objectif politique est double: d’une part, augmenter
la demande d’électricité verte (c’est-à-dire d’électricité issue de sources d’énergie renouve-
lables) et, d’autre part, maintenir la liberté de choix du consommateur.

Le rapport se fonde sur trois projets dont la méthode et la conception s’appuient sur les
travaux d’économie comportementale et environnementale. Les questions de recherche y
sont analysées à l’aide de modèles expérimentaux et empiriques.

Le premier projet se penche sur la question de savoir si les décisions en relation avec un
contrat standard par défaut reflètent effectivement les préférences individuelles. De nom-
breux fournisseurs d’énergie offrent aujourd’hui des contrats standard d’électricité verte.
On ignore cependant à ce jour quelle formule est la mieux adaptée pour correspondre à la
volonté des consommateurs. L’analyse montre que les contrats standards verts ne corre-
spondent pas toujours aux préférences des consommateurs.

Le second projet s’interroge sur les possibles répercussions négatives des contrats verts
standard sur certains groupes de la société. Dans le cadre d’une étude de terrain menée
en collaboration avec un fournisseur d’énergie suisse nous avons établi qu’un contrat stan-
dard affecte les décisions des ménages de plusieurs manières: d’une part, des ménages dont
l’approche est résolument tournée vers l’environnement, mais qui s’informent peu sur les
possibilités existantes, ne changent pas pour un contrat encore plus écologique. D’autre
part, des ménages à revenu modeste dont le niveau de formation est peu élevé conservent
leur contrat d’électricité standard même s’ils préfèrent clairement une option plus avan-
tageuse. Ces deux constats forment la base des discussions sur les effets de répartition des
contrats standard d’électricité verte.

Le troisième projet analyse dans quelle mesure les contrats verts standard peuvent in-
fluencer des comportements qui ne sont pas directement en lien avec le choix initial. Il
convient à cet égard de prendre en compte un aspect particulièrement intéressant pour
l’économie de l’environnement, à savoir les effets de débordement négatifs (c’est-à-dire
les comportements “collatéraux”), qui transforment des effets initialement positifs pour
l’environnement en effets globalement négatifs. Notre étude montre qu’un contrat vert
standard produit l’effet positif souhaité sur le comportement visé à l’origine, mais qu’il
n’a pas d’impact négatif avéré sur les décisions “collatérales”.

Ce projet favorise une meilleure compréhension des défis et des opportunités que peuvent
offrir des produits électriques verts standard. Il favorise par ailleurs la mise sur pied,
économiquement judicieuse et socialement acceptable, de mesures comportementales dans
la politique environnementale.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation of the project

The pressing needs to curb natural resource depletion (United Nations Environment Pro-

gramme (UNEP), 2012) and global warming (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC), 2014) force governments across the globe to develop policy measures, which are

capable of de-carbonizing the energy sector, i.e., replacing the use of fossil energy with

renewable energy sources, such as hydro, solar, or wind power. In this vein, Switzerland

has recently formulated policy goals within the ‘Energy Strategy 2050’ of increasing the

production of new renewable energy. The aim is to quadruple the share of electricity

produced from wind, solar, or biomass until the year 2035 (Federal Department of the

Environment, Transport, Energy and Communications (DETEC), 2017).1

These goals can be reached with a multitude of policy measures. On the one hand,

governments can make use of supply side measures, like for instance, feed-in-tariffs for

new renewable electricity production or the building up of funds to finance large scale

production sites of electricity from wind, solar or biomass.2 On the other hand, given that

consumers have the ability to choose electricity contracts themselves, it seems important to

mobilize consumers’ interest for green, i.e., environmentally-friendly, electricity contracts.

Although Swiss residential electricity markets have only been partly liberalized, i.e., al-

though there is no choice of suppliers for customers using less than 100 megawatt hours

per year,3 several Swiss utilities offer a menu of different electricity contracts for their

customers to choose from. Most often, the differentiation of these contracts occurs along

1Currently, roughly 3,000 Gigawatt hours of electricity (4% of total production) are produced by new
renewable electricity in Switzerland. The aim is to increase this production to roughly 11,400 Gigawatt
hours (18% of total production in 2035).

2The interested reader is referred to Gan, Eskeland, and Kolshus (2007) for an overview of supply side
measures, as this topic is not within the scope of this report.

3see ‘Bundesgesetz über die Stromversorgung, StromVG’
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1 Introduction

two interlinked dimensions: (1) per unit price of electricity consumed and (2) per source of

electricity production underlying the contract. In general, customers can choose between

less environmentally-friendly, but cheap options, and more environmentally-friendly, but

more expensive electricity contracts.

Empirical research in environmental economics has found that most people seem to have

positive preferences for an increased uptake of green electricity (e.g., Soon and Ahmad,

2015). Thus, in theory, decision makers in households should opt for these contracts

without the provision of additional incentives. However, most customers seem to remain

‘disengaged’ with respect to the choice of an electricity contract. For instance, in Europe

only 10% of households have actively selected a different electricity contract other than

the contractual regime of their incumbent supplier (Agency for the Cooperation of Energy

Regulators (ACER), 2014). Hence, there seems to be a gap between people’s intentions

and their realized choices.

Based on this observation, policy makers have begun to appreciate that market interven-

tions and regulations may benefit from incorporating insights from the behavioral sciences.

Several governments have set up so-called ‘behavioral insights teams’ or ‘nudge units’,

which study decision-making of their citizens and propose behaviorally-oriented measures

to steer people’s decisions towards socially favorable outcomes.4 A common and frequently

applied ‘nudge’ within the toolkit of behavioral policy making is the use of default op-

tions. In essence, a default automatically assigns a preset choice. Decision-makers need

to actively opt out, if they wish to select an alternative option.

The use of default options is particularly attractive, as they are straightforward to imple-

ment, cheap to administer, and do not infringe on the general freedom of choice (Thaler

and Sunstein, 2003). In addition, they have proven to have a strong effect on consumers’

behavior, as most people tend to stick with these options.5

4For an overview of the application of such behaviorally-oriented measures the interested reader may refer
to annual reports of the ‘Social and Behavioral Science Team’ in the United States (Social and Behav-
ioral Sciences Team, 2016), the annual report by the ‘Behavioral Insights Team’ in the United Kingdom
(Behaviroal Insights Team, 2016), a summary report of the European Commission on applying behav-
ioral insights to policy (Sousa Lorenco, Ciriolo, Rafael Rodrigues Vieira de Almeida, and Troussard,
2016), or the regulatory policy outlook by the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development, 2015).

5Defaults have been used in a range of policy domains including the selection of retirement saving schemes
(for instance Madrian and Shea, 2001; Cronqvist and Thaler, 2004; Choi, Laibson, Madrian, and
Metrick, 2003), the choice of being an organ donor (Johnson and Goldstein, 2003), the elevation of
charitable contributions (Altmann, Falk, Heidhues, and Jayaraman, 2014), or the funding of public
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1.1 Motivation of the project

In this vein, several Swiss utility companies offer green electricity contracts as the standard

option, aiming at directing households’ decisions towards an increased uptake of more

environmentally-friendly electricity contracts. The rationale for green electricity defaults

is to increase the relative share of green electricity with respect to the total demand for

electricity and, hence, generate socially beneficial effects on climate and energy policy

targets, while “maintaining freedom of choice and respect for heterogeneous consumer

preferences” (Sunstein and Reisch, 2014, p.132).

The use of this intervention for policy-making in residential electricity markets seems to

be successful as recent experimental evidence underscores the positive impact of a default

on the demand for green electricity (Ebeling and Lotz, 2015; Pichert and Katsikopoulos,

2008). Therefore, there is little debate that a green electricity default can positively

influence consumer demand for green electricity.

However, several important questions remain. First, the use of green electricity defaults

aims not only at increasing the share of green electricity demanded, but it shall also help

consumers to choose electricity contracts according to their preferences. In a first project

(‘Project A’), we examine whether and under which conditions green electricity defaults

actually match people’s ‘true’ preferences and what a mismatch of preferences may imply

for the design of a green electricity default. Second, usually, the same default is applied

to all households. Thus, theoretically, some consumers may benefit from the intervention,

but some others may experience (economic) disadvantages. In a second project (‘Project

B’), we assess the costs and benefits of a green electricity default, examining which groups

in society are particularly affected or favored by the use of green electricity defaults.

Last, in a third project (‘Project C’), we examine whether well-intended nudges, such as

green electricity defaults, may inadvertently spill over negatively on subsequent behaviors,

which could undermine the overall behavioral effectiveness of the respective behavioral

intervention.

In total, our three projects aim at addressing welfare effects of green choice defaults in

residential electricity markets. Our results should encourage an increased dialogue among

regulators, utilities, and researchers on how to design and implement choice defaults in

goods in general (for instance Altmann and Falk, 2009; Carlsson, Johansson-Stenman, and Khanh Nam,
2015; Cappelletti, Mittone, and Ploner, 2014).
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residential electricity markets. In light of the research program ‘Energy, Economy, Society’,

which specifically addresses the role of consumer behavior for the transition towards a

sustainable energy future, this seems to be an important endeavor to pursue.

1.2 Research Questions: Three Sub-projects

This report consists of three interlinked projects. Figure 1.1 provides an overview of the

projects in this report, details the main research questions and highlights the methodolog-

ical approach used.

Figure 1.1: Project Overview

Project A assesses in an economic laboratory experiment whether the choices imposed

by a green electricity default actually match with individuals’ preferences in case of no

default. Project B looks into the different costs and benefits of green choice defaults for

different segments in society. This is a field study with a Swiss utility. Project C tests

in the economic laboratory whether choice defaults could lead to inadvertent negative

consequences in subsequent behaviors.

Project A: ’Assessing Preference Matches’

Green electricity defaults in residential electricity markets seem to follow at least two in-

tentions. On the one hand, defaults should steer individual choices to environmentally

friendly alternatives (Sunstein and Reisch, 2014), thereby changing the demanded elec-

tricity mix and reducing harmful emissions. On the other hand, the use of defaults is

advocated to help individuals make better decisions from their own point of view (Thaler
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and Sunstein, 2008), i.e., the use of defaults aims to reach a match with individuals’

‘true’ preferences for electricity mixes. While the former intention receives a positive ap-

proval since it helps curbing carbon emissions, the latter intention is much more debated.

Proponents of green electricity defaults argue that these behavioral instruments may help

overcome systematic biases in individual decision-making. Assuming that individuals have

preferences for green electricity, green defaults would help households to decide according

to their ‘true’ preferences and thus increase welfare. In that sense, the design of defaults

should make sure that decisions made in a regime with a green electricity default actu-

ally match individual preferences. However, despite the wide-spread application of green

electricity defaults, there is very limited evidence on whether green defaults in electricity

markets lead to choices which actually match individual preferences and thus help improve

individuals’ welfare. The objective of Project A is therefore to experimentally investigate

whether currently used designs of defaults in residential electricity markets actually corre-

spond to a core principle of libertarian paternalism, i.e., whether the use of defaults leads

to choices that match ‘true preferences elicited in an active choice frame.

Along this line of research, we address the issue of pricing in green electricity markets.

As of today, green electricity defaults are marginally more expensive than other, conven-

tional electricity contracts. However, given that policy makers want to switch to new

renewable production technologies, such as solar, wind, or biomass, it seems likely that

prices for green electricity defaults will increase. Therefore, it is important to address the

implications and consequences of relatively higher priced green electricity defaults.

In brevity, the guiding questions of Project A are:

Research Question A.1: Do currently applied green electricity defaults match

individual preferences in residential electricity markets?

Research Question A.2: What are the implications for the design and the appli-

cation of defaults when relative prices for green electricity increase?

To address these questions, we use an economic laboratory experiment, which provides a

revelatory choice environment in presence and absence of a default. With this setting it is

possible to compare choices of fully-optimizing agents in a no default situation (see Chetty,

2008, for a similar framework) with individual choices when a default is present. Using two
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design elements from existing electricity markets, namely costly opt out of contracts and

green electricity certificates, we add relevant context to the decision environment and thus

create a realistic decision setting in the laboratory that grants ‘parallelism’ of incentives

and institutions of an actual residential electricity market (Smith, 1982).

The obtained results show that the alignment of choices in a default regime and ‘true’

preferences crucially depends on the relative prices for green electricity. Green electricity

defaults at low prices, as currently applied in many electricity markets, do not match

subjects’ ‘true’ active-choice preferences. At higher prices, the effects of green electricity

defaults are more complex, as they differ depending on the aims of the choice architect.

If the choice architect is interested in increasing the share of green electricity, rather than

increasing the uptake of 100% green electricity contracts, a higher priced green electricity

default fulfills both intentions of a choice default: it provides incentives to switch to a

greener electricity mix and it matches individual preferences. The findings in Project A

of this report are relevant for the design and application of green electricity defaults in

practice and provide one of the first experimental assessments in the literature of whether

revealed preferences actually match choices implied in a default regime in the context of

the choice of an electricity contract.

Project B: ’Assessing Distributional Effects’

Project A offers insights into the general design and the applicability of green electricity

defaults. Yet, the costs and benefits that come with the use of green electricity defaults

at the consumer and at the societal level are not specifically addressed. Brown, Farrell,

and Weisbenner (2016) are among the few authors in the current literature who assess

which groups in society are particularly prone to stick to defaults. Their analysis focuses,

however, on individual decisions for retirement savings. Brown et al. (2016) find that

individuals with low education levels and low decision-specific literacy stay in a default

more often than others. Additionally, inadequate information about a choice situation,

procrastination or perceiving the default as an implicit recommendation also leads people

to choose default pension plans more often. Interestingly, the authors also find that those

who stay with the default plan are the least content with their choice. Thus, it may be

hypothesized that individuals who regret their default choice do so because the default
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reduces their economic pension outcome in comparison to any other plan. Hence, the use

of defaults may have considerable impacts on individual welfare. In this vein, taking a

similar route of analysis, we aim at assessing the reasons why some people tend to stay

with a green electricity default while others opt out and choose a different contract. Given

an intermediately green and intermediately expensive choice default in the field setting

we study, we can explore whether the nudge impacts certain groups in society to different

degrees. In addition, we assess whether the effects for individual welfare should concern

policy makers.

In essence, we focus on three guiding research questions in Project B:

Research Question B.1: Why do people stay in green electricity defaults?

Research Question B.2: Does a default distort choices of certain groups in soci-

ety?

Research Question B.3: What are the respective effects on individual welfare?

In order to analyze these questions, we use a field study with a representative set of

households of a Swiss city. This study is administered via an on-line and paper-pencil

questionnaire sent out to a randomly selected sample of customers of the local utility. The

empirical procedure contrasts the current contract choices under a default regime (using

historical data provided by the utility), with a hypothetical active choice of an electricity

contract. We use the rich evidence from the applied environmental economics literature

on the effectiveness of ‘cheap-talk-scripts’ (for instance Cummings and Taylor, 1999) to

alleviate a potential social-desirability bias on behalf of the respondents. In doing so, we

are able to assess the match and mis-match potential of green electricity defaults with

respect to an active choice. Combining this data with the responses of who sticks to a

default and why sheds light on the highly policy relevant, but so-far under-researched

issue of distributional differences between different groups of households as well as on the

differences in the costs and benefits of green electricity defaults.

Our findings offer multiple novel insights that are important for policy makers in residential

electricity markets. First, demographics are only a weak predictor of electricity contract

choice. Much more variation in choices can be explained by attitudes and motivations,

such as the importance of nature conservation or altruistic motivations. Additionally, sev-
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eral reasons for choice, such as information related problems or procrastination, contribute

to explaining how people make choices for electricity contracts. As most of these variables

are not directly observable for a choice architect, it proves to be challenging to provide

‘better’ defaults. Second, the green electricity default used in this field setting has different

costs and benefits at the consumers’ and at the societal level. On the one hand, the default

hinders pro-environmental, but uninformed households to move to even more environmen-

tally friendly contracts. On the other hand, households with lower socio-economic status

in terms of education and income more often forgo to choose a cheaper contract due to the

choice default. Both distortions have substantial negative effects on consumers’ welfare.

Third, while the green electricity default successfully curbs greenhouse gas emissions, the

emission abatement seems to be rather costly when compared to some recent estimates of

the social cost of carbon.

The findings in Project B carry highly policy relevant messages and help to put the results

of Project A into a wider context. Specifically, they open up the discussion among choice

architects and policy makers on how green electricity defaults should be designed in order

to moderate potential distributional concerns for ‘weaker and poorer’ groups in society.

Project C: ’Assessing Negative Spillover Effects’

The third project in this report scrutinizes potential behavioral effects, which reach be-

yond the direct impact of choice defaults. Evidently, defaults are very effective policy

instruments for promoting ‘good’ causes, such as fostering pro-environmental consump-

tion (Ebeling and Lotz, 2015; Egebark and Ekstroem, 2016; Brown, Johnstone, Hascic,

Vong, and Barascud, 2013), increasing retirement savings (Choi et al., 2003; Cronqvist

and Thaler, 2004), or raising charitable giving (Altmann et al., 2014). Even though there

is an active debate touching upon the ethics of nudging (Bovens, 2009; Hausman and

Welch, 2010; Desai, 2011; Sunstein, 2015), its distributional effects (Löfgren, Martinsson,

Hennlock, and Sterner, 2012; Brown et al., 2016, or Project B in this report) or whether

choice defaults correspond to their libertarian paternalistic intentions (Carroll, Choi, Laib-

son, Madrian, and Metrick, 2009; Keller, Harlam, and Loewenstein, 2011, or Project A

in this report), the application of defaults is prevalent, as their outcomes are remarkably

successful when judging their effects on the targeted behavior in isolation.

Project C aims to widen the scope of the behavioral analysis of choice defaults by also
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looking at whether their use may inadvertently spill over on subsequent and seemingly

unrelated behavior in a similar area. Backed by empirical data, two different directions of

spillover effects seem plausible. Cialdini, Trost, and Newsom (1995), for instance, describe

that individuals behave ‘consistently’ with their initial decisions, which is classified as

a positive spillover of initial on subsequent behavior. Others, like for instance, Meritt,

Effron, and Monin (2010) argue that individuals often use initially ‘good’ behavior to

‘license’ adjacent immoral behavior, which constitutes a negative spillover. Given these

ambiguous findings from the previous literature, Project C follows competing research

questions. Evidently, if pro-environmental or pro-social choice defaults lead to positive

spillover effects, this provides a strong argument for the effectiveness of such instruments.

On the other hand, if choice defaults lead to negative spillovers, such a finding may severely

weaken the effectiveness of defaults and it may provoke a critical discussion on the wider

suitability of these instruments for sustainable public policy making.

The research question in this project thus addresses the following issue:

Research Question 3: Do pro-socially set choice defaults stipulate subsequent

beneficial or adverse behavior in seemingly unrelated but similar areas?

To assess this question, we design an economic laboratory experiment that explores the

subsequent behavioral consequences of nudging people into initial pro-social behavior.

Incentives and decision framework of the design are closely aligned with comparable ex-

periments in the literature that aim at assessing positive or negative spillovers (see, for

instance, Mullen and Monin, 2016). Additionally, the experimental design ensures that

we are able to separate two important elements from ‘true’ spillover effects in subsequent

decision-making. On the one hand, we can control for income effects, i.e., subsequent

behavior that is purely driven by different levels of income after a first decision. On

the other hand, we can also control for altruistic utility with our design, i.e., subsequent

behavior that is purely driven by knowing that something ‘good’ was done in a first deci-

sion. We find that individuals’ subsequent decision making seems to be unaffected by an

initial choice default. Hence, while a pro-social default fulfills its intention to stimulate

more ‘good’ behavior, it does not seem to interfere with subsequent, untreated individual

choices.
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1.3 A brief reader’s guide for this report

The following chapters 2 (‘Assessing Preference Matches’), 3 (‘Assessing Distributional

Effects’), and 4 (‘Assessing Negative Spillover Effects’) present the substantive analysis and

findings of each of the projects. Each project report was produced for stand-alone scientific

publication in academic journals. Therefore, each chapter features a full introduction to

its specific topic, details and discusses the methodologies applied to assess the research

questions, presents and contextualizes the results in light of the preceding literature, and

provides concluding remarks and insights for policy makers. Additionally, appendices for

each chapter feature further analyses and document the materials used in the different

studies.

Moreover, each of the projects begins with a short summary section that should help the

reader to link the content of the projects and their research questions with each other.

Finally, in chapter 5, we summarize the main findings and highlight several implications

for policy makers, energy utilities and researchers.
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2 Project A

Defaults in Green Electricity Markets:

Preference Match not Guaranteed1

Contextualization and Summary

Project A uses an economic laboratory experiment to assess whether choices in regime with
a green electricity default actually match individual preferences for an electricity contract.
We find that the alignment of choices under a default regime and preferences revealed
under an active choice depends on the prices for green electricity. Decisions taken with
low-priced green electricity defaults (based on depreciated hydro-power production) do
not match individuals’ preferences. Our result point to the issue that the often assumed
implicit win-win situation of green electricity defaults, i.e., an increase of the demand
of green electricity and the improvement of consumer choices towards their preferred
contracts, does not seem to be unequivocally granted. This finding is relevant for the
design of behaviorally-oriented instruments in residential electricity markets.

1This chapter has been published in the Journal of the Association of Environmental and Resource
Economists (JAERE), Volume 4 (S1), pp. S37-S84, © 2017 by The Association of Environmental and
Resource Economists, (see Ghesla, 2017b). It is also part of the doctoral thesis of Ghesla (2017a). Note
that in the table of contents and chapter headers we use ‘Assessing Preference Matches’ as a short-title
for this project.
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2.1 Introduction

Default options have a strong influence on individual decision making. Changing the de-

fault from an opt-in to an opt-out frame has—for example—a positive effect on organ

donation rates (Johnson and Goldstein, 2003). Likewise, individual decisions for retire-

ment savings largely differ depending on the default contribution rate (Carroll et al., 2009;

Choi et al., 2003; Cronqvist and Thaler, 2004). Experiments manipulating default printer

(Egebark and Ekstroem, 2016) or thermostat settings (Brown et al., 2013) provide evi-

dence for the default effect in simple choice situations, in which the costs of opting out of

a default are negligible. Defaults also seem to work in more strategic environments, like

increasing contributions to public goods (Cappelletti, Mittone, and Ploner, 2014; Carlsson,

Johansson-Stenman, and Khanh Nam, 2015) or elevating donations to charities (Altmann

et al., 2014).

Due to the success of defaults in these domains, electric utilities and policy makers have

vested interests in whether these effects are conferrable to residential electricity markets.

The prime reason for this interest is to identify measures that may enhance the share of

green electricity,2 thereby reducing harmful emissions of carbon dioxide. These emissions

have been identified to be a prime driver for anthropogenic climate change (Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2014), and nearly 70% of these emissions are

attributable to the energy sector (International Energy Agency (IEA), 2016).

In the United States, 29 states have issued ‘renewable portfolio standards’, which require

utilities to reach predefined shares of green electricity (National Conference of State Leg-

islatures (NCSL), 2017). Likewise, in Europe the ‘EU renewable energy directive’ requires

member states to meet a target of 33% of renewable electricity production by 2020 (Euro-

pean Commission, 2016b). In order to finance these changes in the production portfolio,

several supply side policy measures, like for instance, feed-in-tariffs or renewable funds

exist (for an overview Gan, Eskeland, and Kolshus, 2007). On the demand side, utili-

ties may mobilize consumer interest for green electricity by offering different electricity

contracts with differing shares of renewable electricity to buy. In the United States ap-

2Throughout this paper green electricity is refereed to electricity predominately produced by renewable
sources, such as wind, solar, hydro, or biomass. Conventional electricity is produced by fossil or nuclear
sources.
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proximately 850 utilities have green pricing programs in which providers sell renewable

electricity at different price premia per unit (US Department of Energy, 2016). In the

EU member states, the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) (2014)

reports 280 electricity suppliers that offer more than 690 different green electricity tariffs.

These numbers indicate that voluntary green electricity markets are actively promoted

and used.3 However, despite that overall willingness-to-pay for green electricity is positive

(for an overview Soon and Ahmad, 2015), people are still reluctant to switch contracts:

for instance, only 10% of consumers in EU electricity markets have switched contracts

(Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER), 2014). This is where the

use of a default may come into play. Recent experimental evidence reports that green

electricity defaults can considerably increase demand for green electricity (Ebeling and

Lotz, 2015). Thus, several utilities have started to explore the effectiveness of defaults by

promoting 100% green electricity contracts as the default option.4

The intentions of using a green electricity default seem to be twofold. On the one hand,

these defaults may channel individual choices to more environmentally friendly alterna-

tives (Sunstein and Reisch, 2014). Hence, green electricity defaults may be an attractive

instrument for choice architects who aim at substituting large parts of conventionally

generated electricity with more environmentally friendly green electricity. From the view-

point of internalizing external damages from carbon emissions, the quest for arguments

for or against the positive approval of green defaults could stop here, as said defaults

address negative externalities from electricity consumption. However, on the other hand,

the use of green electricity defaults is argued to be of additional use since they help to

overcome systematic flaws in individual decision making and make sure that individuals

decide according to their ‘true’ preferences. If individuals have positive preferences for

green electricity, but shy away from the effort to switch contracts, a green default may

increase their welfare. This argument relies on the idea of libertarian paternalism, which

claims to use defaults to “make choosers better off, as judged by themselves” (Thaler and

Sunstein, 2008, p. 5, italics in original). Hence, public acceptance, i.e., whether a de-

3In voluntary green electricity markets consumers can voluntarily purchase green electricity for their
consumption needs.

4For instance, the local provider in Zurich has changed the default to 100% green electricity, which may
affect contract choices of up to 200,000 households.
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fault matches preferences, may also play an important role in designing and developing

default regimes. For instance, the ‘Executive Order – Using Behavioral Science Insights

to Better Serve the American People’ specifically states that “the Federal Government

should design its policies and programs to reflect our best understanding of how people

engage with, participate in, use, and respond to those policies and programs” (The White

House, 2015). Despite growing prevalence of green electricity defaults, it is not clear that

green defaults match individual preferences for an electricity mix and thus help improve

individual decision making. In fact, this paper provides evidence that green electricity

defaults do not lead to preference-matching decisions if relative prices for green electricity

are low, which may undermine the often assumed implicitness that defaults bring along a

win-win situation.

To analyze whether green defaults match private households’ electricity mix preferences, a

measurement strategy for the elicitation of their baseline preferences is needed. Following

the framework of Chetty (2008), I assume that individuals act as fully-optimizing agents

when no default is present.5 However, the general regulations of electricity markets do not

allow for contract choices in absence of a default. For instance, if a household does not

choose an electricity contract, utilities are required by law to supply a default contract,

i.e., it is made sure that households receive basic services.6 Thus, observed contract

choices in electricity markets do not provide a suitable indicator of actual preferences

over an electricity mix. Furthermore, considerable shares of customers do not switch

their contracts due to a multitude of reasons (European Commission, 2010b). These

circumstances may severely impede the elicitation of field data for my purposes. By

contrast, a laboratory setting “offers possibilities to control decision environments in ways

that are hard to duplicate with the use of naturally occurring settings” (Falk and Heckman,

2009, p. 536), and serves as a useful complement to field and survey data. Therefore, I use

a laboratory experiment to elicit subjects’ baseline preferences. Throughout this paper

the baseline is called the ‘active choice’, as subjects actively choose their electricity mix in

the absence of a default option. I will show under which conditions preferences in active

5This assumption is also guided by the framework of Bernheim (2009), in which active and consistent
choices are deemed relevant for individual welfare. In other words, if the choice situation is fully salient
(no presence of a default), agents choose their optimal allocation of goods.

6For instance, the European Union foresees that all households must have a right to be supplied with
electricity. The local network provider is responsible to grant this right (European Commission, 2016a).
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choice and in default regimes coincide or diverge.7

Furthermore, the experiment addresses the important issue of pricing in green electricity

markets. Currently used green electricity defaults are often only marginally more ex-

pensive than other available contracts.8 This is due to the fact that in most cases these

green electricity defaults are sourced by depreciated hydropower sources, which are largely

cost-competitive with other, more conventional sources of power generation (International

Energy Agency (IEA), 2015b). Despite overall decreasing generation costs for renewable

electricity, (renewable) technologies other than hydropower still have significantly higher

price premia. For instance, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) (2011,

p. 22) reports that price premia for green power products typically range between 1¢ per

kilowatt hour (kWh) to 2.5¢ per kWh, but some “are priced as high as 10 to 20¢ per

kWh.” Although there may be potential for a further widening of capacity in hydropower,

the International Energy Agency (IEA) (2015b) points out that financing and developing

new capacity involves considerable risk and cost. Thus, retailers in voluntary electricity

markets will need to turn to other technologies, such as solar or wind, which have higher

costs than their conventional counterparts (at least in the short and medium term).9 The

experiment addresses this potential shift in technology support by investigating whether

subjects react differently to relatively higher priced green defaults.

In the experiment subjects assume the role of private households consuming electricity. In

five different tasks subjects have to decide which electricity mix to purchase for a given

electricity consumption. An electricity mix consists of varying shares of green and conven-

tional electricity. In each task subjects have to select one out of six different contracts with

7Importantly, this experiment is based on a student sample. This may limit generalizability of results.
Nevertheless, I will distinctively discuss which characteristics still render this sample particularly rele-
vant for messages to policy makers in this context.

8For instance, Ebeling and Lotz (2015) provide a randomized controlled trial on the effect of a green
electricity default when the extra cost of one unit of green electricity is EUR0.003 as opposed to one
unit of conventional electricity.

9It is assumed that policy makers continue to support binding goals for shares of renewable electricity
with respect to total consumption. For instance, the EU currently discusses to increase this share
from “21% to at least 45% in 2030” (European Commission, 2014, p. 6). Furthermore, remaining
with the country example of the EU, current hydropower generation is reported to be roughly 300
Terrawatt hours (TWh) per annum, which amounts to 10% of the total electricity generation (Eurostat,
2016). Residential electricity demand is estimated at approximately 900 TWh per annum (European
Environment Agency, 2013). Hence, even if it is assumed that the complete hydropower generation is
taken to satisfy residential demand, the policy target may not be reached. Therefore, countries aiming
at higher shares of renewables may turn to other (more costly) production technologies that are capable
of fulfilling this demand.
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different electricity mixes. The price per unit of green electricity is fixed within each task

and varied exogenously across the tasks. One unit of green electricity is always assumed

to be more expensive than one unit of conventional electricity. Subjects are endowed with

a budget out of which they have to pay for their electricity costs. Endowment spent on

green electricity is used by the experimenter to buy so-called certificates of ‘Guaranteed

Origin’ (GOs). These certificates grant the production and insertion of green electricity

to the market. Relative prices for green electricity are chosen to conform to current prices

of GOs of different technological sources. As argued above, relative prices for green elec-

tricity may differ according to the respective source and technology used to produce green

electricity.

Subjects are randomly allocated to three treatment conditions: a condition in which an

active choice of an electricity mix is required (denoted as ‘ACTIVE’), a condition in which

the default electricity mix is 100% green electricity (denoted as ‘GREEN’), and a condition

in which the default electricity mix is 100% conventional electricity (denoted as ‘GREY’).

Opting out of either default condition is costly in terms of the effort required for switching.

The main results are as follows. In all treatments, subjects show positive preferences for

green electricity, and these preferences are declining with increasing relative prices for

green electricity. Subjects in GREEN and GREY often stick to electricity contracts that

are presented to them as the default. These findings are in line with previously reported

evidence from the field.10

However, it is ambiguous whether choices under default options correspond to revealed

preferences or not. I examine this issue from two angles: (1) the percentage of participants

choosing 100% green electricity, and (2) the mean demand for green electricity units. These

indicators are assessed at two price levels: (1) low relative prices for green electricity, (2)

high relative prices for green electricity.

At low relative prices for green electricity, subjects’ preferences elicited in GREEN do

not match subjects’ preferences elicited in the absence of a default option (ACTIVE).

There is neither a match in the percentage of choices for 100% green electricity nor in

mean demand for green electricity. For GREY however, subjects’ preferences match their

10See Soon and Ahmad (2015) for a review on willingness to pay for green electricity; see Ebeling and
Lotz (2015) and Pichert and Katsikopoulos (2008) for the effect of default electricity contracts.
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preferences elicited in the absence of a default option (ACTIVE).

At high relative prices for green electricity, the results are more diverse. Subjects’ prefer-

ences elicited in GREEN match subjects’ preferences elicited in the absence of a default

option (ACTIVE) when assessing mean demand for green electricity. They do not match,

however, in choice percentages for 100% green electricity. Subjects’ preferences elicited

in GREY match subjects’ preferences elicited in the absence of a default option for 100%

green electricity choices. They do not match, however, in mean demand for green electric-

ity.

These results encompass three important messages. First, green electricity defaults at

low relative prices for green electricity, as currently applied in several electricity markets,

do not correspond to the intention of matching subjects’ preferences. Hence, on average,

they tend to reduce subjects’ welfare as compared to a situation of active choice. On the

contrary, conventional electricity defaults at low relative prices match subjects’ preferences

as elicited in the baseline.

Second, the implication of green electricity defaults at high relative prices for green elec-

tricity are more complex. From the perspective of a regulator interested in enhancing mean

green electricity demand and matching subjects’ preferences, an opt-out regime (GREEN)

seems a favorable design.11 If a regulator is interested only in raising the adoption rate

of 100% green electricity choices, hereby matching subjects’ preferences, an opt-in regime

(GREY) seems a favorable design.

Third, using defaults is unavoidable in real electricity markets. Factual active choices,

in the sense that no default is present in the choice situation, are unfeasible. Therefore,

based on the results, if green electricity defaults are used, it may be advocated to set

these defaults at higher relative prices for green electricity. This may guarantee a match

in preferences, while also contributing to new renewable production capacity.

This paper proceeds as follows. The related literature is briefly reviewed in Section 2.2.

The experimental design, treatments, and hypotheses are explained in Section 2.3. Section

2.4 presents the experimental results. Section 2.5 discusses major findings and concludes.

11Here the term regulator is used in a general sense. It could stand for a governing body having oversight
on electricity contracts and prices, or for an incumbent utility.
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2.2 Related literature

Menges, Schroeder, and Traub (2005) are among the few to use a revealed preference

approach for assessing preferences for green electricity. They employ an artefactual field

experiment with actual monetary incentives and use donations to environmental charities

as a proxy for spending money on a green electricity contract. This paper presented here

adds to the literature by also designing an experiment using an incentivized method for

eliciting preferences for green electricity. However, the used approach differs from the

previous methods in several ways. First, my experimental procedure mimics a real choice

situation for an electricity mix. In particular, subjects choosing units of green electricity

purchase certificates of ‘Guaranteed Origin’ (GOs). GOs guarantee the production of

green electricity in the electricity market. Hence, possible embedding effects of public

goods may be avoided within the experiment (Kahneman and Knetsch, 1992).12 Second,

I introduce default options in the choice situation. Opting out of the default is costly.

Subjects need to follow time-consuming procedures to be able to actively select another

electricity mix. This design is based on the literature that a default effect occurs due to

costs of effort (Dhar and Nowlis, 1999). Complexity of tasks and time-consuming activities

(Sitzia, Zheng, and Zizzo, 2015), less experience with a task (Löfgren et al., 2012), or the

sheer number of options (Iyengar, Jiang, and Huberman, 2003) may increase these effort

costs. Third, Pichert and Katsikopoulos (2008) and Ebeling and Lotz (2015) provide field

evidence that a green default has a positive effect on the choice of a 100% green electricity

contract. Both studies focus on the (binary) choice to either select a 100% green or a 100%

conventional electricity contract. Price differences between the green and the conventional

electricity contract are low and fixed for each choice situation. In contrast, the analysis in

this paper is not constrained to binary choices of electricity contracts. Subjects can choose

between different electricity mixes. Furthermore, in my experiment relative prices for green

electricity vary according to the relative costs of production sources. This enables me to

analyze whether choices under default regimes correspond to revealed preferences and also

to study how increases in the relative price of green electricity interact with subjects’

12An embedding effect may occur if subjects can not clearly determine the effect of their public good
contribution. For instance, choosing the label ‘contribution to the environment’ may elicit a higher
WTP than ‘contribution to green electricity’, as the latter is embedded in the former concept.
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decisions. Such an analysis is connected to other recent advances in the literature that

have targeted the question of welfare implications of nudges (see Chetty, Looney, and

Kroft (2009) for salience of taxes; see Carroll et al. (2009) and Bernheim, Fradkin, and

Popov (2015) for pension plan defaults).

2.3 Experimental design

2.3.1 Environment, treatments and default options

In my experiment subjects assume the role of electricity consumers. They have to choose

their preferred electricity mix for a fixed and given amount of kilowatt hours (kWh).

Subjects face five choice situations in which they select such a mix. In each choice sit-

uation subjects receive a budget with which they need to cover a fixed consumption of

100 electricity units (kWhs).13 Units of electricity can be either green or conventional.

Conventional electricity has always a cheaper per unit price than green electricity. In

the experiment, relative prices for green electricity are chosen to correspond to real-world

prices of certificates of ‘Guaranteed Origin’ (GOs) for different production technologies,

like, for instance, hydro or solar power. According to the respective source and technology

the price per unit varies. The link between relative prices and production technology is

not disclosed to participants. They are informed, however, that the money they use to

purchase units of green electricity is spent by the experimenter to buy GOs. These certifi-

cates guarantee the production of kilowatt hours of green electricity and are subsequently

owned by the respective participants.14 Prices for green electricity are fixed within and

varied randomly across the choice situations in order to avoid order and learning effects.15

The experimental design is built on a ‘Dictator Game’ (Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler,

13Certainly, in terms of external validity of the results, it would be desirable to have subjects endogenously
select their own electricity consumption. However, lack of knowledge and data availability may severely
impede the use of actual demand figures. Therefore, as in Menges et al. (2005), I opted to choose
a proximity measure for individual electricity consumption. Specifically, I chose to use a standard
consumption profile (H1-profile) used by utilities to forecast electricity demand. This profile estimates
a personal electricity consumption of between 100 to 130 kilowatt hours per person per month.

14Certificates are bought via a certified Swiss power retailer and made accessible for participants on-
line. This approach reflects the actual practice of power companies when they offer green electricity
contracts. Utilities need to buy GOs to cover consumer demand for green electricity. They are then
required by law to report the purchase of GOs on an annual basis.

15Prices and budgets are denoted in real money in order to ease the understanding of the decision envi-
ronment. At the time of the experiment 1 CHF ≈ 0.95 USD.
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1986). Choosing conventional electricity is identical to keeping the entire budget which

leads to a maximization of individual monetary payoffs (selfish dictator). Choosing green

electricity is equal to giving (parts of) the budget away to a recipient (benevolent dictator)

and accepting lower monetary payoffs.16 I use three treatment conditions to study the

decision making in the presence or absence of default options (see Table 2.1 for an overview

of conditions, relative prices and sample sizes).

In the ACTIVE treatment, subjects have to select their preferred mix of green and/or con-

ventional electricity units actively; they do not receive a default electricity product. The

provided budgets are sufficient to purchase any combination of green and/or conventional

electricity for the given amounts of kWhs. In ACTIVE subjects choose their preferred

electricity mix by moving a slider to decide on their desired electricity mix.17

In the GREY treatment, subjects receive 100 units of conventional electricity in each

choice situation as their default electricity supply. Additionally, for each of the five choice

situations, they receive specific budgets, which they can use to replace units of conven-

tional electricity by units of green electricity. The available budgets always allow for a

complete transformation of 100 units of conventional electricity into 100 units of green

electricity. For the transition from the default (i.e., 100% conventional electricity) to an-

other electricity mix, five additional contracts are offered18: 10% green electricity, 40%

green electricity, 60% green electricity, 90% green electricity and 100% green electricity.19

In the GREEN treatment, subjects receive 100 units of green electricity in each choice

situation as their default electricity supply. Since every unit of green electricity is always

more expensive than the respective unit of conventional electricity, subjects are able to

substitute green by conventional electricity units and - in addition - build up a monetary

budget. If participants decide to buy conventional instead of green electricity units, their

16This setup is closest to an actual contract selection in an electricity market. Assuming that an initial
contract is always in place, subjects decide on whether to keep this contract or replace it with a different
one. See Figure 2.A.1 in the appendix for a translated example of a decision screen in GREEN.

17The position of the slider was invisible to the subjects, i.e., they had to actively click in order to make
a decision. See Figure 2.A.2 in the appendix for a translated example of a decision screen in ACTIVE.

18Note that the remaining percentage in each contract is covered by conventional electricity.
19The ACTIVE treatment was elicited chronologically before the two default treatments. Subjects showed

significant anchoring to the contract values offered in the two default treatments (60% of choices are
very close (+- 3%) to these contracts). Therefore, I opted to use these six contract categories, rather
than allowing for a continuous choice. Moreover, there is no statistical difference in means of purchase
decisions that fall into one of the six contract categories and purchase decisions for the full set of active
choices. Hence, comparability of results is ensured.
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Table 2.1: Treatment conditions

Treatment

(between)
N

Relative prices for green electricity

(within)

ACTIVE 53 p1 p3 p10 p15 p20

GREY 54 p1 p3 p10 p15 p20

GREEN 54 p1 p3 p10 p15 p20

Note.— Subjects are randomly allocated to treatments.
In each of the five choice situations, relative prices for
green electricity are randomly varied. Prices p1 to p20
denote the extra cost of one unit of green electricity as
opposed to one unit of conventional electricity. For in-
stance, at p10 a unit of green electricity costs an addi-
tional amount of 10 Swiss Rappen (100 Rappen = 1 CHF).
Relative prices correspond to the actual prices of the cer-
tificates of ‘Guaranteed Origin’ (GOs).

monetary payoff will increase as their expenses for electricity decline. For the transition

from the default (i.e., 100% green electricity) to another electricity mix, five additional

contracts are offered: 0% green electricity, 10% green electricity, 40% green electricity,

60% green electricity and 90% green electricity.

Implementing a default in an experimental setting is a challenge. Bovens (2009, p. 209)

points out that nudges “work better in the dark”. Moreover, the experimental design

needs to account for the fact that participants come to the laboratory to do something.

As this study is concerned with how rather than why defaults work, the implementation

of default options in the laboratory is based on costs of effort.20 Subjects who did not

want to stay with the default had to follow specific procedures. At first, they had to

actively deselect the default electricity contract in order to be able to choose other con-

tracts. Secondly, they had to justify their choice by indicating why they wanted to change

their contract.21 Finally, participants needed to refer to so-called data-sheets, which were

distributed at the beginning of the experiment in order to make an informed decision

between different electricity contracts. For each of the five decision situations a separate

20In the industrial organization literature it has been recognized very early that switching or effort costs
play a dominant role for individual decision making in electricity markets (Klemperer, 1987). Some
may argue that nudges are always costless alterations of the choice environment. However, in reality,
and explicitly in the case of electricity markets, this premise may not hold. Switching away from a
default electricity contract is more or less costly. Hence, I argue along the lines of Thaler and Sunstein
(2003, p. 177) that as long as “no choice is forbidden” a nudge may be implemented even if there are
transaction costs of choosing another alternative.

21In particular, they needed to write sentences with a minimum of 25 characters. This is similar to an
(informal) letter of cancellation required by some power suppliers. This approach enabled the collection
of anecdotal evidence with regards to specific decision behavior.
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data-sheet was provided. These sheets listed the current electricity product and relative

price, the available options, i.e., the contract options specified in the description of the de-

fault treatments, their prices and some personal information, like a generic and randomly

generated customer and contract ID. The participants’ task was then to search and decide

for their preferred option, and to indicate the corresponding product ID, customer ID and

contract ID.22 If those steps were completed successfully, the participants got an overview

over their new contract choice, their monetary budgets and their chosen amount of green

electricity. Subjects finally needed to confirm their choice, before proceeding to the next

decision task.

2.3.2 Discussion of the experimental design

Incentives and institutions Since revealed preferences of electricity contract choices do

not provide a suitable indicator for the elicitation of preferences for an electricity mix, a

laboratory setting with tighter possibilities for controlling the decision environment offers

a reasonable choice for experimentation (Falk and Heckman, 2009). However, naturally

the informative value of a laboratory study relies on the transferability of results to the

field. In his seminal work, Smith (1982) argues that transferability of results is granted by

a precept, which he calls ‘parallelism’. This precept states that for transferability of results

to be granted “propositions about behavior of individuals and performance of institutions

[...] apply also to nonlaboratory microeconomies where similar [...] conditions hold” (p.

936).

Hence, Smith (1982) claims that used incentives and institutions in the laboratory must

qualitatively lead to the same outcomes and directional effects as in the field. Falsification

of incentives and institutions must be done with field data. Therefore, it is worthwhile to

briefly reflect on the incentives and market institutions used in this experiment.

Voluntary green electricity markets are at the core of this experiment. In such mar-

kets consumers can choose to ‘upgrade’ their current electricity consumption with a more

sustainable consumption. Utilities enable this choice by offering different contracts or con-

sumption plans with different shares of green electricity. When purchasing green electricity

the utility must buy certificates of ‘Guaranteed Origin’ (GOs) in order to demonstrate that

22In reality, customers also need to go through several steps before they can change an electricity contract.
For instance, the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (OFGEM) (2016) provides an illustrative and
comprehensive guide on how to switch suppliers in the UK.
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consumer demand has an actual impact on the overall electricity mix. Usually, GOs sell

at different relative prices depending on the production technology of green electricity.

Some utilities have set a 100% green contract as the default. Hence, if consumers forgo a

change, they will receive green electricity. Changing contracts is usually costly in terms

of effort.

The presented experiment tries to capture the institutions and incentives of such a vol-

untary green electricity market as closely as possible. First, I allow subjects to exercise

preferences for green electricity at various relative prices (unlike in stated preference stud-

ies, these choices are incentivized). Second, purchases of green electricity lead to the

issuance of certificates of ‘Guaranteed Origin’, which directly impact the contribution to

the public good of emission avoidance. Third, default options are implemented based on

cost of effort, which are analogous to the often complicated switching procedures of elec-

tricity contracts. Therefore, I argue that incentives and institutions of the experimental

voluntary green electricity market should demonstrate parallelism with the actual market.

Potential falsification of the used incentives and market institutions with field data is de-

ferred to Section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. In these sections I will examine whether the direction of

willingness-to-pay estimates and the effect of defaults qualitatively hold relative to field

data.

The subject pool A second, and equally important issue in terms of transferability of

the results is whether there is quantitative support for the data. Generally, laboratory

studies work with student samples, which may bound the representativeness of the ob-

tained results. Hence, in order to present meaningful conclusions of this study, “exploiting

complementaries” in subject pools from the field and from the laboratory might present

a viable strategy to better inform the reader on the applicability of the results (Falk and

Heckman, 2009, p. 537).

As a starting point, willingness-to-pay for green electricity in this experiment can be mir-

rored with estimates of more representative samples. Investigating more into the decisive

characteristics of subject pools from the field, the following effects seem to apply: younger

and better educated people have a significantly higher preference for choosing green elec-

tricity; more income makes it possible to support green electricity to a higher extent;
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and preferences for the environment also lead to higher appreciation of green power (see

for instance Bigerna and Polinori, 2014; Borchers, Duke, and Parsons, 2007). Therefore,

given that the used sample mainly consists of young and educated subjects with rather low

incomes,23 it may be expected that these characteristics may have countervailing effects

with respect to the overall willingness to pay for green electricity. Section 2.4.1 provides

evidence whether the same basic effects of these characteristics in representative samples

also apply in this sample.

Sample characteristics may influence the overall effect on WTP and green electricity choice,

but could also interact with treatment effects. Unfortunately, the only field experiment

exploring the effect of defaults on electricity choice is unable by design to report whether

individual characteristics actually mattered on the treatment level (Ebeling and Lotz,

2015). Evidence from other domains shows that socio-demographics may influence the

choice of a 401(k) pension plan under a default regime. Lower education and lower decision

domain specific knowledge lead to a higher acceptance of default options (Brown et al.,

2016). Löfgren et al. (2012) find that experienced and knowledgeable people are not

influenced by default options. To further investigate this issue, I assess in Section 2.4.2 a

subsample of subjects who are more knowledgeable about green power markets and study

whether this characteristic has an influence on the strength of a default effect.

Moreover, it could be argued that individuals in real electricity markets are much more

used to such contract decisions, and that the obtained results may not replicate in the

field. To further question this claim, it is important to examine which characteristics

determine a ‘typical decider’ in voluntary green electricity markets, and whether these

characteristics can also be identified in the used sample. Choice of suppliers and products

in residential electricity markets is a rather new feature. For instance, in the European

Union first liberalization directives were adopted in 1998, with the latest changes to make

more retail choices feasible being effectively implemented in the year 2009.24 Similar

market liberalization efforts can be observed for the US electricity market (Morey and

Kirsch, 2016).25

23See Table 2.A.1 in the appendix for further characteristics
24See EU Directive 2009/72/EC.
25In Switzerland electricity supplier choice is not liberalized; households can only choose between contracts

of the incumbent utility. Thus, choice is even more limited.
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Thus, switching rates of contracts or electricity plans provide a suitable proxy of how

actively individuals engage with the decision of choosing an electricity contract. However,

even though most markets offer significant opportunities to switch and provide structured

access to information, only 6.2% of customers have switched contracts in the EU between

2008 and 2010 (European Commission, 2010b, p. 77). Therefore, it may be fair to ar-

gue that most households or individuals are inexperienced when it comes to choosing an

electricity contract. This ignorance is further facilitated by too infrequent billing, long

term contracts issued by the incumbent utility, and the general low interest in the low-

involvement good electricity. In fact, the European Commission (2010a, p. 9) comes to

the conclusion that “individual consumers are not experts’ and that they ‘are not well

aware of many aspects of the market” (p. 13). Survey evidence from the Office of Gas and

Electricity Markets (OFGEM) (2014, p. 3) suggests that even if complete liberalization of

the electricity markets has been achieved, “most consumers remain disengaged from the

energy market.”

Laboratory experiments are often criticized for using subjects who are not used to the

specific choice environment, or who have only little expertise with the domain as such.

However, in fact, based on the arguments brought forward, I may claim that the sample

reflects well the inexperience with the decision task in the actual market. Inexperience

with the decision or weak knowledge about a market may be decisive determinants for

the results in the field as well as in the laboratory. Moreover, there is an additional

insight which may render this sample particularly interesting for policy makers: Hortacsu,

Madanizadeh, and Puller (2015) show that households in residential electricity markets

who have not been exposed to the power to choose, show significant inertia once they

are able to choose. This implies that most individuals get involved with choosing an

electricity contract only when they move or a when a major change in life-circumstances

occurs. Looking at survey and census data, differences in moving numbers are especially

connected to age and education. Younger and more educated people move more often (Pew

Research Center, 2008). Hence, it is sensible to advocate that these types of consumers

are also more often exposed to the decision of utility contracts.

Potentially, there is no such concept as the ‘typical decider’ in an electricity market.

However, I argue that market exposure and experience with the decision task may be
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not as advanced in the general population as it is generally assumed to be. Furthermore,

younger and more mobile customers may make more out of the advantages of liberalized

electricity markets. Therefore, while I acknowledge that there are certain limits with

regards to the generalizability of the subject pool, I also provide well-founded reasons that

this sample of the population is particularly relevant to study and provides potentially

interesting results for policy makers.

2.3.3 Procedures

A 5x3 mixed factorial experimental design over five different relative prices for green elec-

tricity (randomized and within subjects) and three treatment conditions (between subjects)

was used. The experiment was run at the ETH Decision Science Laboratory in Zurich

in June and September 2015.26 A total of 214 participants were recruited using ORSEE

software (Greiner, 2015). After pretesting, 161 participants remained for analysis. There

were three sessions for ACTIVE and three sessions for the default treatments, in which

subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two default treatments. The experiment

was fully computerized using the software UniparkTM.27

When checking in for the experimental sessions, subjects were randomly assigned to

computer-equipped cubicles. Subjects received printed and on-screen instructions and

an envelope with the data-sheets.28 Before they started the experiment, the experimenter

read aloud common rules for conducting the experiment. Questions were answered indi-

vidually and in private. After reading the printed instructions, participants were guided

through examples of the decision task on the computer screen. In order to check the

comprehension of the instructions, subjects needed to answer control questions. With-

out completing the control questions correctly, they were not able to proceed with the

experiment. Subjects then faced five individual decisions in random order. Upon com-

pleting this task, they were asked to fill in supplemental questionnaires evaluating their

principles of decision making, their energy contract literacy, their preferences concerning

the environment and its protection, and sociodemographic variables. A session lasted on

average 44 minutes. Earnings consisted of three parts: a participation fee, the monetary

26ACTIVE was elicited in June; Default treatments were run in September.
27Program Version: EFS Survey, 10.7. Questback GmbH. Published 2015.
28Examples of translated experimental material can be found in the appendix.
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budget remaining after the decisions and the value of the GO-certificate. Average earnings

excluding the value of the GO-certificate were 26.90 Swiss Francs.29

2.3.4 Behavioral predictions

Green electricity can be classified as an impure public good (for theoretical frameworks

see Andreoni, 1990; Cornes and Sandler, 1994). Impure public goods deliver two ‘charac-

teristics’ to the consumer. Consumers who purchase green electricity receive on the one

hand a private good: electricity for private consumption. On the other hand, purchasing

green electricity provides a public good: a reduction in harmful emissions.

Consumers’ utility functions depend on the valuation of both, the private and the public

good characteristics (Lancaster, 1966). If individuals show positive preferences for the

public characteristic, they have a positive willingness-to-pay for green electricity. Such

positive preferences may stem from different motivations like altruism, social norms, fair-

ness considerations, internalized norms or intrinsic motivation (for an overview Frey and

Stutzer, 2006).

In my experiment, the formation of subjects’ preferences for the impure public good differs

between treatments. Consider Figure 2.1 for an illustration of the choice situations. Sub-

jects’ task in ACTIVE is as follows. Subjects obtain a fixed electricity consumption that is

purely private in its characteristic.30 They are asked on their willingness to replace purely

private units of this consumption with units of green electricity containing also a public

good contribution (denoted as G∗).31 Purchasing units of green electricity is costly and

reduces subjects’ monetary payoffs (M∗). Subjects’ budgets (denoted as M) are sufficient

to completely replace the purely private consumption with a mixed private and public

good consumption. At the extreme ends, subjects are either completely selfish (replacing

29One choice situation was chosen randomly to be relevant for payoff. As the certificates could only be
ordered ex-post by the experimenter, participants received an official letter stating when and where
they could access their GO-certificate. Average student wage is 30 Swiss Francs per hour.

30Note that this consumption may produce negative externalities, which I refer to as ‘baseline externali-
ties’. However, the crucial point is that the consumption does not lead to additional negative external
effects. This is reasonable to assume, as a potential increase in demand for conventional electricity
most probably will not lead to a change in electricity mix (utilities will not demount existing renewable
infrastructure). Therefore, Kotchen (2005) assumes in his model that this baseline consumption has
only a private characteristic. This is true, as long as one thinks in the dimension of additional harm
done. For voluntary green electricity markets to function, however, baseline externalities must exist.
Otherwise, there is no need for choosing green electricity.

31Characters with a ∗ denote choice variables.
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zero private consumption units with green electricity, G∗ = 0) or completely benevolent

(replacing the complete private consumption with green electricity, G∗ = K̄).32 Previ-

ous empirical and theoretical research points to positive, but non-uniform preferences for

impure public goods, i.e., for green electricity. With an increase in the relative price per

unit of green electricity, the demand for the impure public good is expected to decrease

(Eriksson, 2004; Kotchen, 2005; Menges et al., 2005). For the sake of consistency with the

preceding literature, I presume to observe similar patterns in my experiment.

ACTIVE U(G∗,M∗)
choose G∗, given M

GREEN

U(G∗,M∗)− Ce

(2) opt out, choose G∗

U(G∗
K̄

)

(1) stay with default, choose G
∗ = K̄

GREY

U(G∗,M∗)− Ce

(2) opt out, choose G∗

U(M)

(1) stay with default, choose G
∗ = 0

Figure 2.1: Choice situations

32K̄ denotes 100% consumption of green electricity.
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Hypothesis 1 Preferences for green electricity

Subjects in ACTIVE show positive preferences for green electricity leading to a positive

demand for green electricity. This demand decreases as the relative price of green electricity

increases.

A main interest of this paper is to investigate whether subjects maximize their utility

differently when confronted with the choice of purchasing units of the impure public good

under a default regime or in a situation of active choice. According to libertarian pater-

nalistic intentions there should be no differences in preferences under both regimes.

In GREEN subjects have two choices: (1) stay with the default and receive utility from

G∗ = K̄; (2) opt out of the default and receive utility from their preferred G∗ and M∗.

Additionally, subjects incur costs of effort, Ce, to opt out of the default.33 In GREY,

subjects also have two choices: (1) stay with the default and receive utility from M ; (2)

opt out of the default and receive utility from their preferred G∗ and M∗. Additionally,

subjects incur costs of effort, Ce, to opt out of the default. First, I consider the differences

in percentages of 100% green electricity choices.

Hypothesis 2A Choice Match ACTIVE | GREEN

The percentage of subjects in GREEN who do not opt out of 100% green electricity is not

higher than the percentage of participants choosing 100% green electricity in ACTIVE.

There are equal proportions of 100% green electricity choices in ACTIVE and GREEN.

Hypothesis 2B Choice Match ACTIVE | GREY

The percentage of participants in GREY who choose 100% green electricity is not lower

than the percentage of participants choosing 100% green electricity in ACTIVE. There are

equal proportions of 100% green electricity choices in ACTIVE and GREY.34

33Subjects will prefer choice (2) if and only if the net utility of opting out is larger than its cost of effort to
do so. Cost of effort to opt-out of a default is identical in GREEN and GREY. Note that the default
effect may not be attributed singularly to effort costs and that other effects might play a role, for
instance implicit recommendation (McKenzie, Liersch, and Finkelstein, 2006) or psychological biases
(Ritov and Baron, 1992; Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988; Thaler, 1980).

34Note that the dependent variable of interest is choice of 100% green electricity. However, the reported
results in Section 2.4 (Table 2.2) also show data when the dependent variable is choice of 100% con-
ventional electricity.
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Second, the effect of a default on mean demand for green electricity is examined. Prior

research suggests that even if subjects do not choose the default option, i.e., 100% green

or conventional electricity, they may use defaults as a reference point to make their choices

(for instance Dhingra, Gorn, Kener, and Dana, 2012). As argued, a well-set default should

not result in choices deviating from subjects’ preferences, i.e., mean demand should not

differ between ACTIVE and the default treatments. The following two hypotheses apply.

Hypothesis 3A Mean Demand Match ACTIVE | GREEN

Mean demand for green electricity is not positively influenced by the presence of a green

electricity default option. Subjects’ mean demand for green electricity in GREEN is not

higher than in ACTIVE. There is an equal mean demand for green electricity in ACTIVE

and GREEN.

Hypothesis 3B Mean Demand Match ACTIVE | GREY

Mean demand for green electricity is not negatively influenced by the presence of a con-

ventional electricity default option. Subjects’ mean demand for green electricity in GREY

is not lower than in ACTIVE. There is an equal mean demand for green electricity in

ACTIVE and GREY.

2.4 Results

The 161 participants in the experiment were university students, and to a large extent

undergraduates (71%). 58% of the participants were women and the median age was 22

years.35

2.4.1 Green electricity demand

Result 1 Preferences for green electricity

Hypothesis 1 not rejected by the data.

Subjects in ACTIVE show positive preferences for green electricity. Demand for units

of green electricity decreases as the relative price for green electricity increases. In other

35For additional characteristics of the sample see Table 2.A.1 in the appendix. As argued in Section 2.3.2,
the influence of the characteristics will be discussed in the presentation of the results.
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words, subjects act more selfishly when the relative prices for the impure public good, i.e

for green electricity, increase.

As argued above, subjects in this experiment may show benevolent behavior triggered by

motivations like altruism or environmental concern. This experiment is no exception to

this observation. Table 2.2 provides an overview of the experimental data. Several obser-

vations apply:

(1) The top row in panel ACTIVE in Table 2.2 indicates that subjects have a positive

demand of units of green electricity, G∗. Such behavior may be rationalized by evidence

of the questionnaire, which finds that many subjects have pro-environmental preferences

and positive altruistic motives.36

(2) The demand for an additional unit of green electricity declines as the relative price

for green electricity increases.37 Subjects keep more money privately as the price per unit

increases (pairwise comparisons across price premia for green electricity, t-tests, Mann-

Whitney-Wilcoxon tests (MWW), all p < .001).

(3) Different types of demand behavior can be observed when the relative price for green

electricity increases. More than half of the subjects in ACTIVE behave completely benev-

olent in terms of choosing G∗ = K̄ at p1 for green electricity. Complete benevolence

decreases with increasing relative prices for green electricity. Hence, the degree of acting

environmentally friendly depends on its cost. Additionally, a quite stable share of strictly

selfish subjects always selects G∗ = 0. Based on evidence from the supplemental question-

naire, these subjects do not have strong environmental and altruistic preferences, which

may be an indication why they act in a self-interested way.

(4) The comparison of willingness-to-pay estimates from the field with the values elicited

in this experiment shows that the results are similar, both qualitatively and quantita-

tively. Soon and Ahmad (2015, p. 882) report a mean monthly willingness-to-pay for

green electricity of USD7.16 (CI 95% 6.66-7.66) based on a meta-regression of 137 esti-

mates in stated preference studies. Equivalently, subjects in ACTIVE are willing to pay

on average CHF6.38 (USD6.47).38 Thus, in terms of the precept of parallelism, the used

36These indicators are based on the level of stated agreement to 5-point Likert-scale questions.
37Note that for each relative price for green electricity subjects receive a corresponding budget. These

budgets vary across prices. For higher relative prices for green electricity, the budgets are also higher.
This may explain why mean green electricity demand does not reduce by much between p10, p15, p20.

38This calculation assumes a measured WTP of CHF0.029 per unit of green electricity for an average Swiss
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incentives and institutions not only lead to qualitatively comparable results, but also the

obtained estimates seem to generalize to more representative subject pools. Additionally,

as observed in more representative samples, positive preferences for the environment and

future generations also increase demand for green electricity in this experiment.39

Table 2.2: Experimental data

ACTIVE (n=53) Relative prices of green electricity

p1 p3 p10 p15 p20

Mean green electricity demand [%] 67 57 29 27 25

Mean budget privately kept [CHF] 0.33 1.29 7.07 10.88 14.95

% of subjects choosing

100% green elec.
55 36 6 6 2

% of subjects choosing

100% conventional elec.
11 19 19 25 26

GREY (n=54) Relative prices of green electricity

p1 p3 p10 p15 p20

Mean green electricity demand [%] 71 56 23 16 15

Mean budget privately kept [CHF] 0.29 1.31 7.74 12.60 16.96

% of subjects choosing

100% green elec.
65 37 4 4 4

% of subjects choosing

100% conventional elec.
22 26 54 52 50

GREEN (n=54) Relative prices of green electricity

p1 p3 p10 p15 p20

Mean green electricity demand [%] 86 73 39 34 31

Mean budget privately kept [CHF] 0.14 0.82 6.11 9.97 13.70

% of subjects choosing

100% green elec.
83 59 24 17 20

% of subjects choosing

100% conventional elec.
11 17 24 28 31

Note.— Panels for each treatment ACTIVE, GREY, GREEN are shown.
Mean green electricity demand (in %) is reported for each treatment and for
respective relative prices of green electricity. Correspondingly, the percent-
ages of subjects choosing 100% green and 100% conventional electricity is
shown. Prices refer to the additional costs of one unit of green electricity as
opposed to one unit of conventional electricity. For instance, at p10, a unit
of green electricity costs an additional 10 Swiss Rappen.

two-person household with a monthly consumption of 220 kWh.
39See Table 2.A.2 in the appendix for further insights on treatment effects, when including predictors from

the questionnaire.
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2.4.2 The default effect

Behavioral patterns in the two default treatments show diverging results with respect to

ACTIVE. The levels of benevolence and selfishness differ in GREY and respectively in

GREEN.

Two explanations why this could be the case can be ruled out by the experimental data

and evidence from the questionnaire. First, it could be argued that being in one or the

other treatment leads to different reactions in terms of green electricity demand at different

relative prices for green electricity. However, treatments do not influence the general reac-

tion to relative price changes of green electricity (pairwise comparisons across treatments,

t-tests, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests (MWW), all p > .050), and thus price elasticities

of green electricity demand are of equal sign across treatments. Second, environmental

and altruistic preferences, which may rationalize benevolent or selfish behavior, do not

differ across treatments (Env. pref., Chi2 = 4.45, p = .814; Alt. pref., Chi2 = 8.74,

p = .365). Thus, acting benevolent or selfish in one or another treatment is not influenced

by an uneven distribution of these preferences across the full sample.

Nevertheless, subjects in GREY choose G∗ = 0 more often and demand less G∗ with

increasing relative prices for green electricity relative to subjects in ACTIVE. They behave

in more selfish ways. Such behavior may be rationalized by a default effect. If acting more

self-interested is the default, subjects do so, irrespective of their price-sensitivity or their

environmental preferences. Evidence from the questionnaire provides further insights how

subjects may rationalize this selfish behavior. Higher stated agreement with the notion ‘I

have the impression that nowadays everyone feels obliged to buy green electricity in order to

correspond to societal expectations’, leads to fewer choices of 100% green electricity – acting

against a perceived social norm seems to rationalize selfish behavior. In GREEN, more

subjects show complete benevolent behavior. Subjects choose G∗ = K̄ more often and

demand more G∗ than subjects in ACTIVE. As environmental and altruistic preferences do

not differ across treatments, this behavior may again be rationalized by a default effect. If

acting more benevolent is the default, subjects do so, irrespective of their price-sensitivity

or their environmental preferences.

Both of these observations of the default effect equally apply to data elicited in the field.
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For instance, Ebeling and Lotz (2015) find that a green default has a tremendous effect on

choices for green electricity contracts irrespective of green preferences.40 The same basic

treatment effects apply in this experiment. Defaults have a significant effect on choices.

Green or altruistic preferences do not influence these treatment effects.

Digression: Does knowledge about the decision domain attenuate default effects?

Interesting effects apply when analyzing a subsample of subjects that are more knowl-

edgeable with respect to green power markets. In line with other evidence from the field

(Brown, Farrell, and Weisbenner, 2011; Brown et al., 2016; Löfgren et al., 2012), conven-

tional and green default effects diminish.41 This suggests that knowledge and expertise in

a market seem to be potential drivers for making choices that match baseline preferences.

Hence, in terms of the precept of parallelism, it seems that implementing the default in

the experiment yields the same qualitative effects as in the field.

Having established that individual behavior in GREY and GREEN is potentially affected

by a default, the following sections more closely examine situations when defaults may

lead to matches and mismatches with preferences elicited in ACTIVE.

2.4.3 Match in choices

In this section, I analyze the effects of defaults on the proportion of 100% green electricity

choices, in order to investigate whether subjects maximize their utility differently under a

default regime or in a situation of active choice.

Result 2A Choice Match ACTIVE | GREEN

Hypothesis 2A is rejected by the experimental data.

The overall percentage of subjects in GREEN who choose 100% green electricity is signif-

icantly higher than the percentage of participants in ACTIVE across all relative prices for

green electricity. Obviously, a green electricity default has a decisive impact on the choice

of 100% green electricity. Using proportion tests, significant statistical differences are

found in the selection of 100% green electricity between ACTIVE and GREEN (propor-

40Ebeling and Lotz (2015) use voting outcome at different postal codes as a proxy for green preferences.
41Pairwise proportion and t-tests neither yield significant differences at the level of binary contract choice

nor at the level of mean green electricity demand.
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tion test, all p-values p ≤ .050).42 This behavior can be rationalized by the well-established

default effect. Subjects choose 100% green electricity more often when it is the default.

Result 2B Choice Match ACTIVE | GREY

Hypothesis 2B is not rejected by the experimental data.

The overall percentage of subjects in GREY who choose 100% green electricity is not

significantly lower than the percentage of participants in ACTIVE across all relative prices

for green electricity. This means that a conventional electricity default has no decisive

impact on the choice of 100% green electricity. Using proportion tests, no significant

statistical differences are found in the selection of 100% green electricity between ACTIVE

and GREY (proportion test, all p-values p > .050).43

Figure 2.2 highlights results 2A and 2B. Panel A of the figure shows 100% green elec-

tricity choices between ACTIVE and GREEN. Prices for green electricity are depicted on

the abscissa. Percentages of 100% green electricity choices are denoted on the ordinate.

Correspondingly, Panel B of the figure shows choices of 100% green electricity between

ACTIVE and GREY.

A linear probability model is run to control for price and treatment effects of subjects’

choices. The dependent variable is a binary indicator of whether subjects choose 100%

green electricity or not. The results are reported in Table 2.3. Increasing relative prices

for green electricity reduce the probability of choosing 100% green electricity. Treatment

contrasts on the right hand side of Table 2.3 show the match in preferences between

the default treatments relative to ACTIVE at different relative prices for 100% green

electricity choices. These results correspond with the behavioral patterns outlined above.

Subjects in GREEN are more inclined to choose 100% green electricity relative to subjects

in ACTIVE. The probability of choosing 100% green electricity is not significantly different

between GREY and ACTIVE.44

42At p15 the differences are marginally significant at a 10%-level.
43Note that if the dependent variable is 100% conventional electricity choices, the default in GREY deci-

sively impacts behavior. Subjects in GREY choose more often 100% conventional electricity than in
ACTIVE at high relative prices for green electricity.

44The order in which relative prices for green electricity were shown to subjects did not affect these
likelihoods. Further robustness checks with predictors from the post-experimental questionnaires can
be found in the appendix in Table 2.A.2.
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Figure 2.2: 100% green electricity choices
Note.— Panel A shows matches for ACTIVE and GREEN with respect to choosing 100% green electricity.
Panel B show matches for ACTIVE and GREY with respect to choosing 100% green electricity. Percentages
of 100% green electricity choices are denoted on the ordinate. Prices for green electricity are depicted on
the abscissa. Error-bars denote bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 2.3: Linear probability model (including contrasts) | Choice of 100% green electricity

LPM Treatment Contrasts (base: ACTIVE)

Choice 100% green electricity p1 p3 p10 p15 p20

Intercept 0.547∗∗∗

(0.069)
GREEN 0.286∗∗∗ 0.286∗∗∗ 0.234∗∗ 0.184∗∗∗ 0.110∗ 0.185∗∗∗

(0.086) (0.086) (0.095) (0.067) (0.060) (0.058)
GREY 0.100 0.100 0.012 −0.020 −0.020 0.018

(0.095) (0.095) (0.094) (0.041) (0.041) (0.032)
p3 −0.189∗∗∗

(0.054)
p10 −0.491∗∗∗

(0.070)
p15 −0.491∗∗∗

(0.070)
p20 −0.528∗∗∗

(0.069)

Interactions Yes
Observations 805
Subjects 161
Adjusted R2 0.316

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Linear probability model; the dependent variable of the linear probability model (LPM) is a
binary choice of selecting 100% green electricity or not. The interactions between price pre-
mia and treatment are all insignificant at standard significance levels. The intercept denotes
choices at p1 in ACTIVE. Treatment contrasts (Wald-tests) denote differences between AC-
TIVE and GREEN/GREY at different price premia. Additionally, the contrast differences
between GREEN and GREY are all significant at conventional levels. Subjects in GREEN
choose 100% green electricity more often at each relative price for green electricity with respect
to subjects in GREY. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Standard errors clustered at
subject level.

2.4.4 Match in mean demand

In this section, I analyze the effect of defaults on mean green electricity demand.

Result 3A Mean Demand Match ACTIVE | GREEN

Hypothesis 3A is partly rejected by the experimental data.

Subjects in GREEN demand significantly more green electricity than subjects in ACTIVE

at low relative prices (p1, p3) for green electricity (t-tests, all p < .050; MWW, p < .030).

At high relative prices (p10,p15,p20) there is no difference in subjects’ demand for green

electricity between GREEN and ACTIVE (t-tests, all p > .050; MWW p > .050). This

means that there is a match in mean demand for green electricity at higher prices (p10,

p15, p20) between ACTIVE and GREEN. However, demand mismatches at low relative

prices for green electricity. Reviewing Table 2.2 and Figure 2.1, this ‘over-reaction’ in
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demand may be rationalized with the corresponding utility of the choice situation. For

instance, 83% of subjects in GREEN value the utility of staying with the default at p1

higher, U(G∗
K̄

), than choosing G∗ actively. Thus, opting out of the default is deemed

too costly in turn for the gain in additional utility of selecting U(G∗). With rising gains

in additional utility, i.e., rising M∗, more subjects opt out from a 100% green electricity

choice and choose levels of G∗ that correspond to levels of G∗ chosen in ACTIVE.

To complement Result 3A, the effect of the default on the matching of preferences can

be separated into extensive and intensive margin effects. Three effects are of particular

interest. First, defaults may affect choices at the intensive margin, i.e., subjects choose

other contracts less often at the ‘cost’ of choosing the default. Second, defaults may affect

choices at the extensive margin, i.e., subjects ‘drop out’ completely and choose the exact

opposite of the default. Third, it can be analyzed whether for a subsample of subjects

who depart from the default, the effects of the intensive and extensive margin analysis

still prevail or if these subjects recover the baseline elicited in ACTIVE.

As expected, the results of the analysis depend on the price premia for green electricity.

At price premia of p20, p15, p10 per unit of green electricity, choosing a default operates

completely at the intensive margin. Subjects choose the default at the cost of fewer other

contracts relative to ACTIVE (pairwise proportion tests, all p < .050 ).45 There is no effect

on the extensive margin, i.e., subjects do not choose more 100% conventional electricity

contracts relative to ACTIVE (pairwise proportion tests, all p > .050). Analyzing a

subset of subjects who depart from the default, I find that the baseline in ACTIVE is

always recovered. There are no differences in distributions (pairwise proportion tests, all

p > .050). This leads to the conclusion that the match in preferences between ACTIVE

and GREEN at high relative prices is attained, because the impact of the default choices is

countervailed by the effects on the intensive margin. At price premia p3, and p1 per unit

of green electricity, choosing a default operates again at the intensive margin. Subjects

choose fewer other contracts relative to ACTIVE (pairwise proportion tests, all p < .050).

Moreover, there is no effect at the extensive margin (pairwise proportion tests, all p >

.050). Analyzing again a subset of subjects who depart from the default, I find that at p3

45At p15 the default effect itself is only significant at the 10% level, hence the effect on the intensive
margin is also attenuated, p = .180.
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and p1 the baseline is recovered (proportion tests, p > .050). This leads to the conclusion

that the default choices are decisive for the mismatch in preference. While the effect on

the intensive margin is significant, it is not strong enough to offset the effect of the default

on 100% green electricity choices.

Result 3B Mean Demand Match ACTIVE | GREY

Hypothesis 3B is partly rejected by the experimental data.

Subjects in GREY do not demand significantly less green electricity than subjects in

ACTIVE at low relative prices (p1, p3) for green electricity (t-tests, all p > .050; MWW,

p > 0.050). At high relative prices (p10, p15, p20) there is a significant difference in

subjects’ demand for green electricity between GREY and ACTIVE (t-tests, all p < .050;

MWW p < .050).46 This means that there is a match in mean demand for green electricity

at lower relative prices (p1,p3) between ACTIVE and GREY and a mismatch at higher

relative prices. Reviewing Table 2.2 and Figure 2.1 again, this ‘under-reaction’ in demand

may be rationalized with the corresponding utility of the choice situation. For instance,

54% of subjects in GREY value the utility of staying with the default at p10 higher,

U(G∗ = 0), than choosing G∗ actively. Thus, opting out of the default is deemed too costly

in turn for the gain in additional utility of selecting U(G∗). At low price premia for green

electricity, most subjects seem to opt out of the default as the utility of selecting U(G∗) is

higher than U(M). This behavior can be rationalized by positive pro-environmental and

altruistic preferences as elicited in the questionnaire. As long as acting benevolent is not

too costly, subjects will do so. With decreasing gains in additional utility of selecting G∗,

i.e., decreasing M∗, subjects do not opt out and stay with the conventional default.

Again, Result 3B can be complemented by separating the impact of the default into

extensive and intensive margin effects. At p20, p15, p10 a conventional default significantly

affects choices at the intensive margin. Subjects in GREY stay with the default at the

cost of selecting fewer other contracts relative to ACTIVE (pairwise proportion tests, all

p < .050). There are no effects on the extensive margin, i.e., subjects do not choose

more 100% green electricity contracts relative to ACTIVE (pairwise proportion tests, all

p > .050). Analyzing a subset of subjects who depart from the default, I find that the

46At p10 this effect is only directional with p = .230.
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baseline in ACTIVE is always recovered (pairwise proportion tests, all p > .050). This

leads to the conclusion that the default choices are the prime driver for the mismatch

in preferences of mean demand for green electricity, and that the effects at the intensive

margin are not strong enough to offset this behavior. At p3, there is no effect at the

intensive and extensive margins, as there is no effect of the default treatment. Likewise,

subjects who departed from the default recover the baseline in ACTIVE. At p1, the default

choices have an effect at the intensive margin, i.e., subjects in GREY choose fewer other

contracts relative to ACTIVE (proportion test, p < .050). However, assessing a subsample

of those who departed from the default, I find that there is an effect at the extensive

margin. Subjects who depart from the conventional default choose 100% green electricity

more often than comparable subjects in ACTIVE (proportion test, p < 0.050). Thus,

although the effect of the default is strong, the countervailing effect on the extensive

margin for those who opt out leads to an overall match of preferences.

Figure 2.3 shows the results 3A and 3B graphically. Mean demand for green electricity

is shown on the abscissa, relative prices for green electricity are shown on the ordinate.

Panel A and B show the match – mis-match situation in mean green electricity demand

between ACTIVE and GREEN or GREY respectively.

An OLS model is run to control for price and treatment effects of subjects’ mean demand

for green electricity.47 The dependent variable is mean green electricity demand. Results

of the model are reported in Table 2.4. Mean green electricity demand declines as price

premia for green electricity increase. Treatment contrasts on the right hand side of Table

2.4 show the match in preferences between the default treatments relative to ACTIVE at

different relative prices for green electricity. These results correspond with the behavioral

patterns outlined above. At low relative prices for green electricity, p1 and p3, demand

in GREEN mismatches relative to ACTIVE, while demand in GREY matches relative

to ACTIVE. At p10, the results from the linear model are ambiguous with respect to

the match in preferences. In GREEN, mean demand approaches the baseline from above,

47I also ran a two-limit Tobit specification that captures the corner solution characteristics of the data,
i.e., the pile-ups at 0% green electricity and 100% green electricity. The adjusted estimates of the
Tobit specification are comparable in sign, significance and magnitude to the model reported in Table
4. Additionally, I also ran an ordered Probit model, which also estimates results comparable in sign,
significance and magnitude to the model reported in Table 4. Therefore, I chose to report the OLS
only in order to grant parallelism with the preceding analysis.
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while in GREY it is approached from below. At p15 and p20, demand in GREEN matches

relative to ACTIVE, while demand in GREY is significantly lower relative to ACTIVE.

Figure 2.3: Match – mis-matches in mean green electricity demand
Note.— For both panels mean demand for green electricity is depicted on the abscissa. Relative prices for
green electricity are depicted on the ordinate. Panel A shows the mean demand for green electricity for
ACTIVE and GREEN. Panel B shows the mean demand for green electricity for ACTIVE and GREY.
Error-bars denote bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 2.4: Linear model (OLS) (including contrasts) | Demand for green electricity

OLS Treatment Contrasts (base: ACTIVE)

Mean green electricity demand p1 p3 p10 p15 p20

Intercept 67.434∗∗∗

(5.637)
GREEN 18.862∗∗∗ 18.862∗∗∗ 15.702∗∗ 9.549 6.047 6.255

(7.189) (7.189) (7.853) (6.616) (6.291) (6.322)
GREY 3.677 3.677 0.594 −6.747 −11.361∗∗ −10.041∗∗

(8.117) (8.117) (8.115) (5.613) (5.010) (4.833)
p3 −10.359∗∗

(4.055)
p10 −38.094∗∗∗

(5.345)
p15 −39.962∗∗∗

(5.536)
p20 −42.208∗∗∗

(5.782)

Interactions Yes
Observations 805
Subjects 161
Adjusted R2 0.280

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Linear model (OLS); the dependent variable of the linear model (OLS) is a continuous indicator
of mean green electricity demand. The interactions between price premia and treatment are all
insignificant at standard significance levels, and are thus not indicated specifically. The intercept
denotes mean demand at p1 in ACTIVE. Treatment contrasts (Wald-tests) denote differences
between ACTIVE and GREEN/GREY at different price premia. Additionally, the contrast
differences between GREEN and GREY are all significant at conventional levels. Subjects in
GREEN demand more green electricity at each relative price compared to subjects in GREY.
Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Standard errors clustered at subject level.

2.5 Discussion and conclusions

Employing design elements from existing electricity markets, this study uses a controlled

laboratory experiment to elicit preferences for an electricity mix in the absence and the

presence of default options. It has been argued that the use of defaults in green elec-

tricity markets follows two intentions. On the one hand, green electricity defaults may

steer choices to more environmentally friendly alternatives (Sunstein and Reisch, 2014).

Hence, green electricity defaults may be appealing to choice architects in need of providing

the respective public good. On the other hand, the use of green electricity defaults has

been proposed to facilitate choices matching individuals’ preferences (for instance Kaenzig,

Heinzle, and Wuestenhagen, 2013). Thus, green electricity defaults may exploit behavioral

biases to the advantage of individuals. The core issue of this paper is to investigate this

latter intention.

The experimental results are summarized and illustrated in Table 2.5. My experimental
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design allows to test for a match of baseline preferences with preferences revealed in default

conditions. I analyze two types of impacts of defaults: (1) the percentage of 100% green

electricity choices and (2) the mean demand for green electricity (rows in Table 2.5).

Prices for green electricity are clustered around (1) low relative prices (p1, p3) and (2)

high relative prices (p10, p15, p20) (columns in Table 2.5).

Table 2.5: Summary of results

Preference Match with ACTIVE

Low relative prices High relative prices

GREY GREEN GREY GREEN

Choice 100% green electricity Match Mismatch Match Mismatch

Mean green electricity demand Match Mismatch Mismatch Match

Note.— The table shows the match of choices in default treatments with ACTIVE across
low (p1, p3) and high (p10, p15, p20) relative prices for green electricity. The first row
corresponds to matches in 100% green electricity choices (see Results 2A and 2B). The
second row corresponds to matches in mean green electricity demand (see Results 3A
and 3B).

2.5.1 Defaults at low relative prices for green electricity

Preferences for an electricity mix elicited in GREEN do not correspond to preferences

elicited in ACTIVE at low relative prices for green electricity. The reverse is confirmed for

preferences elicited in GREY. These results hold when assessing matches of 100% green

electricity choices and mean green electricity demand.

Given that many utilities currently apply low priced 100% green electricity defaults, this

first set of results has important implications. Subjects seem to ‘overreact’ to a green

default. As opposed to an active choice, they demand more green electricity and choose

more often 100% green electricity. Given that subjects in ACTIVE reveal their actual

preferred choices of green electricity, G∗, green defaults do not match subjects preferences.

On the other hand, subjects in GREY choose levels of green electricity that correspond

to those in ACTIVE. Apparently, regulators in the electricity market face a trade-off

between enhancing contributions to the public good and matching people’s preferences.

The intentions of libertarian paternalism are not met by a green electricity default at low

relative prices.
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2.5.2 Defaults at high relative prices for green electricity

Defaults at higher price premia for green electricity are more complex in their effects. If

the intention of setting a default is to match preferences for a choice of 100% green elec-

tricity, then subjects in GREY have a better match with preferences revealed in ACTIVE

than subjects in GREEN. If the intention of setting a default is to match preferences for

mean green electricity demand (most likely the intention of higher practical relevance),

then subjects in GREEN have a better match with preferences revealed in ACTIVE than

subjects in GREY.

Given that relative prices for green electricity differ by technology,48 this second set of

results has interesting implications. For solar and wind the relative price per unit of

electricity is still considerably higher as compared to conventional technologies. In order

to stimulate demand for these higher priced alternatives, utilities may offer higher rel-

atively priced green electricity contracts as a default. Such defaults may correspond to

the intentions of libertarian paternalism as long as subjects have a possibility to choose

the percentage of green electricity they want to have. Consider—for example—two pos-

sibilities of how a high priced 100% green electricity contract can be offered as default:

(1) choice between 100% green electricity or 100% conventional electricity,49 (2) choice

between 100% green electricity or lower amounts of green electricity. Based on my results,

a green default at high relative prices does not match preferences of subjects in GREEN

for the first possibility. Subjects overreact and choose more 100% green electricity than in

ACTIVE. On the other hand, if subjects opt out of the default, but can still choose posi-

tive values of G∗, they match the mean demand in ACTIVE. Therefore, regulators should

be cautious about offering only a 100% green electricity default at high relative prices,

when the single alternative is a 100% conventional electricity contract. ‘All-or-nothing’

contract regimes do not seem to be helpful for matching subjects’ preferences.

2.5.3 A note on welfare analysis

Evaluating the welfare implications of policy measures that are motivated by insights

from behavioral economics is an important issue. Beginning in the introduction, this

48There is a range of studies assessing levelized cost of electricity, i.e., the present value cost of the
production of one unit of electricity for a specific source over its lifetime (cf. International Energy
Agency (IEA), 2015a).

49This choice situation is used for example in the field experiment by Ebeling and Lotz (2015).
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paper argues that green electricity defaults present an attractive tool for policy makers

to stimulate demand for green electricity in order to reduce negative externalities from

electricity consumption. Likewise, defaults are capable of correcting for potential biases in

individual decision making. A default could, for instance, help a person with preferences

for green electricity to overcome the effort of the actual choice. To the contrary, a default

could provoke an ‘overcorrection’ of the individual status-quo bias, leading a person to

overestimate the true utility of choosing green electricity. The identification of how well

a default may correct for individual biases, i.e., whether individual welfare is improved

or not, cannot be answered easily. In fact, based on recent attempts to study welfare

implications of behaviorally guided policies (Allcott and Taubinsky, 2015; Bernheim et al.,

2015), I argue why a welfare analysis is not feasible with the current experimental set-up.

The difference between preferences in a choice situation with a default and a baseline

without a default (in which true preferences are assumed to be revealed) is termed “average

marginal bias” (Allcott and Taubinsky, 2015, p. 2503). It is the valuation mistake of

marginal individual choices due to the change in the choice environment. Given the

reasoning of libertarian paternalism, a default should not lead to this bias, i.e., individuals

should not make valuation mistakes when a default is present in the choice environment.

Being able to estimate the average marginal bias at each point of the demand curve is

essential for deriving sufficient statistics to evaluate a behavioral policy (Chetty, 2015).

An approach to identify the magnitude of the average marginal bias in a between subject

setting, like the presented experiment in this paper, is to use a method called the equiv-

alent price metric (EPM) (Chetty et al., 2009). The EPM provides the average bias of a

subject in a default regime as compared to a subject in an active choice as a measure of

equivalent willingness-to-pay due to the default. The issue with EPM is that it is bounded

to assess the average marginal bias only under the (restrictive) assumption that this bias

is homogeneous across individuals. Unfortunately, and as argued above, biases in decision

making with respect to the default are likely to be heterogeneous across individuals, in

which case this metric will lead to very wrong conclusions. For instance, it will not capture

whether persons with preferences for conventional electricity are more or less elastic to the

green default in their demand response as compared to persons with preferences for green

electricity. In this vein, Allcott and Taubinsky (2015) present another identification strat-
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egy of the average marginal bias, which is able to handle heterogeneity in bias. However,

this estimation requires a within subject design. While there are good reasons why this

experiment was designed as a between-subjects-design,50 it leaves me unable to estimate

the average marginal bias for heterogeneous preferences.

Furthermore, as the electricity consumption path in the experiment was given exogenously,

there may be welfare effects that cannot be captured by the presented design. Specifically,

if households with green preferences are assumed to be more energy efficient, purchases of

units of green electricity are less expensive for them. Hence, the monetary consequences

of a default are less pronounced. To the contrary, if households with green preferences use

less electricity, their purchase of fewer units of green electricity will also result in smaller

overall environmental benefits. It remains an empirical question which of these effects

dominates, but potentially they may impede an analysis of individual welfare implications

of a green default in this setting.51

Nevertheless, this research makes an important first contribution towards the positive

question of how individual preferences are affected by electricity defaults, and whether

there is a match with an active choice baseline on an overall level. Estimating the effec-

tiveness of defaults for the potential of correcting a behavioral biases in a within-subject

design must be deferred to future research. Recent evidence shows that this poses indeed

a challenging avenue for future work, as results for or against a recommendation of a be-

haviorally motivated policy may vary depending on the nature of (psychological) biases

(Allcott and Taubinsky, 2015) and the welfare perspective that the policy maker adopts

(Bernheim et al., 2015).

2.5.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, the obtained findings add a new facet to the discussion of green electricity

defaults. Electricity network providers are required by law to provide basic supply of

electricity to households. Therefore, there is always a default contract in place. Factual

active choices (as in ACTIVE) are not possible. Based on the insights of my experiment,

50For instance, between-designs do not pose risks of influencing subjects’ decisions by exploiting frame
changes or reference points, which is potentially very relevant when choosing actively versus deciding
under the presence of a default (for a discussion Charness, Gneezy, and Kuhn, 2012)

51I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this issue.
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currently applied green electricity defaults at low price premia do not match subjects’ pref-

erences. If the utility and the regulator are interested in promoting green electricity and

matching consumers’ preferences, it seems, however, to be recommendable to set green

electricity defaults at higher relative prices for green electricity. This suggestion is in line

with the results by Carroll et al. (2009) who advocate to force active decisions by setting

defaults at very noticeable levels. Nevertheless, such interventions may require a rich vari-

ety of electricity contracts, mature markets and informed customers. Conveying adequate

market information to the customer seems to be of vital importance for enabling informed

decision making when defaults are present in the choice environment. It seems that more

knowledgeable individuals are not affected by default effects and that they are able to

choose in line with their actual preferences. However, results from my post-experimental

questionnaires indicate that energy-literacy seems to be rather low.52 Moreover, consumer

research in electricity markets identifies complicated contract selection procedures still as

a main barrier of switching (see European Commission, 2010b). This points to the need

of a more universal understanding of consumers concerning the functioning of (green)

electricity markets.

While I argue that treatment effects and implications of characteristics in this sample

parallel choices in more representative environments, and while this sample matches with

policy relevant and interesting characteristics of ‘typical decision-makers’ in voluntary

electricity markets, like, for instance in terms of inexperience with the decision task, further

field research is needed to analyze the functioning of green electricity defaults. The fact

that revealed preferences in electricity markets do not provide a suitable indicator of actual

preferences may open up interesting possibilities for further lab-in-the-field experiments.

Specifically, in terms of potential assessments of welfare implications there is a growing

need to look at decisions at a more personalized rather than an average level to judge how

choices can indeed become ‘better’.

A future line of research may also explore to which extent green defaults are beneficial for

the additional provision of the public good. The experiment presented here allows for some

speculation on how green defaults affect the demand for the certificates of ‘Guaranteed

52For instance, half of the subjects are either unsure whether or falsely indicate that purchased green
electricity physically flows directly to their sockets.
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Origin’ (GOs).53 Obviously, there is more demand in terms of units of green electricity

for low priced GOs than for high priced GOs. This demand, however, may largely be

satisfied with certificates from pre-existing renewable energy plants.54 Thus, the demand

of these certificates may not necessarily provide direct investment signals for new renewable

capacity. On the other hand, in terms of overall money spent, subjects in GREEN purchase

GOs worth seven times the value when prices are high as compared to when relative prices

for green electricity are low. This may suggest that, while green electricity defaults at high

price premia lead to less overall demand for green electricity, they may be still more useful

in terms of investment signals for new renewable production capacity.

This paper is a first contribution pointing to possible caveats in the current use of green

electricity defaults. Overall, the results indicate that green electricity defaults—especially

at low relative prices—may generate a considerable social cost by not matching people’s

preferences. Nevertheless, they may contribute to the provision of a public good like

stopping or reducing global climate change which constitutes a welfare increase. Given

these two welfare effects of defaults, it seems worthwhile to investigate more into a design

that could indeed guarantee a double dividend: preference matches for individual decision

makers as well as contributions to a public good. The often assumed implicitness that

defaults bring along this win-win situation has to be put in question.

53Note: In order to not confound the decision task, subjects do not know the respective technologies
behind the different relative prices for green electricity. Thus, it cannot be determined whether some
green electricity production technologies might be more favored than others. Individuals may have
pro-environmental preferences, as long as policies do not interfere with their own personal space. This
phenomenon, called ‘not in my backyard’, might have relevant (negative) interaction effects with higher
priced green electricity demand.

54GOs at low relative prices (p1,p3) are all sourced from depreciated hydropower plants. GOs at high
relative prices (p10,p15,p20) are all sourced from new renewable production (for instance solar, wind,
or biomass).
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2.A Appendix

2.A.1 Additional data

Table 2.A.1: Summary statistics of selected sample variables

Variable Description Mean SD Min Max

Price Used relative prices for green electricity in
each of the three treatments; ranging from 1
to 20 Swiss Rappen

9.80 7.14 1 20

ACTIVE Indicator of active choice treatment; 1=AC-
TIVE, 0=GREY or GREEN

0.33 0.47 0 1

GREY Indicator of GREY; 1=GREY, 0=ACTIVE or
GREEN

0.34 0.47 0 1

GREEN Indicator of GREEN; 1=GREEN, 0=AC-
TIVE or GREY

0.34 0.47 0 1

Gender Indicator of female 0.58 0.50 0 1
Age Indicator of age in years 22.69 4.41 18 53
Income Binary indicator of net income below 3,000

Swiss Francs, 1=Yes, 0=No
0.92 0.11 0 1

Education Binary indicator of completed A-levels,
1=Yes, 0=No

0.98 0.01 0 1

Environmental mo-
tives

Likert-scale question whether green elec. ben-
efits environment

4.48 0.84 1 5

Altruistic motives Likert-scale question on concern about future
generations

3.31 1.02 1 5

Perception of social
norms

Likert-scale question on feeling olbiged to buy
green elec.

2.47 1.10 1 5

State regulation Likert-scale question on whether the state
should intervene in elec. markets

3.28 1.08 1 5

Knowledge Binary indicator of correct green electricity
system knowledge

0.47 0.50 0 1

Note.— Likert-scale questions range from ‘do not agree at all’ (1), to ‘totally agree’ (5). Specific questions
concerning green electricity are bound to the Swiss electricity market.
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Table 2.A.2: Linear probability model; Linear model (OLS) | Extended control

LPM OLS

Choice 100% green elec. Estimate Mean green elec. demand Estimate

Intercept 0.566∗∗∗ Intercept 59.689∗∗∗

(0.098) (9.370)
GREEN 0.291∗∗∗ GREEN 21.262∗∗

(0.083) (6.811)
GREY 0.134 GREY 7.702

(0.090) (7.312)
p3 −0.188∗∗∗ p3 −10.306∗∗

(0.056) (4.150)
p10 −0.486∗∗∗ p10 −37.819∗∗∗

(0.069) (5.423)
p15 −0.485∗∗∗ p15 −39.621∗∗∗

(0.070) (5.618)
p20 −0.522∗∗∗ p20 −41.827∗∗∗

(0.070) (5.878)
Female 0.025 Female 6.139

(0.042) (4.464)
Age 0.013∗ Age 0.780

(0.006) (0.620)
Income 0.011 Income 4.702

(0.070) (6.367)
Education −0.053 Education −0.519

(0.070) (6.367)
Env. motives 0.065∗∗ Env. motives 9.138∗∗

(0.031) (4.574)
Env. motives x GREEN −0.070 Env. motives x GREEN −6.963

(0.059) (5.956)
Env. motives x GREY −0.037 Env. motives x GREY −2.504

(0.045) (6.414)
Altruistic motives 0.066∗ Altruistic motives 6.514∗

(0.038) (3.656)
Altruistic motives x GREEN 0.003 Altruistic motives x GREEN 1.685

(0.053) (5.128)
Altruistic motives x GREY −0.012 Altruistic motives x GREY 1.395

(0.048) (4.617)
Social norms −0.005 Social norms −2.737

(0.031) (3.415)
Social norms x GREEN −0.030 Social norms x GREEN 1.600

(0.046) (4.519)
Social norms x GREY −0.086∗∗ Social norms x GREY −7.135∗

(0.039) (4.204)
State regulation −0.030∗ State regulation −3.778∗

(0.017) (1.927)
Knowledge −0.101∗∗∗ Knowledge −8.249∗∗

(0.038) (3.901)
Order 0.011 Order 0.695

(0.007) (0.617)

Interactions Treatment Yes Interactions Treatment Yes
Observations 805 Observations 805
Subjects 161 Subjects 161
Adjusted R2 0.394 Adjusted R2 0.389

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Linear probability model, linear model (OLS); dependent variables as indicated, the basis for the inter-
cepts is p1 in ACTIVE. Age, environmental motives, altruistic motives, social norms and state regulation
are mean centered. The interactions between price premia and treatments are all insignificant at standard
significance levels. Sign, significance and magnitude of contrasts reported in the main text equally apply
for the models presented here. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered
at subject level.
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2.A.2 Experimental instructions

Remark: This set of translated instructions was used for subjects in GREEN.

General Explanations for Participants

Welcome to the experimental laboratory. Today you are taking part in a scientific exper-
iment, in which you can earn a certain amount of money. How much money you earn, is
dependent on your decisions. Therefore, please read these instructions carefully.

The set of instructions is for your private use only. Please do not communicate with other
participants during the experiment. If you have questions, give a hand signal and the
experimenter will come to your desk to answer your questions. Non-observance of this
rule will lead to the exclusion of the experiment. During the experiment you will receive
information on paper as well as on your computer screen. You take your decisions with
keyboard and mouse. Your inputs are completely anonymous. The experimenter knows
your identity, however we are not able to relate your decisions with your identity.

Please only use the buttons within the experimental window. Do not use the ‘Back’-button
of the browser. With the button ‘Continue’ and respectively ‘Back’ you are able to change
between the next and the previous page. If the button ‘Continue’ is not visible, you will
need to scroll at the bottom of the page. Please note that pages might have longer loading
times. Do not press buttons repeatedly and do not refresh your browser by yourself.

In the course of the experiment you will need to take five individual decisions. One of
these decisions will be randomly selected by the computer for your payment. Therefore,
decide in each of the five decisions as if it is relevant for your final payoff. Finally, you
need to fill in a brief supplemental questionnaire.

As soon as each participant has finished the experiment, we will proceed with the individual
pay-out. You will be called separately by your seat number and will be paid out in private
by an assistant. Please bring along the material you have received.

You will receive a standard participation fee and dependent on your decisions an additional
amount of money. Expected processing time for the experiment is set to a maximum of
60 minutes.

Experimental Procedures

You will presume the role of an electricity consumer for the entire experiment. As an
electricity consumer you need to decide, which electricity product you want to buy.

Electric utilities use different sources for the production of electricity. For this experi-
ment, we distinguish between two sorts of electricity products. Conventional electricity is
produced from nuclear and fossil resources. Green electricity is produced from renewable
sources, like wind, solar or water.

Within this experiment you have an electricity consumption of 100 kilowatt hours (kWh)
in each of the five decisions you make. At the beginning of each decision, you will receive a
budget, which exactly clears the costs for 100 kWh of the standard product. If you select
a product that differs to your standard product, your expenses will be reduced.
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Each decision starts with the choice between two options. As an electricity consumer
you can either stay with your standard product or you can select between various other
product options.

The standard product of your utility is 100% green electricity. If you choose Option 1
(= the standard product), you have no additional effort and pay the depicted price (see
Figure 2.A.1). The outcome of your decision will be shown to you directly and you can
move on to the next decision.

If you wish to select between different electricity products, you need to choose Option
2. Your utility offers electricity products with lower shares of green electricity at certain
prices per kWh. Prices vary between different situations. Buying less green electricity
leads to lower costs that are needed to be covered with your budget.

If you choose Option 2 (= selection of green electricity contracts), you need to run through
several steps before you can finally choose another contract. As a first step you need to
write a small statement why you prefer the choice between other electricity products. This
is to be seen as a letter of cancellation of the standard product. Please write a complete
sentence and click then on ‘Continue’.

As a second step you need to select your preferred electricity product. The available
options are listed on data-sheets, which are enclosed with your set of instructions. On the
next page, you will find an example of such a data-sheet (see Figure 2.A.3).

Additionally, on the data-sheet you find a contract number, an account number, your
current standard product and its invoice price.55 In the lower third of the data-sheet,
your utility lists other options of possible contracts. These options have different shares
of green electricity and different invoice prices.

For each of the five decisions you have received a separate data-sheet, which differs in the
price per unit of green electricity. Therefore, for each decision you need to search for the
right data-sheet, before you can proceed with the selection of contracts.

As a final step you need to enter product, contract, and account number to choose your
electricity product. If you click on ‘Continue’, we will summarize your decision, stating
demanded green electricity and invoice price (see Figure 2.A.4). You have the option to
go back and change your selection of contracts. If you click on ‘Continue’, your decision
will be implemented.

55Remark: These details are not displayed in Figure 2.A.3.
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Figure 2.A.1 was only shown in the instructions for GREEN; Figure 2.A.2 was only shown
in the instructions for ACTIVE.

Figure 2.A.1: Sample screen of a decision task in GREEN.

Figure 2.A.2: Sample screen of a decision task in ACTIVE.
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Figure 2.A.3: Options displayed on the sample data-sheet.

Figure 2.A.4: Summary of a sample decision.

Payoff

Please note that at the end of the experiment, one of your five decisions is randomly chosen
to be relevant for your payoff. Your payoff consists of two parts:

(1) You will receive your remaining budget and your participation fee at the end of the
experiment in cash.

(2) Your expenses for green electricity will be used by the experimenter to buy so-called
certificates of ‘Guaranteed Origin’. Such a certificate confirms that the demanded
quantity of green electricity is actually produced in the Swiss electricity system.
Therefore, according to your decisions you will finance the actual production of
green electricity. The purchase of certificates of ‘Guaranteed Origin’ is directly
granted with an official letter of the institute, which is conducting the experiment.
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The certificates will be obtained subsequently to the experiment via the national
power distributor. The letter explicitly states your demanded quantity and provides
an on-line link where you will be able to access the certificates.

Start of Experiment

Please enter your seat number now on your computer screen. The number corresponds
to the randomly assigned seat card. For a better comprehension of these instructions,
the experiment will begin with a sample decision, in which your options will be explained
in detail again. Subsequently, you need to answer some questions in order to check the
comprehension of the task.

If you have questions, please give a hand signal. We will discuss your questions in person
at your desk.
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Example of a certificate of Guaranteed Origin (GO) for green electricity

Figure 2.A.5: Example of a certificate of Guaranteed Origin for green electricity.

Note.— Certificates were ordered on a cumulative basis, as normally GOs are handled in magnitudes of
GWh, rather than kWh. Subjects received a letter with their payment, indicating the amount of green
electricity they purchased. Hence, they could easily identify their share.
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Costs and Benefits of Green Choice

Defaults – A Field Study in the

Residential Electricity Market1

Contextualization and Summary

Project B methodologically builds upon the framework used in Project A. However, we
change the empirical setting from the economic laboratory to the field, conducting a study
with a Swiss electric utility. The main focus of this project is to assess whether a green
electricity default has varying distributional effects for different groups in society. The
respective utility we study has set an intermediately green and intermediately expensive
default contract. In a survey with a representative set of households we contrast the
current contract choice with an household’s active choice for an electricity contract. We
find that the default distorts decisions in several directions. On the one hand, the default
leads pro-environmentally minded, but uninformed people to choose contracts that are
less environmentally-friendly than their preferences. On the other hand, the default leads
poorer households to choose options that are more costly to them compared to their
active-choice preferences. Both findings have important implications for consumer welfare.
Additionally, a simple cost-benefit framework shows that the default successfully curbs
harmful emissions. However, the costs for this emission abatement seem to be at the
higher end when compared to recent estimates of the social cost of carbon. These results
highlight the need for a careful evaluation of the costs and benefits of behaviorally-oriented
interventions in the residential electricity market.

1This project is based on an unpublished manuscript (see Ghesla, Grieder, and Schubert, 2017). The
project constitutes of a joint effort of Renate Schubert, Manuel Grieder and Claus Ghesla. It is also
part of the doctoral thesis of Ghesla (2017a). Note that in the table of contents and chapter headers
we use ‘Assessing Distributional Effects’ as a short-title for this project.
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3.1 Introduction

Public policy makes increasing use of behaviorally-guided interventions (Chetty, 2015;

Madrian, 2014). Choice defaults are particularly attractive as they have proven not only

to have strong effects on behavior, but because they are also straightforward to implement,

cheap to administer and do not infringe upon people’s freedom of choice. Choice defaults

have, for instance, been used to increase organ donation rates (Johnson and Goldstein,

2003), to foster retirement savings (Choi et al., 2003; Cronqvist and Thaler, 2004), or to

fund public goods in the social or environmental domains (Carlsson et al., 2015; Ebeling

and Lotz, 2015).

Whereas the effects of choice defaults on behavior are strong and well documented (see,

e.g., Dhami, 2016, Chapter 22), much less is known about the potential distributional

consequences of such interventions. Usually, the same choice default is equally applied

to all people in society, which could—theoretically—benefit some groups, but may at

the same time harm others. Hence, the implications of choice defaults on the welfare

of different groups in society are much less clear—and much less researched—than their

unambiguous behavioral effects.

Recent contributions in the behavioral economics literature stress the importance of evalu-

ating policy intervention nudges not only on the basis of their effects on individual behav-

ior, but to apply succinct cost-benefit analysis in order to analyze potential welfare impli-

cations (Allcott and Kessler, 2015; Bernheim et al., 2015). We contribute to this emerging

work by providing novel empirical insights on the distributional effects of a choice default

for the uptake of green electricity. In particular, we analyze how a choice default distorts

the decisions of different groups of consumers compared to their preferences.

Residential electricity markets offer several interesting characteristics with respect to an

analysis of choice defaults and their distributional consequences. First, the choice of elec-

tricity sources involves trade-offs between private and social benefits, which opens up an

important ‘playground’ to apply behavioral nudges to increase social welfare (see for in-

stance Allcott and Kessler, 2015; Ebeling and Lotz, 2015, for the application of nudges in

energy markets). Second, consumers have sufficient opportunities to optimize their deci-

sion away from the choice default, both in terms of choosing even more environmentally-
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friendly electricity contracts, but also in terms of choosing substantially cheaper options

than the choice default. Hence, the availability of different electricity contracts ensures

that consumers should be able to find a contract matching their preferences, thereby grant-

ing a choice environment in a libertarian paternalistic sense. Third, choice defaults that

nudge consumers into an increased uptake of green electricity follow the intention of avoid-

ing detrimental greenhouse gas emissions. Comparing the potential distributional costs of

choice defaults with the amount of harmful emissions avoided allows for an evaluation of

the cost-effectiveness of emission abatement of these behaviorally-guided interventions.

Four major research questions guide our empirical analysis. First, we investigate who

is more likely to opt out of a default electricity contract and why. The answers to this

question have an appealing practical relevance, as they help to identify general drivers of

default behavior, which may go beyond observable demographic characteristics, but could

be rooted in individual preferences and attitudes. Second, we assess the question of who

prefers which electricity contract and why, when a choice has to be made in absence of

a default. Combining these two steps, we can then study whether there are distortions

in decision-making when contrasting an active choice of an electricity contract (without

a default) with the currently held contract. By analyzing the frequency and the nature

of choice distortions for different groups in society, we assess the potential distributional

consequences of choice defaults. Such an analysis provides relevant insights in terms of how

well a choice default attains an overall optimization of choices, and additionally permits

statements on whether different groups in society incur different costs and benefits due to

the intervention.

Finally, we ask whether the green electricity default applied in this study is cost-effective

in curbing harmful greenhouse gas emissions. Contrasting potential losses in consumer

welfare due to the choice default with the amount of harmful emissions avoided renders a

clearer picture on the expenses of curbing externalities via a choice default.

For our research, we collaborated with an electricity utility that is a local monopolist in

a Swiss city. The utility implements a choice default that provides an ideal field setting

to answer our research questions. Households can choose between five different electricity

contracts, ranging from very green (more environmentally friendly, more expensive) to

very grey (less environmentally friendly, cheaper) contracts. The choice default is placed
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on an intermediately green and intermediately expensive option and is the same for all

customers.

Customers receive the default product whenever they do not make an active choice for

a contract. They can opt out of the default simply by contacting the utility via phone,

e-mail, letter, or on-line. Four years after the implementation of the green choice default in

2013, we administered a survey asking a representative set of households on their actually

preferred electricity contracts in a well-tested elicitation format. Moreover, we examined

consumers’ reasons for their current contract choice, measured a range of personality

characteristics, and collected data on socio-demographic variables. Our analysis of 1,362

survey responses offers multiple novel and policy relevant findings.

First, demographic data is only a weak predictor of opting-out of a green electricity de-

fault. Insights on the reasons for making choices generate a much clearer picture of why

some respondents stay with the default, while others opt out. Second, preferences for an

electricity contract largely depend on personal attitudes, such as political party affilia-

tion or the level of importance towards nature conservation. Additionally, demographical

predictors such as higher income or better formal education can predict to some extent

preferences for greener electricity contract choices.

Second, the choice default in our setting distorts choices in several, distinct ways. It

both prevents greener, more environmentally-friendly choices, and hinders choices to less

expensive, greyer contracts. The first direction of distortion especially affects households

who have pro-environmental preferences, but forgo a choice away from the default due to

informational problems. The second direction of distortion concerns poorer households

with lower socio-demographic status, especially in terms of education. Both distortions

have negative effects on consumer welfare.

Third, a straightforward cost-benefit evaluation of the effectiveness of this choice default—

using annual electricity consumption data, the carbon-intensity, and price differences of

different electricity contracts—shows that, indeed, the green electricity default reduces ex-

ternalities. However, this emission abatement comes at a considerable cost for consumers,

which seems to be higher than at least some recent estimates of the social cost of carbon.

The results illustrate the impact of green electricity defaults on the welfare of different
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groups in society. As defaults seem inevitable in residential electricity markets,2 choice

architects need to be aware of these effects and take them into account when designing

choice environments. As our findings demonstrate, the default’s intended effect of curbing

emissions from electricity consumption is achieved—to a considerable extent—at the cost

of poorer households who would actively choose electricity contracts that are less costly to

themselves. Our findings thus unfold the potential caveats of choice defaults in electricity

markets and stipulate further discussions on how socially tenable behavioral interventions

can be designed to achieve public policy goals.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 summarizes the related

literature concerning the evaluation of nudging interventions. Section 3.3 introduces and

describes the importance of consumer choice in retail electricity markets. Section 3.4

details our empirical strategy, before Section 3.5 outlines and discusses our major results

in more depth. Section 3.6 concludes.

3.2 Related literature

Since the publication of the popular article by Thaler and Sunstein (2003), the policy

concept of ‘libertarian paternalism’, i.e., addressing societal problems with behavioral

nudges that do not infringe with people’s freedom to choose, has seen an unprecedented

influence in public policy making (see, e.g., Lunn, Pete, 2014 or Sousa Lorenco et al., 2016

for policy examples and Chetty, 2015 or Madrian, 2014 for an overview of the academic

literature on nudges and their influence on public policy). While the general attitudes of

the public seem to be rather positive towards these tools of state intervention (Arad and

Rubinstein, 2016; Sunstein, Reisch, and Rauber, 2017), the academic debate has evolved,

with some abstraction, around three different sub-topics.

First, and of prime interest for this study, there is a growing strand of literature that aims

at evaluating nudges beyond their mere effects on behavioral change, thus assessing the

wider distributional and welfare consequences of applying behaviorally-guided interven-

tions. Bernheim and Rangel (2005) are among the first to discuss how such interventions,

2Legislations in many countries stipulate binding rules for utilities that even if no choice is made, house-
holds must receive a basic supply of electricity, which is of course tantamount to inevitably setting a
default.
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in general, can be evaluated in terms of an economic welfare analysis. More recently,

some authors have started to look into the welfare consequences of, for example, feed-

back on electricity consumption using social norms (Allcott and Kessler, 2015), of energy

efficiency advisory programs for homeowners (Allcott and Greenstone, 2017), of energy

efficiency standards and subsidies in the light-bulb market (Allcott and Taubinsky, 2015),

of reminders wishing to attain higher fund-raising rates (Damgaard and Gravert, 2017),

or of salience of tax displays (Chetty et al., 2009).

For the specific nudge of choice defaults, Bernheim et al. (2015) have looked into the welfare

effects of default options in 401(k) pension saving plans in the United States. They show

that the allocation of an optimal default, in the sense that the nudge should enhance

overall welfare, is challenging and decisively depends on the welfare perspective of the

choice architect, as well as on the reasons why people stay with a default. In connection to

this work, Brown and Weisbenner (2014) examine who chooses which pension contribution

plan and why. Inter alia, they find that the pension plan choice can be predicted with

demographic factors, such as income or education. However, they also claim that usually

unobservable characteristics in administrative data such as personal attitudes, beliefs on

plan outcomes, or financial literacy can considerably increase predictive power. Thus, they

argue that the scope of administrative data alone may not allow for a precise prediction

where to possibly set a default, yet alone to judge the overall effectiveness of a nudge.

In addition, in a recent study, Brown et al. (2016) find, using comprehensive survey data

from the State Universities Retirement System (SURS), that default options for pension

plan choice can have complex consequences for individual welfare. Specifically, the authors

argue that individuals who have been defaulted into a plan later regret their ‘choice’, lead-

ing to potentially negative consequences for individual welfare. Our study closely relates

to the general advances of Brown et al. (2016) and Brown and Weisbenner (2014), yet

our approach differs in several aspects. First, the context of our study is green electricity

defaults, which means that the main purpose of the nudge is not necessarily to optimize

individual decision-making (as in the case of retirement savings), but rather to foster a

public good by creating a higher demand for green electricity. Second, while we are also

interested in the question of who chooses which (electricity) contract and why, we do not

use a measure of regret to assess potential distributional consequences. In our empirical
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approach we deem that regret, as measured in Brown et al. (2016), is unsuitable because of

the low consumer involvement and the moderate monetary stakes associated with decisions

about electricity contracts. Instead we rely on asking respondents which contract they ac-

tually prefer in an active choice type of setting, thus uncovering their ‘true’ preferences

for an electricity contract.3 Third, our data contains the annual electricity consumption

of each of our respondents. Assessing the match-mismatch relation between the actually

preferred contract and the contract consumers currently hold, enables us to make static

predictions about individuals’ costs and benefits of choosing an electricity contract in a de-

cision environment with a choice default. Moreover, we are also able to evaluate whether

the green electricity default used in this setting is an efficient instrument (in terms of

monetary costs caused and environmental benefits generated) to curb harmful emissions

from electricity consumption.

A second related field of the literature is concerned with the question whether nudge-style

interventions actually correspond to the criteria of libertarian paternalism, i.e., whether

they help consumers attain a fit with their preferences (Camerer, Issacharoff, Loewenstein,

O’Donoghue, and Rabin, 2003; Carroll et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2003; Keller et al., 2011),

as well as with how well aspects of nudges mesh into a political economy framework of

potentially self-interested choice architects (Schnellenbach, 2012; Schubert, 2017; Sugden,

2013). Our paper contributes to this literature by adding substantive field evidence that a

prime criterion of libertarian paternalistic choice defaults, i.e., the inhibition of inconsistent

choices, does not necessarily hold. In this way, we confirm and extend the laboratory

findings of Ghesla (2017b). Additionally, our results allow for more insights into the

political economy aspect of setting a default, thus adding to the discussion of whether

self-interested choice architects can actually use nudges to the overall benefit of a society.

3This approach is in line with a key assumption in the framework of Chetty et al. (2009, p. 1170) that
given full saliency of taxes, “the agent chooses the same allocation as a fully-optimizing agent.” This
implies that an active choice without a default reveals fully-optimizing choices on behalf of respondents.
We will use this assumption in Section 3.5.4 to guide our cost-benefit evaluation of the green electricity
default.
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At last, there is also a rich debate on the broader ethical and philosophical implications

of using nudges, as well as on their societal consequences (see, e.g., Bovens, 2009; Desai,

2011; Gigerenzer, 2015; Hausman and Welch, 2010; Oliver, 2015; Rebonato, 2014; Sunstein,

2015). Our results may be of interest in the light of this discussion, as we provide an

empirical illustration of who may benefit and who may lose when policy makers apply

nudging interventions.

3.3 Consumer choice in residential electricity markets

The generation, transmission, distribution, and retailing of electricity have long been con-

sidered ‘vertical’ processes, i.e., tightly linked back-to-back steps of getting power from

producers to consumers (Jamasb and Pollitt, 2005). Traditionally, state-owned power

monopolies were considered best suited to deal with the vertical integration of the in-

dustry, shouldering the large investments in electric infrastructure, such as central power

plants and country-spanning grid-lines. However, with the advent of modern information

and computer technologies in the last 25 years, there has been a consistent reduction of

monopolistic regulation in infrastructure industries, such as in air and rail travel, telecom-

munications, or postal services (Schneider and Jäger, 2003). The industry for the provision

of electricity is no exception to this trend. De-regulation or liberalization of said industry is

nowadays an accepted and promoted strategy in public policy making (Joskow, 2006). For

instance, approximately half of the federal states in the U.S. have liberalized their power

markets offering substantial consumer choice of power suppliers (American Coalition of

Competitive Energy Suppliers (ACCES), 2017). Likewise, similar advances of opening up

markets in order to strengthen opportunities for consumer choice for different electricity

products have been brought forward in the EU (European Commission, 2017), the United

Kingdom and Australia (for an overview see International Energy Agency (IEA), 2005).

Consumer choice entails that households are not any longer mere recipients of electricity

provided by an incumbent supplier, but that they have a choice of different electricity

products. Differentiation of electricity products occurs in at least two, often interlinked,

dimensions. First, competitive retailers may offer electricity at different prices per unit

of electricity, which may differ between retailers depending on their cost structure, their
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possibilities to produce their own electricity, and their need to acquire electricity demanded

on wholesale markets.4

A second important dimension of differentiation are the underlying production sources for

each unit of electricity that can be demanded by consumers. It is important to highlight

that with the de-regulation of monopolistic electricity markets, consumers do not any

longer receive the electricity mix provided by the incumbent utility, but can actively

shape the composition of power sources used to satisfy their demand. However, in order

to recognize and appreciate this dimension of differentiation, it is vital to understand

the concept of ‘additionality’. Naturally, consumers cannot differentiate between different

sources for electricity supplied to them. Hence, physical flows of electricity may not

necessarily encompass the electricity sources demanded by a consumer. Therefore, in de-

regulated electricity markets the physical production of electricity and potential benefits

of using different power sources, such as a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, are

de-coupled. Taking a simple example: If a retailer markets a green electricity product

sourced from 100% wind power, then a consumer accepting this offer does not necessarily

physically obtain 100% of her demand with wind-powered electricity. A purchase of such

a contract just entails that the retailer is obliged to obtain a guarantee that anywhere in

the power system the demanded wind electricity has actually been produced. Obtaining

such guarantees of origin constitutes the backbone of the concept of additionality. It is

the additional environmental value of the produced power that is actually used to sell

electricity contracts stemming from different sources. Thus, while consumers continue to

be physically supplied with the electricity mix from the local grid, their choices of contracts

have an upstream effect on the general composition of power sources used to produce

electricity. Or to put in other words, the choice of consumers of differentially sourced

electricity contracts provides investment signals for producers of renewable electricity.5

Mobilizing consumer interest for the dimension of additionality of an electricity contract

4As this chapter has an introductive character, we omit a thorough discussion of different pricing strate-
gies; the interested reader may be referred to, e.g., Joskow and Tirole (2006) for a more nuanced
discussion. Also, the electricity market in which we carried out this study uses only a fixed form of
time-variant pricing, i.e., different, but uniform per-unit prices for electricity during day and night
times.

5Note that while prices and environmental value are deemed the most important dimensions of consumer
choice in electricity markets, there may be also other dimensions of differentiation, like for instance
the level of customer service, the variety of billing options, or additional services provided with the
electricity contract, such as the bundling of products for heating and electricity use.
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is a prime interest of many governments around the world. For instance, the European

Commission (2015, p. 2) advocates in its vision for an Energy Union that “citizens (...)

participate actively in the market,” thus claiming that consumer engagement to increase

green electricity demand is an important pillar for environmental policy. Green electric-

ity production from sources such as wind, solar, or biomass is assumed to produce less

greenhouse gas emissions than conventional sources of electricity production. Thus, as

a consensus develops that anthropogenic emissions, including emissions from electricity

production, cause climate change (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),

2014), consumers opting for and demanding more green electricity may help governments

attain important policies targets, such as for instance, renewable portfolio standards in

the United States (National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL), 2017) or the 33%

share of renewable electricity production by 2020 in the European Union (European Com-

mission, 2016b).

In the United States, the US Department of Energy (2016) reports that there are roughly

850 utilities offering green electricity from different sources and varying prices. Addition-

ally, there are also other schemes, such as ‘Community Choice Aggregation (CCA),’ which

have been adopted in several federal states, bundling consumer choice on a community-

wide level and offering green electricity.6 Likewise, the Agency for the Cooperation of

Energy Regulators (ACER) (2014) estimates that in the European Union there are at

least 280 electricity suppliers that offer more than 690 different tariffs that include shares

of green electricity production. Evidently, the liberalization of electricity retail markets

has brought forward significant opportunities for consumer choice.

However, the share of new renewable electricity production, i.e., production from wind,

solar, biomass, and geothermal sources, amounted to only about 15% of total production

of the United States net power generation of renewables in 2016 (Energy Information

Administration, 2017) and to only 12% in the EU (Eurostat, 2017).This lack in demand

seems to speak against the generally assumed positive willingness-to-pay for green elec-

tricity (see Soon and Ahmad, 2015, for an overview). Upon closer examination, however,

it becomes clear that although liberalization opens up electricity retail markets for choice,

6As of today, more than 5% of the U.S. population are offered an electricity choice under CCA-schemes
(Local Power Inc, 2017).
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most consumers remain inactive when it comes to actually choosing an electricity contract

(Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER), 2014).7 In fact, according

to numbers of the European Consumer Organization (2016) less than 10% of consumers

in the EU have switched contracts or supplier in 2013. Thus, it seems that liberalization

alone may not deliver the push in demand for green electricity that was initially hoped

for.8

In this vein, with the recent advances in behavioral economics and their implications for

policy design (Chetty, 2015; Madrian, 2014), retailers in electricity markets have made in-

creasing use of behaviorally-guided policy instruments to nudge people in socially desirable

ways (e.g., Allcott, 2011; Costa and Kahn, 2013; Momsen and Stoerk, 2014; Newell and

Siikamäki, 2014; Sunstein and Reisch, 2014). One of the most common nudges is the use

of green electricity defaults, which sets the standard contract to a ‘green’ option. Thus, if

households want to choose any other contract, they need to actively opt-out of the default.

As the active engagement of consumers within the electricity retail market is rather low,

defaults have a strong effect on green electricity uptake (Ebeling and Lotz, 2015). While it

is important to note that choice in retail electricity markets almost always involves that a

default option is present, the precise positioning of these defaults towards more expensive

green options may involve diverging distributional consequences for different consumers

groups, which constitute the prime subject matter of this paper.

3.4 Study design and sample composition

Our study makes use of a field setting in which a specific green electricity default has been

imposed on all residential consumers of a medium-sized Swiss utility. Issuing a mail and

web-based survey four years after the default has been set, we now analyze whether the

preferences for an electricity contract, elicited in an active-choice format, correspond to

the current contracts held by the households. Thereby we identify the mismatches between

currently held and actively preferred contracts.

7The Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) (2014, p. 113) lists several potential
reasons for this dis-engagement on behalf of the consumers in the market, such as lack of trust or
perceived complexity of the choice.

8Note that here we focus on the demand side; governments also make use of a range of supply side
measures to incentivize sustainable electricity production, such as feed-in-tariffs or renewable funds
(for an overview Gan et al., 2007).
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3.4.1 Survey method and procedure

We surveyed residential electricity consumers in our field setting in March and April 2017

and randomly selected 12,000 households who had a valid billing address to receive a

questionnaire. The sample was stratified by zip codes in order to ensure reaching—as far

as possible—a demographically representative segment of customers.9 Furthermore, we

ascertained that the targeted sample shared equal proportions of the different electricity

contracts as in the total population. After eliminating duplicate addresses, we sent out

survey packages to 11,989 households. A survey package included a cover letter, a printed

and folded questionnaire, and a pre-stamped reply envelope.

Households who chose to participate could either do so by filling out the paper question-

naire or by using an on-line link, which was mentioned in the cover letter.10 In total, we

received 1,906 questionnaires (a response rate of 16%). 380 respondents chose the on-line

route and 1,526 sent their questionnaire via ordinary mail. Importantly, as the analysis

is executed in a stepwise format for different categories of predictors (see Section 3.5 for

specifics), we make use only of fully completed questionnaires, which determines a final

sample size of 1,362 respondents.11

Customers of the electric utility could choose from five different contracts, which varied

in their prices per unit of electricity. The mean monetary ‘distance’ between the cheapest

and the most expensive contract is roughly 15 Swiss cents per kilowatt hour. Figure 3.1

shows an overview of the five contracts available for selection.12

Table 3.1 provides an overview of the distribution of the different electricity contracts

for the randomly selected sample, the sample data received, and the final sample of fully

completed questionnaires retained for analysis.13 The distribution of contracts in the

9Note that having a valid billing address implies that the respective household is entitled to choose an
electricity contract. Additionally, we hypothesize that key demographic variables, such as income, may
be different between zip codes. Therefore, we stratify our targeted sample in this respect.

10Translated copies of the materials used can be found in the appendix.
11We thus keep the sample size constant across all analyses to ensure comparability. This list-wise deletion

approach is more conservative than other methods (such as mean substitution or regression imputation).
As we retain a large enough number of responses, statistical power is preserved (Allison, 2001).

12In order not to reveal the identity of the partnering utility, we use self-invented labels for each contract.
13Note that in accordance with Internal Review Board regulations and our legal agreement with the

partnering electric utility all contractual data was anonymized such that it was impossible for the
researchers to identify individual households. We used a generic identifier number to match the data
on currently held contracts that we received directly from the utility with the data elicited from the
consumers in the survey. Further, due to confidentiality reasons we do not show the exact distribution
of contracts in the total population.
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Figure 3.1: Selection of contracts

Note.—Prices per unit of electricity increase from GREY−− to GREEN++.

randomly selected sample is representative of the population distribution by design. In the

sample of received questionnaires, households who have actively opted out of the default

are over-represented. This self-selection of households into the survey seems intuitive, as

such respondents may have a higher interest for the topic in general. Households who

remain in the default are thus slightly underrepresented. These observations also hold

for the final sample used for the analysis. Importantly, this likely means that our results

underestimate the choice distorting effect of the green electricity default.

Table 3.1: Distribution of contracts across random, received, and final sample

Electricity

Contracts

Random

Sample

Received

Sample

Final

Sample

GREEN++ 0.29% 1.11% 1.40%

GREEN+ 3.03% 8.71% 9.25%

DEFAULT 76.89% 64.85% 65.55%

GREY− 7.78% 12.33% 11.75%

GREY−− 12.01% 13.01% 12.11%

Total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

The questionnaire set off with an active-choice type of question that was embedded into

a cheap-talk design (Cummings and Taylor, 1999). The active choice asked respondents

to indicate which electricity contract they would choose, if they had to decide right now.

The menu of contracts presented the actual electricity contract options available by the

electric utility: prices per electricity unit were mean retail tariffs between 2013 and 2017

(denoted in cents per kilowatt hour).14 The description of electricity sources provided the

same information as in the real contract choice.

The questionnaire then proceeded with three questions on energy literacy, with questions

on reasons for making electricity contract decisions and on environmental preferences,

14We used the mean values of these tariffs in order to reflect the price fluctuations for the different contracts.
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evaluated the self-perception of the ability to decide between differing opportunities, looked

into preferences for time discounting, trust, and altruism (using the items proposed by

Falk, Becker, Dohmen, Huffman, and Sunde, 2016), and assessed political orientation

of respondents. At last, we elicited standard socio-demographics such as age, gender,

nationality, family situation, property ownership, occupation, education, and income.

3.4.2 Limitations of the survey data

Much like Dhami (2016), we believe that structured and carefully collected survey data

benefits the analysis of behavioral phenomena and may complement results from tighter

controlled laboratory experiments. Especially, more information and knowledge on key

characteristics and demographics of respondents may increase the opportunity to pro-

vide insightful advice for economic policy making. Nevertheless, there are, at least, three

important limitations of our survey approach, which we would like to address before sub-

sequently presenting the descriptives of our sample and the corresponding results with

regards to our research questions.

A first limitation concerns the hypothetical nature of our elicitation strategy of the actu-

ally preferred electricity contracts. The methodological gold standard in experimental or

behavioral economics is to elicit choices in an incentive compatible fashion, i.e., providing

extrinsic motivation for choice via monetary incentives. Ideally, we would thus have pre-

ferred to incentivize choices by directly implementing the actively preferred contracts on

behalf of the households. However, this would have implied that our questionnaire was

designed in a legally binding way—a design choice that was neither managerially feasible,

nor organizationally possible within the time-frame of the study. Therefore, we opted to

elicit hypothetical active choices of the preferred electricity contracts.

Earlier studies concerned with the estimation of the willingness-to-pay for environmental

goods, such as green electricity, have found that hypothetical and actual valuation might

differ if choices are inconsequential for respondents (e.g., Horowitz and McConnell, 2002).

For our study this means that even though households might indicate to have preferences

for green electricity, but if they had to incur the actual cost, they would refrain from

switching to a greener, but also more expensive contract. In order to limit such poten-

tial hypothetical bias, we made use of a cheap-talk script, a well-founded design method
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(see Cummings and Taylor, 1999), which has been numerously and successfully applied in

contingent valuation studies in environmental economics (e.g., Brown, Ajzen, and Hrubes,

2003; Murphy, Stevens, and Weatherhead, 2005). Cummings and Taylor (1999) demon-

strated in several experiments that informing respondents on the existence of hypothetical

bias, rather than just reminding them of budget constraints (such as in Loomis, Gonzalez-

Caban, and Robin, 1994), effectively mitigates hypothetical bias. We follow this approach

and implement a brief cheap-talk script before our active choice. Specifically, we explain

in a simple example the difference between hypothetical and actual decision-making, thus

explaining hypothetical bias to respondents. Consequently, respondents are asked to cast

their active choices as if they were real. Thus, even though we cannot rule out completely

that respondents’ active choices in the questionnaire may still show some hypothetical an-

swer biases, we tried to minimize this potential problem with previously well-tested meth-

ods. In support of this approach, results from other recent studies in the environmental

domain point towards the effectiveness of cheap-talk designs to mitigate hypothetical bias

in stated willingness-to-pay estimates (Howard, Roe, Nisbet, and Martin, 2017; Tonsor

and Shupp, 2011).

In the same vein, a second limitation of our active choice concerns the situation where

respondents may just randomly select one of the five offered contracts, as the choice is

inconsequential to them. We can evaluate the extent of this potential problem by checking

whether customers who have opted-out of and hold a current contract other than the

default make active choices in our study that are consistent with their currently held

contract. If random choice poses a problem to our data collection, we should observe only

20% of consistent matches for these households. Yet, on average 60% of respondents who

hold a current contract other than the default make a consistent choice in the hypothetical

active choice in our questionnaire. Thus, we oppose the view that respondents did not

take the hypothetical choice seriously.15

15We can only speculate on the reasons why some of the households who have already opted out of the
default contract show inconsistencies in the hypothetical choice. It could be that those respondents cast
socially-desired answers, which we could not prevent with our cheap-talk design. Approximately 74% of
respondents who are inconsistent between current contract choice and actual preferences elicited in the
questionnaire have cheap, and less environmentally-friendly current contracts, but hypothetically prefer
expensive, and more environmentally-friendly electricity contracts. A different line of argumentation
of why these inconsistencies occur could be that some households do not possess stable preferences
for an electricity contract, but that preferences are constructed as the choice itself emerges (Ariely,
Loewenstein, and Prelec, 2003). See Table 3.A.1 in the appendix for the specific numbers of consistent
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A third limitation concerns the self-selection of certain households in our study. While

we made sure that our randomly selected sample does not differ from the population of

the utility’s customers in terms of electricity contract choice and zip code (see Table 3.1

for details), we cannot prevent that households who are potentially more interested in the

topic of energy in general or who are more keen to enter prize draws, are also dispropor-

tionately represented in our final sample. It may well be that the 16% of households in

the contacted sample who responded to our survey are fundamentally different in pref-

erences, characteristics, or demographics than the 84% who did not respond. However,

as we will discuss in more detail in Section 3.4.3, our final sample does not seem to be

particularly different with respect to a number of observable characteristics of the total

sampled population. Thus, we conclude that self-selection-bias is not a major concern in

our study, at least with respect to those variables which we are able to observe. Moreover,

even if, for instance, households who are better informed about electricity contract choices

or who are more interested in the topic do answer our questionnaire more frequently than

those who are not, our results should be of particular informational value as they may

present—for most of our results—a lower bound of the choice distorting effect of green

electricity defaults for different groups in society.

3.4.3 Characteristics of the final sample

In our analysis, we consider four sets of explanatory variables. We describe these variables

below and discuss to what extent our final sample is representative of the total customer

population by comparing the sample means to the population values of these variables

wherever possible.

Demographics We collected standard demographic variables, such as age, gender, na-

tionality, native language, being a single household, being a single parent, having children,

property ownership situation, occupation, education, and income—these key variables

have been used both in studies concerning the effect of defaults (e.g., Brown and Weis-

benner, 2014), as well as in studies concerning the elicitation of preferences for different

electricity contracts (e.g., Kaenzig et al., 2013). Comparing the demographic estimates

with either specific data from the Swiss city we have sampled in or with data from the

and inconsistent choices for each contract.
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general Swiss population, we attain a satisfactory level of representativeness in terms of

the distribution of property ownership situation, occupation, education, and income dis-

tribution.

Energy literacy We asked several questions assessing respondents’ energy literacy. We

find that less than a third of our respondents is able to correctly identify the average

annual electricity consumption of a four-person family household. More than half of the

households does not know the share of new renewable electricity (such as solar, wind, or

biomass) in the market. Likewise, households seem to underestimate the already relatively

high share of hydro power in the electricity system. In sum, there is substantial dispersion

in our sample concerning the level of knowledge necessary to make an informed decision

about an electricity contract.

Attitudes We elicited respondents’ political attitudes, their preferences for the environ-

ment, their general ease at decision-making, as well as their attitudes and tendencies with

regard to their patience, trust and altruism. Mean political attitude roughly corresponds

to numbers of a representative national sample of the Swiss population even though it is

slightly off to the left (Swiss Household Panel, 2017). There are no population estimates

available for comparison for the other attitudes which we have elicited in our questionnaire.

Reasons for choice Finally, we asked individuals to think of their current electricity

contract and presented them with a number of statements capturing reasons why they

did or did not make a choice. These statements followed the main categories used in

Brown et al. (2011) and Brown et al. (2016), i.e., looking at information related problems,

the impact of effort and procrastination, and the perception of the default as a recom-

mendation. Roughly 40% indicate that they did not inform themselves before making

a contract choice, a third of our respondents deems the choice rather complex, and still

one sixth indicates that they were not aware that they had a choice at all. Thus, the

level of information concerning the choice of an electricity contract seems to be rather

dispersed across the sample. Electricity is often classified as a low-involvement good, as

customers rarely change their contracts or inform themselves on their consumption lev-

els. Nevertheless, our respondents do not deem the decision for an electricity contract as
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unimportant, apparently more than 80% deem it an important or very important decision.

In line with this, procrastination or forgetting to decide only concerns a minor fraction of

respondents in the sample. Furthermore, while choosing a contract, the recommendation

signal of the default seems to play a role—over half of our respondents indicated that they

interpreted the default as a recommendation by the utility. Additionally, we asked re-

spondents who makes the decision for an electricity in their households. 42% indicate that

they make such choices by themselves and 53% say that they make the choice together

with their partner or flat mates. Less than 5% indicate that they do not make such choices.

In total, from a purely descriptive point of view, it seems that we have sampled a hetero-

geneous, and in several respects, representative fraction of our target population, i.e., of

all consumers of the utility with which cooperated. Table 3.A.2 in the appendix reports

the complete summary statistics for our final sample.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Who stays in the default?

Four years after the implementation, still over 75% of the households held the DEFAULT

contract.16 This large default effect is comparable to previous studies. Ebeling and Lotz

(2015, p. 869), for instance, find in a randomized controlled trial that “69.1% of purchased

contracts were green” in an opt-out decision treatment. We take this as evidence that the

default manipulation in our natural field setting was successful and allows for further

investigation of our research questions.

In this section we are mainly interested in the determinants of staying with the default

versus opting out, thus investigating more into who is particularly prone to default and

why. For this, we construct a dependent variable that takes the value 1 if a respondent

16Unfortunately, the utility could not provide figures of the distribution of contracts before the new default
was introduced, hence we are unable to estimate the exact size of the default effect at the introduction.
However, we could assess the change in electricity mix before and after the introduction of the green
default. Prior to the introduction of the new default, customers could mix different electricity sources
to form their own product. If a household did not choose to mix, it was provided by default with
a substantially greyer option than the current green default (i.e., approximately 1% were from new
renewable sources, 17% thermal waste, 33% from hydro-power, 49% nuclear). After the introduction
of the green default, the shares in renewable electricity supplied to households almost doubled to 62%,
thus indicating a strong effect of the default on renewable electricity demand.
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has opted out of the default in the current contract choice, and that is 0 otherwise. We

use a linear probability model (LPM)17 to analyze—in a stepwise fashion—the influence

of the four sets of explanatory variables elicited in the questionnaire.18 Table 3.2 displays

the results of this analysis, which we discuss in detail below.

Demographics Beginning with model (1) in which we consider only demographic vari-

ables as predictors, we can immediately see that the explanatory power of demographical

variables for explaining whether respondents stay in or opt out of the default is rather

limited. The higher the age of respondents, the more likely they are to opt out. Male

respondents opt out more often than women.

Energy literacy Turning to model (2) only assessing the effects of variables capturing

energy literacy on opting out of the default, we find that respondents who know the share

of new renewables in the electricity mix have a higher probability of opting out of the

default. Additionally, people who assess themselves as being capable of explaining the

concept of green electricity easily are more likely to opt out of the default.

Attitudes In model (3) we see that political attitude is also a significant predictor of

opting out of the default. We elicited political attitude on a scale from 0 (politically

left-minded) to 10 (politically right-minded). The more respondents move up that scale,

the higher the probability that they opt out of the default. Of intuitive appeal are some

of the results concerning the personality and attitude measures. For instance, the more

respondents are at ease to decide between two options, the more likely they are to have

opted out of the default. Measures on time discounting (patience) and altruism reveal that

people who are more patient and more trusting are more likely to stay with the default.

Reasons for choice Model (4) concludes the analysis by providing more in-depth insights

into why households are more or less likely to opt out of the default electricity contract.

Specifically, we can see that the more respondents inform themselves before choosing, the

17Note that LPM estimates can be directly interpreted as the change in the probability of opting out of
the default associated with a one unit increase of the predictor variable.

18This stepwise approach allows to study the influence of a set of predictors in isolation, thus we can avoid
that certain effects of predictors may be masked due to multicollinearity issues. Each of the analyses
also estimates a full model with the complete set of predictors.
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

Table 3.2: Linear probability model | Opting out of the default

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.003∗∗∗ 0.001
(0.001) (0.001)

Gender: Male 0.078∗∗∗ −0.003
(0.029) (0.030)

Nationality: Swiss −0.033 −0.050
(0.040) (0.041)

Language: Native 0.052 0.026
(0.046) (0.046)

Single 0.040 0.009
(0.036) (0.040)

Single parent −0.053 −0.057
(0.089) (0.085)

Has children 0.050 0.054
(0.035) (0.034)

Owns property 0.025 −0.011
(0.034) (0.033)

Occupation, Base: Full-time
Part-time 0.028 0.023

(0.036) (0.035)
Self-employed 0.019 0.057

(0.055) (0.053)
In training/ in school −0.057 −0.035

(0.073) (0.071)
Seeking work 0.006 −0.016

(0.127) (0.129)
House wife / house husband −0.068 −0.040

(0.078) (0.077)
Retired 0.005 0.026

(0.055) (0.053)
Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training −0.072 −0.066
(0.096) (0.099)

A-levels 0.038 0.026
(0.104) (0.106)

Higher education −0.028 −0.036
not university (0.099) (0.102)

University −0.015 −0.035
(0.097) (0.101)

Income, Base: below CHF4,000
CHF4,001-6,000 −0.062 −0.060

(0.049) (0.048)
CHF6,001-8,000 0.039 0.009

(0.051) (0.050)
CHF8,001-10,000 −0.004 −0.027

(0.056) (0.053)
CHF10,001-12,000 −0.011 −0.049

(0.063) (0.060)
CHF12,001-14,000 −0.029 −0.064

(0.069) (0.067)
CHF14,001-16,000 0.064 0.009

(0.079) (0.076)
above CHF16,000 −0.005 −0.051

(0.080) (0.079)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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3.5 Results

Table 3.2 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 0.014 0.027

(0.027) (0.027)
Knows new renewable mix 0.082∗∗∗ 0.058∗∗

(0.026) (0.026)
Knows hydro mix −0.021 −0.018

(0.029) (0.029)
Explains concept of green 0.091∗∗∗ 0.028
electricity easily (0.017) (0.020)

Political attitude 0.014∗∗ 0.011∗

(0.006) (0.006)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 0.013 −0.002
(0.009) (0.009)

Ease of decision 0.023∗∗∗ 0.009
(0.006) (0.006)

Patience −0.011∗∗ −0.009∗

(0.005) (0.005)
Trust −0.009∗ −0.002

(0.005) (0.005)
Altruism −0.006 −0.014∗∗

(0.005) (0.006)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before 0.105∗∗∗ 0.089∗∗∗

choosing (0.016) (0.018)

It was a complex decision −0.046∗∗∗ −0.038∗∗

(0.014) (0.015)
I did not know that I −0.003 −0.006
could choose (0.013) (0.014)

It was an unimportant decision 0.008 −0.001
(0.015) (0.016)

I forgot to decide −0.021 −0.032∗∗

(0.016) (0.016)
The default appeared to be a −0.023∗ −0.026∗∗

recommendation (0.012) (0.013)

I kept the effort low 0.006 0.005
(0.014) (0.014)

I actually never made a decision −0.052∗∗∗ −0.036∗∗

(0.017) (0.017)
I did not have enough info 0.032∗∗ 0.031∗∗

about the products (0.015) (0.015)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together −0.054∗∗ −0.039

(0.026) (0.033)
Not aware of decision −0.083∗ −0.069

(0.046) (0.052)
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

Table 3.2 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant 0.104 0.045 0.151 0.287∗∗∗ 0.317∗

(0.123) (0.050) (0.111) (0.085) (0.189)
R2 0.043 0.033 0.026 0.107 0.139
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Linear Probability Model (OLS); the dependent variable is 1 if the respondent opted out of the default
and 0 otherwise. Five models are shown in order to allow for the stepwise interpretability of different
sets of coefficients. First, we analyze the influence of demographics only on default choice. Next, we
look into whether energy literacy can predict the choice of an electricity default contract. In model (3),
we assess the impact of attitudes on opting out of the default. Last, we assess the impact of reasons
for choice on default rate. The final column estimates the complete model. Only fully completed
questionnaires are considered. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are in parentheses.

more they opt out of the default. Likewise, the more complex customers perceive the

decision, the less likely they are to opt out. Perceiving the default as a recommendation

provided by the utility, also increases the propensity to stay with the default. Finally, the

more people indicate to have procrastinated on the decision, the less likely they are to

have opted out.19 If we assess whether the decision is made by a single person only, or

whether people jointly decide on a contract, we can see that making the decision together

actually leads to a higher probability of staying with the default. Furthermore, those who

are not aware of the possibility to choose also have a lower probability of opting out of the

default. In sum, the data on choice processes and reasons for choice better explains the

variation in default choice and opting out than the three preceding models (R2 reasons

for choice 0.107).

Full model The full model (5) confirms that demographic data are only weak predictors

for determining whether people opt out of a green electricity default, since none of the

demographic variables remain significant. Energy literacy and attitudes are, to some

extent, more informative. Respondents who know the correct share of new renewables

in the market and who are more at ease to explain the differences between green and

grey electricity are more likely to opt out of the default. Additionally, more right wing

political attitude seems to increase the probability to opt out of the default. Nevertheless,

the reasons for choice seem to be most important for determining whether respondents

opt out or stay with the default. Specifically, the more respondents agree that they have

19The results on insufficient product information do not seem intuitive at first sight. In fact, the more
people indicate that they lack information on the products, the higher the rate of opt outs. We may only
speculate that not receiving enough information may generate resistance towards the default option.
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3.5 Results

informed themselves the higher the probability that they opt out. Likewise, perceived

complexity of the decision, forgetting to decide, seeing the default as a recommendation,

and procrastination lead to higher default rates.

In conclusion, this first analysis provides some interesting insights about the reasons why

the green electricity default in this setting works. In particular, it illustrates that demo-

graphic data only is not enough to make meaningful predictions about whether a household

will stay with a default. Choice processes and reasons for choice are the more relevant

predictors.

3.5.2 Active choices: who chooses which electricity contract?

The next step in our analysis is to examine the determinants of the active choice preference

for an electricity contract. As described in Section 3.4.1, respondents could choose from

a menu of five electricity contracts, which mirrored exactly the options offered in the real

decision. Therefore, the dependent variable in question has five different outcome cate-

gories (i.e., GREY−−, GREY−, DEFAULT, GREEN+, GREEN++). These outcomes

are ordered in the sense that the levels of environmental friendliness and per unit prices

increase with each category from GREY−− to GREEN++, which provides a suitable

setting for an analysis of the data with an ordered Logistic model. The ordered Logistic

model estimates the probability of choosing one contract against all others. In Table 3.3

we use as a base category the contract GREEN++, thus the reported odds-ratios provide

an indication whether changes in certain predictors are associated with an active prefer-

ence for greyer contracts.20 Specifically, odds ratios above 1.00 indicate that a change in

the predictor increases the probability of choosing a greyer contract than GREEN++.

20The ordered Logistic model requires that we assume that the order of outcomes is proportional, i.e.,
implying that the perceived ‘distance’ between each of the contracts is equal. This assumption may not
fully hold in our case, as differences in price and environmental friendliness are not uniform across the
contracts. Therefore, we also estimated a generalized ordered Logistic model (GOM), which allows to
relax the assumption that the effects of independent variables on outcome levels are uniform across each
level. We highlight the few instances when this additional specification complements the insights of
the ordered Logistic model in the text. In general, the results of both models are practically the same.
Results of the GOM are reported in the appendix (Table 3.A.3). In addition to the generalized Ordered
Logistic model one could also estimate a multinomial logit model (MNL), which assumes that there
is no intrinsic order in the menu of the electricity contracts at all (outcome categories are nominal).
However, the estimation is less parsimonious and does not add any additional insights to our results.
Therefore, we refrain from reporting this model.
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

Table 3.3: Ordered Logistic model | Active choice of a contract

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Age 0.999 1.001
(0.005) (0.005)

Gender: Male 1.277∗∗ 1.029
(0.114) (0.123)

Nationality: Swiss 1.222 1.179
(0.157) (0.162)

Language: Native 0.711∗ 0.693∗

(0.192) (0.197)
Single 1.110 0.805

(0.137) (0.164)
Single parent 1.053 1.029

(0.375) (0.386)
Has children 1.382∗∗ 1.460∗∗∗

(0.136) (0.139)
Owns property 0.865 0.849

(0.127) (0.130)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 0.536∗∗∗ 0.743∗∗

(0.138) (0.142)
Self-employed 0.554∗∗∗ 0.667∗

(0.216) (0.222)
In training/ in school 0.943 1.045

(0.337) (0.345)
Seeking work 0.735 1.178

(0.490) (0.493)
House wife / house husband 1.054 1.340

(0.342) (0.347)
Retired 0.999 1.047

(0.210) (0.215)
Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training 0.645 0.508∗

(0.374) (0.402)
A-levels 0.556 0.555

(0.403) (0.433)
Higher education 0.416∗∗ 0.375∗∗

not university (0.387) (0.417)

University 0.376∗∗∗ 0.425∗∗

(0.380) (0.411)
Income, Base: below CHF4,000

CHF4,001-6,000 1.020 0.928
(0.196) (0.203)

CHF6,001-8,000 0.916 0.803
(0.196) (0.205)

CHF8,001-10,000 0.943 0.896
(0.219) (0.227)

CHF10,001-12,000 0.820 0.712
(0.239) (0.247)

CHF12,001-14,000 0.657 0.572∗∗

(0.264) (0.272)
CHF14,001-16,000 0.824 0.570∗

(0.308) (0.314)
above CHF16,000 0.841 0.593

(0.308) (0.321)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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3.5 Results

Table 3.3 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 0.973 1.018

(0.106) (0.110)
Knows new renewable mix 0.815∗∗ 0.888

(0.100) (0.106)
Knows hydro mix 0.844 1.040

(0.112) (0.117)
Explains concept of green 0.859∗∗ 1.058
electricity easily (0.068) (0.080)

Political attitude 1.309∗∗∗ 1.312∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.026)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 0.744∗∗∗ 0.739∗∗∗

(0.034) (0.036)
Ease of decision 1.055∗∗ 1.063∗∗

(0.023) (0.024)
Patience 0.988 0.982

(0.019) (0.020)
Trust 0.989 1.001

(0.020) (0.020)
Altruism 0.957∗∗ 0.994

(0.021) (0.023)
Decision taking, Base: Alone

Together 0.563∗∗∗

(0.135)
Not aware of decision 1.042

(0.256)

Constant GREEN++ | GREEN+ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.034∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗

(0.503) (0.235) (0.464) (0.712)
Constant GREEN+ | DEFAULT 0.149∗∗∗ 0.213∗∗∗ 0.085∗∗∗ 0.028∗∗∗

(0.492) (0.211) (0.450) (0.701)
Constant DEFAULT | GREY− 0.477 0.641∗∗ 0.303∗∗∗ 0.108∗∗∗

(0.490) (0.206) (0.448) (0.698)
Constant GREY− | GREY−− 4.205∗∗∗ 5.152∗∗∗ 3.314∗∗∗ 1.300

(0.491) (0.215) (0.448) (0.695)
AIC 3889.74 3937.88 3645.12 3627.13
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Ordered Logistic Model; the dependent variable is an ordered outcome category tak-
ing the most expensive contract GREEN++ as basis. The model estimates the cu-
mulative probability of preferring GREEN++ versus all other greyer contracts, i.e.,
GREEN+, DEFAULT, GREY−, and GREY−−. Four models are shown to allow
for the stepwise interpretation as in the preceding analyses. First, we analyze the
influence of demographics only on preferences for an electricity contract. Next, we
look into whether energy literacy can predict greener or greyer active choices. In
model (3), we assess the impact of attitudes on electricity contract choice. Last, we
assess the complete model. Note that predictors on reasons for choice are not suitable
for an analysis of the active choice, because respondents were specifically asked for
their reasons of choice for the current contract selection. Coefficients are reported as
odds-ratios. Only fully completed questionnaires are considered. Standard errors are
shown in parentheses.
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

Demographics Model (1) in Table 3.3 examines the influence of the demographic vari-

ables on the active choice of electricity contracts by our respondents. We observe that being

male and having children adds to the probability of actively choosing less environmentally-

friendly, and less expensive electricity contracts. Furthermore, being part-time employed

or self-employed increases the probability of choosing greener contracts. Even more in-

sightful predictors are education and household income, as the preferences for greener

contracts increase with the level of formal education and income. Note, however, that the

odds-ratios in the ordered Logistic estimation for higher income levels are only direction-

ally below 1.00. In sum, the results highlight the importance of higher socio-economic

status (in terms of education and income) as a relevant predictor for a greener electricity

contract choice.

Energy literacy Turning towards the influence of energy literacy on electricity contract

choice in model (2), we find that knowing the mix of new renewable electricity in the mar-

kets, as well as being at ease to explain the differences between green and grey electricity

adds to the probability of choosing a greener electricity contract.

Attitudes Assessing results on the impact of attitudes on electricity contract choice in

model (3), we find that greener active choices of electricity contracts are more preferred

by people with politically left attitudes and people who attach a higher importance to

nature and environment conservation. Additionally, the more people are at ease to decide

between two options, the more they choose greyer contracts actively. Eventually, the more

altruistic people are, the less likely they choose greyer contracts.

Full model At last, we can assess the full model (4) of active preferences for electricity

contracts.21 Evidently, most of the aforementioned results still hold. Better education

leads to a lower probability of preferring greyer contracts, while the higher household

income, the higher the probability to show preferences for greener contracts, thus under-

lining the main result that these socio-demographic characteristics are valid predictors of

active preferences for the choice of an electricity contract.

21Note that predictors on reasons for choice are not suitable for an analysis of the active choice, as the
questionnaire specifically asked respondents to think back to their current electricity contract choice
in order to state their reasons for choice.
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3.5 Results

3.5.3 Who has a mismatch between default and actively preferred contract?

A further cornerstone of our analysis concerns the examination of mismatches between

current and actively preferred contract. In this section we compare our participants’

active choices to the currently held contracts. Combined with our data on demographics,

energy literacy, political and personal attitudes, and reasons for choice, we can evaluate

which groups in society have strong mismatches and what the reasons for these mismatches

are.

Table 3.4 shows the cross-tabulation of current contract choice and actively preferred

contract indicating whether people’s preferences match with their currently selected con-

tract. There are pronounced deviations between current and actually preferred choice,

both towards greener and more expensive contracts, as well as towards greyer and cheaper

contracts. Most importantly, households currently in DEFAULT have substantive pref-

erences for other contracts (highlighted cells in Table 3.4). For instance, more than 40%

of the respondents who currently hold the DEFAULT contract would actually prefer a

cheaper contract, while on the other hand, more than a quarter would actually prefer a

greener contract than DEFAULT.

In order to assess for which groups in our sample these different deviations between current

and actively preferred contracts occur, we construct dependent variables taking the value

zero if a household that currently holds the DEFAULT contract also actively prefers the

DEFAULT contract and that take the value one if the active choice is a contract other

than the DEFAULT.22

As in Section 3.5.1, we first estimate linear probability models (LPM) to analyze the in-

fluence of the variables collected in the questionnaire on the presence of matches and mis-

matches between current contract and actively preferred choice. We separate this analysis

into an examination of mismatches for consumers with greener preferences (i.e., consumers

who actively prefer a contract that is greener than the current one) and mismatches for

22We construct the dependent variables in that way as we are mainly interested in the preference mis-
matches for households with a DEFAULT contract (45%, n = 617, of respondents). In addition, 14%
(n = 186) of our respondents do not hold the DEFAULT contract and make an inconsistent active
choice that does not match their currently held contract. As discussed in Section 3.4.2, the latter
may be seen as random noise in our data as they are likely due to instable preferences or respondents
making random active choices. We use these observations to evaluate the robustness of our results by
running the analyses also on dependent variables that capture a mismatch in general and not only for
DEFAULT contracts.
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

Table 3.4: Matches and mismatches between current and actively preferred contract

XXXXXXXXXCurrent
Active

GREEN++ GREEN+ DEFAULT GREY− GREY−− Current total

GREEN++ 16 1 2 0 0 19

GREEN+ 18 78 20 9 1 126

DEFAULT 43 203 275 329 42 892

GREY− 1 9 34 107 9 160

GREY−− 2 7 18 55 83 165

Active Total 80 298 349 500 135 1, 362

Note.— Table 3.4 shows the distribution of currently and actively preferred electricity contracts in
relation. Grey colored cells highlight mismatches from currently holding the default contract but
actually preferring GREEN++, GREEN+, GREY−, or GREY−−. Total observations are 1,362,
which include all fully-completed questionnaires.

consumers with greyer preferences (i.e., consumers who actively prefer a contract that is

greyer than the current one). The results of these analyses are reported in Table 3.5 (mis-

match for consumers with greener preferences) and Table 3.6 (mismatch for consumers

with greyer preferences) and will subsequently be discussed.23

3.5.3.1 Mismatch for consumers with greener preferences

In this section we discuss the mismatches for consumers in the default with preferences

for greener contracts than the default based on the regression results reported in Ta-

ble 3.5. The dependent variable in these analyses is one if a household currently holding

the DEFAULT contract actively prefers a contract that is greener than the DEFAULT

(i.e., GREEN+ or GREEN++), and it is zero otherwise.

Demographics Model (1) in Table 3.5 concerns the role of demographics only for ex-

plaining the extent of mismatches from currently holding DEFAULT to actively preferring

the greener contracts GREEN+ or GREEN++. There are only few findings that may ex-

plain a mismatch for consumers with greener preferences than DEFAULT. Having children

reduces the probability of a mismatch. The analysis of the generalized ordered Logistic

23By dichotomizing the dependent variable in ‘Match’ or ‘Mismatch’, important information on patterns
in our findings could be lost. Therefore, we also use (generalized) ordered Logistic regressions to
further analyze the potential distortions between currently choosing DEFAULT and actively preferring
greener or greyer contracts. The dependent variable in these models is one if a household currently
holding the DEFAULT contract actively prefers GREEN+ / or GREY−, it takes the value two if a
household currently holding the DEFAULT contract actively prefers GREEN++ / or GREY−−, and
it is zero otherwise. We report each model variant without and with accounting for the mismatches of
inconsistent (‘noisy’) choosers who do not have DEFAULT as the current contract, thus evaluating the
robustness of our results. The models are reported in the appendix.
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model in Table 3.A.7 in the appendix additionally reveals that speaking the local language

may also reduce the probability of a mismatch.

Energy literacy Moving to model (2) in Table 3.5 concerning energy literacy, we find no

significant impact of energy literacy on mismatches for consumers with greener preferences.

Attitudes In model (3) concerning the influence of attitudes on mismatches for con-

sumers with greener preferences, we find evidence that the more politically left, the higher

the probability for a mismatch. The same holds for the personal importance of nature

conservation: the higher the importance attached to the environment, the more likely it

is that a household actively prefers a contract that is greener than the one currently held.

Respondents who indicate to be more patient also seem to have a higher probability of

preferring greener contracts than they actually have.

Reasons for choice Model (4) examines the reasons why a potential mismatch could

occur. The better informed households are, the lower the probability that they would

prefer a greener contract to their current one. Additionally, the more respondents deem

the electricity contract choice an unimportant decision, the lower the probability of such a

mismatch. In contrast, perceiving the decision as complex adds to the probability of having

a mismatch. Taking the decision together with a partner or flat-mates also adds to the

the probability of a mismatch. The generalized ordered Logistic model reported in Table

3.A.7 in the appendix additionally shows that the more people perceive the default as an

recommendation, the higher the probability of a mismatch of greener preferences. A key

message seems to be that better information and making people aware of the importance of

the decision could significantly reduce mismatches of greener preferences, and lead people

with such preferences to buy the more environmentally friendly electricity contracts they

actually prefer.

Full model The full linear probability model (5) confirms most of the main findings of the

stepwise analysis of predictors. The ordered Logistic model shown in Table 3.A.5 in the

appendix additionally confirms the basic results, but adds further relevant insights. For

instance, single households have a higher probability of a mismatch, and so do households
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

Table 3.5: Linear probability model | Mismatch for consumers with greener preferences

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age −0.001 −0.000
(0.001) (0.002)

Gender: Male −0.046∗ −0.009
(0.025) (0.036)

Nationality: Swiss −0.021 −0.003
(0.034) (0.049)

Language: Native 0.044 0.044
(0.036) (0.057)

Single 0.000 0.052∗

(0.029) (0.032)
Single parent 0.028 0.033

(0.074) (0.101)
Has children −0.090∗∗∗ −0.097∗∗∗

(0.027) (0.027)
Owns property 0.005 0.010

(0.025) (0.039)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 0.040 0.005
(0.030) (0.044)

Self-employed 0.068 0.029
(0.048) (0.068)

In training/ in school 0.042 0.021
(0.075) (0.098)

Seeking work −0.069 −0.087
(0.069) (0.120)

House wife / house husband 0.082 0.067
(0.076) (0.096)

Retired 0.010 −0.003
(0.046) (0.061)

Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training 0.006 −0.001
(0.066) (0.078)

A-levels 0.031 0.023
(0.074) (0.091)

Higher education 0.061 0.048
not university (0.069) (0.085)

University 0.038 0.014
(0.067) (0.082)

Income, Base: below CHF4,000
CHF4,001-6,000 0.022 0.030

(0.041) (0.056)
CHF6,001-8,000 −0.003 0.023

(0.040) (0.059)
CHF8,001-10,000 0.032 0.055

(0.046) (0.066)
CHF10,001-12,000 0.024 0.056

(0.051) (0.075)
CHF12,001-14,000 0.096 0.132∗∗

(0.059) (0.057)
CHF14,001-16,000 0.074 0.122∗

(0.068) (0.067)
above CHF16,000 0.032 0.078

(0.063) (0.097)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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Table 3.5 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question −0.003 −0.008

(0.023) (0.022)
Knows new renewable mix −0.022 −0.018

(0.022) (0.021)
Knows hydro mix 0.019 −0.004

(0.024) (0.024)
Explains concept of green 0.005 0.006
electricity easily (0.014) (0.016)

Political attitude −0.027∗∗∗ −0.025∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.005)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 0.023∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006)
Ease of decision −0.004 −0.002

(0.005) (0.005)
Patience 0.007∗ 0.007∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)
Trust −0.004 −0.006

(0.004) (0.004)
Altruism −0.001 −0.004

(0.004) (0.005)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before −0.029∗∗ −0.031∗∗

choosing (0.012) (0.013)

It was a complex decision 0.021∗ 0.030∗∗

(0.012) (0.013)
I did not know that I 0.017 0.021
could choose (0.013) (0.013)

It was an unimportant decision −0.056∗∗∗ −0.037∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.013)
I forgot to decide 0.017 0.019

(0.017) (0.017)
The default appeared to be a −0.002 −0.006
recommendation (0.011) (0.011)

I kept the effort low −0.012 −0.006
(0.011) (0.011)

I actually never made a decision 0.005 −0.004
(0.016) (0.017)

I did not have enough info −0.011 −0.007
about the products (0.013) (0.013)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together 0.075∗∗∗ 0.082∗∗∗

(0.021) (0.025)
Not aware of decision −0.023 −0.012

(0.048) (0.050)
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Table 3.5 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant 0.176∗ 0.171∗∗∗ 0.133 0.266∗∗∗ 0.081
(0.091) (0.042) (0.082) (0.072) (0.145)

R2 0.035 0.001 0.047 0.032 0.100
Observations 1,362 1,362 1362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Linear Probability Model (OLS); the dependent variable takes the value 1 if a respondent who is cur-
rently in DEFAULT has a mismatch (=an active preference) to a greener electricity contract. Five
models are shown in order to allow for the stepwise interpretability of different sets of coefficients.
First, we analyze the influence of demographics only on mismatch. Next, we look into whether energy
literacy can predict the mismatch to greener contracts. In model (3) we assess the impact of atti-
tudes on mismatch to greener contracts. Last, we assess the impact of reasons for choice mismatches.
The final column estimates the complete model. Only fully completed questionnaires are considered.
Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are in parentheses.

in higher income categories. Thus, there seems to be a significant share of the population

with distinct environmental preferences and sufficient disposable income who may need

more information in order to attain a higher demand of greener electricity contracts.

An intermediate green electricity default as implemented by the utility we analyzed may

actually prohibit greener choices on behalf of these households.

3.5.3.2 Mismatch for consumers with greyer preferences

In this section we discuss the mismatches for consumers in the default with preferences for

greyer contracts than the default, based on the regression results reported in Table 3.6. The

dependent variable in these analyses is one if a household currently holding the DEFAULT

contract actively prefers a contract that is greyer than the DEFAULT (i.e., GREEN+ or

GREEN++), and it is zero otherwise.

Demographics Model (1) in Table 3.6 concerns the role of demographics only on the

extent of mismatches from currently holding DEFAULT to actively preferring the greyer

contracts GREY−, and GREY−−. There are several interesting findings. First, owning

property reduces the probability of having a mismatch. Similarly, the higher the formal

education, the less likely it is that someone prefers a greyer contract than DEFAULT.

Given that formal education, property ownership and income are all highly negatively

correlated with the dependent variable (Mismatch/Education r = −0.127, p < .001,

Mismatch/Income r = −0.079, p = .002, Mismatch/Property r = −0.126, p < .001)

and given that these variables are also highly positively correlated with each other (Ed-

ucation/Income r = 0.282, p < .001, Education/Property r = 0.094, p < .001, In-
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come/Property r = 0.255, p < .001), it seems that especially poorer respondents with

a lower socio-economic status (lower education and no property ownership) are prone to

suffer preference mismatches in this direction. These respondents tend to actively prefer

greyer and cheaper contracts than they actually have. The specifications of the ordered

Logistic models reported in the appendix confirm these results.

Energy literacy Moving to the second model (2) in Table 3.6 concerning energy literacy,

it seems that the better the energy literacy, the less likely are respondents who currently

have the default contract to actually prefer a greyer contract. Knowing the share of new

renewable electricity and being able to explain the difference between green and grey

electricity leads to a 7% reduced probability each of having a mismatch in this direction,

keeping all other variables constant.

Attitudes The effects for political attitude and the importance of nature reported in

model (3) are exactly the opposite of what we have observed in the analysis on mismatches

for consumers with greener preferences: a more right-leaning political attitude and a lower

importance of nature lead to a higher likelihood to prefer a greyer contract than the

currently held DEFAULT contract.

Reasons for choice Model (4) examines the reasons why a mismatch could occur. The

better informed respondents are, the lower the probability of having a mismatch for con-

sumer with greyer preferences. In contrast to what has been observed with regard to

mismatches for consumers with greener preferences, the more unimportant respondents

deem the decision, the higher is the probability of having a mismatch. Moreover, the more

respondents indicate that the default appeared to be a recommendation, the higher is the

probability of a mismatch. The same finding holds for people who were unaware that

they could make a decision at all. Taking the decision together reduces the probability of

having a mismatch for consumers with greyer preferences. Not being aware of the decision

increases the probability of having a mismatch.

Full model The full linear probability model (5) partly confirms the findings of the step-

wise analysis of predictors. Apparently, the significant effects of education seem to be
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Table 3.6: Linear probability model | Mismatch for consumers with greyer preferences

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age −0.001 0.000
(0.001) (0.001)

Gender: Male −0.020 −0.010
(0.028) (0.029)

Nationality: Swiss 0.046 0.050
(0.037) (0.037)

Language: Native −0.067 −0.051
(0.048) (0.047)

Single −0.033 −0.063
(0.033) (0.038)

Single parent 0.093 0.086
(0.089) (0.082)

Has children 0.037 0.038
(0.032) (0.032)

Owns property −0.093∗∗∗ −0.073∗∗

(0.030) (0.030)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time −0.054 −0.002
(0.033) (0.032)

Self-employed −0.028 −0.017
(0.050) (0.049)

In training/ in school 0.107 0.125
(0.088) (0.084)

Seeking work −0.017 0.018
(0.133) (0.128)

House wife / house husband −0.015 0.0002
(0.088) (0.079)

Retired −0.021 −0.029
(0.048) (0.047)

Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training −0.055 −0.028
(0.093) (0.098)

A-levels −0.210∗∗ −0.157
(0.099) (0.104)

Higher education −0.184∗ −0.133
not university (0.095) (0.101)

University −0.174∗ −0.096
(0.094) (0.100)

Income, Base: below CHF4,000
CHF4,001-6,000 0.099∗ 0.085∗

(0.051) (0.050)
CHF6,001-8,000 −0.016 −0.017

(0.049) (0.048)
CHF8,001-10,000 0.021 0.020

(0.054) (0.054)
CHF10,001-12,000 −0.007 0.003

(0.058) (0.057)
CHF12,001-14,000 −0.038 −0.029

(0.064) (0.064)
CHF14,001-16,000 −0.029 −0.032

(0.069) (0.069)
above CHF16,000 0.052 0.043

(0.075) (0.076)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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Table 3.6 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question −0.011 −0.006

(0.026) (0.026)
Knows new renewable mix −0.069∗∗∗ −0.045∗

(0.024) (0.025)
Knows hydro mix −0.019 0.004

(0.027) (0.027)
Explains concept of green −0.072∗∗∗ −0.020
electricity easily (0.017) (0.020)

Political attitude 0.019∗∗∗ 0.020∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance −0.023∗∗∗ −0.010
(0.008) (0.009)

Ease of decision −0.008 0.003
(0.006) (0.006)

Patience 0.006 0.003
(0.004) (0.004)

Trust 0.003 0.001
(0.005) (0.005)

Altruism −0.006 0.005
(0.005) (0.006)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before −0.064∗∗∗ −0.054∗∗∗

choosing (0.016) (0.017)

It was a complex decision 0.022 0.003
(0.014) (0.015)

I did not know that I −0.012 −0.017
could choose (0.014) (0.015)

It was an unimportant decision 0.056∗∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.016)
I forgot to decide 0.003 0.009

(0.020) (0.019)
The default appeared to be a 0.024∗∗ 0.028∗∗

recommendation (0.011) (0.012)

I kept the effort low −0.002 −0.006
(0.013) (0.013)

I actually never made a decision 0.009 0.003
(0.019) (0.019)

I did not have enough info 0.004 −0.001
about the products (0.016) (0.016)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together −0.052∗∗ −0.060∗

(0.024) (0.032)
Not aware of decision 0.164∗∗ 0.128∗

(0.067) (0.068)
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Table 3.6 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant 0.524∗∗∗ 0.521∗∗∗ 0.427∗∗∗ 0.263∗∗∗ 0.367∗

(0.119) (0.051) (0.110) (0.087) (0.201)
R2 0.065 0.025 0.028 0.082 0.118
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Linear Probability Model (OLS); the dependent variable takes the value 1 if a respondent who is cur-
rently in DEFAULT has a mismatch (=an active preference) to a greyer electricity contract. Five
models are shown in order to allow for the stepwise interpretability of different sets of coefficients.
First, we analyze the influence of demographics only on mismatch. Next, we look into whether energy
literacy can predict the mismatch to greyer contracts. In model (3) we assess the impact of atti-
tudes on mismatch to greyer contracts. Last, we assess the impact of reasons for choice mismatches.
The final column estimates the complete model. Only fully completed questionnaires are considered.
Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are in parentheses.

masked by other variables in the linear probability models.24 However, the ordered Logis-

tic models shown in the appendix confirm that higher education is a significant predictor

of fewer mismatches for consumers with greyer preferences. These results indicate that

‘low-status’ households, i.e., groups within the society that have lower income and lower

formal education, are more prone to experience preference mismatches because of the DE-

FAULT, as they actually tend to prefer the cheaper contracts of the choice set. Thus,

setting a green electricity default may severely restrict the utility of these social groups.

In total, our findings show that the green electricity default in this setting seems to have

utility-decreasing effects in two directions. First, pro-environmentally minded, but ill-

informed households do not choose the greener contracts which they prefer and second,

poorer households do not chose the less expensive contracts they prefer.

3.5.4 Cost-benefit assessment of green electricity defaults

As described in Section 3.2, recent research in behavioral economics has started to look

into the welfare effects of nudges. We contribute to these efforts and provide a discussion

of the potential costs and benefits induced by the green electricity default for our specific

field setting.

Our cost-benefit framework rests on the assumption that in a situation without a choice

default, consumers fully optimize and make choices consistent with their preferences. Thus,

24As explained above, education, property ownership, and income are positively correlated, which could
lead to multicollinearity issues in estimating the full model.
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comparing decisions of the active choice with the currently held contracts provides an

appropriate basis for an approximation of the change in consumer welfare due to the choice

default. This approach has been used before to derive ‘sufficient statistics’ for welfare

evaluations of nudges (see, for instance, Allcott and Kessler, 2015; Chetty, 2008).25 The

method relies on the two central premises of a choice-oriented welfare framework described

by Bernheim (2016, p. 33): “Premise A: (...) each of us is the best arbiter of our own

well-being; Premise B: (...) we seek to benefit ourselves by selecting the alternative that

(...) is most conducive to our well-being.”

As asserted in Section 3.5.3, we observe two directions of mismatches induced by the

green electricity default in our setting, which are relevant for consumers’ welfare. There

are mismatches for consumers with greener preferences than the default and there are mis-

matches for consumers with greyer preferences than the default. Both of these directions

of mismatches come with different costs and benefits for individuals and for society.

3.5.4.1 Evaluation of costs and benefits at the individual level

We use the per unit price differences between the five electricity contracts available in our

setting to quantify whether individuals incur a monetary loss or benefit from staying with

the choice default. Contracts that are greyer than the default are cheaper and contracts

that are greener than the default are more expensive. Based on these price differences

and the annual electricity consumption data for each household—data we received from

our partnering utility—we can calculate the annual monetary gains or losses of individual

households. We extrapolate our estimation of costs and benefits for the total population

of the utility’s consumers.

Column (1) in Table 3.7 refers to different directions of mismatches that can occur at

the individual level. The two top rows indicate mismatches for individuals with greener

preferences than the default, the two bottom rows indicate mismatches for individuals

with greyer preferences than the default.

Column (2) in Table 3.7 shows the monetary benefits and costs for households who cur-

25Chetty (2008) describes ‘sufficient statistics’ as a methodological approach in-between the estimation
of structural models for the analysis of the welfare effects of policies and a simple program evaluation
based on treatment level effects. Specifically, the concept of sufficient statistics aims at identifying a
credible baseline for welfare evaluations, i.e., in our case the active choice, which then allows to make
predictions on the welfare effects of policies.
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rently hold the DEFAULT contract, but whose active choice indicates that they would

prefer a greener or a greyer contract. Individuals who actively prefer a greener contract

than the default (i.e., GREEN++ or GREEN+) but stay with DEFAULT save money.

The per unit prices of electricity for the default are cheaper than for greener contracts,

thus by not opting actively for a greener contract, households pay less for their electricity

consumption (see rows 1 and 2 in Table 3.7). The economic interpretation is that an

intermediate green electricity default prohibits skimming positive willingness-to-pay for

green electricity, thus yielding negative utility for these individuals (as they would prefer

paying more for a greener contract and receiving greener electricity in return). In fact,

in the total population of households we sampled from, the default leaves approximately

USD 1.4m of additional willingness-to-pay for green electricity untapped.

Individuals who actively prefer a greyer contract than the default (i.e., GREY−− or

GREY−) but stay with the DEFAULT spend more money on an electricity contract. The

per unit prices of electricity for the default are more expensive than for greyer contracts.

Thus by not opting actively for a greyer contract, households pay more for their electricity

consumption (see rows 3 and 4 in Table 3.7). In total, individuals annually loose roughly

USD 400,000 from not optimizing away from the default to cheaper contracts. This implies

a negative effect with respect to consumers’ utility.

Note that this quantification of costs does ot take into account potential countervailing

individual benefits of not needing to decide for a contract, i.e., avoiding the decision costs

of choosing. If individuals act fully rationally, the costs incurred by not optimizing their

choices should completely reflect the benefits of not having to choose. Given that the

measurement of the individual cognitive costs of switching is not straightforward, we must

remain conservative on the definite effects of the default at the individual level.

3.5.4.2 Evaluation of costs and benefits at the society’s level

At the societal level, we can assess the implications of mismatches through the mismatch-

related differences in greenhouse gas emissions. We use official statistics on the greenhouse

gas potential of different electricity production sources in the Swiss market in order to
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Table 3.7: Simple cost-benefit evaluation of the green electricity default

Mismatch to

default contract

Individual level effects [USD]

monetary benefits (+) | costs (−)

GHG-emissions [t/CO2eq]

caused (+) | avoided (−)

(1) (2) (3)

GREEN++ 502, 442.00 3.26

GREEN+ 942, 876.00 6.40

GREY− −336, 665.00 −155.08

GREY−− −60, 882.00 −3, 891.88

Note.— The table shows a simple cost-benefit evaluation of the green electricity
default used in this study. Estimates are linearly extrapolated for the total popu-
lation of the study, i.e., approximately 50,000 households. We use the 2016 annual
electricity consumption data for each household from our partnering utility to cal-
culate individual level benefits and costs. Direct GHG-emissions are calculated with
official statistics on the greenhouse gas potential of different production sources in
the Swiss market (Messmer and Frischknecht, 2016, p. 16). Each contract thus has
a different emission potential based on its composition. For GREY−− we could not
obtain the exact composition of electricity sources as there is only a legal obligation
to label renewable sources of an electricity mix. Therefore, we used conservative
estimates of direct GHG-emissions attaching equal weights to electricity produced
from lignite and hard coal, although the share of nuclear power in the Swiss elec-
tricity mix is much higher. Thus, the emissions avoided by not choosing GREY−−
should be seen as an upper bound. At the time of the study CHF 1 ≈ USD 1,
therefore we directly report USD.

quantify the per unit emissions of the electricity contracts in our setting.26 Using the

annual electricity consumption data for each household from our partnering utility, we

can quantify the level of greenhouse gas emissions caused or avoided when consumers stay

with the choice default instead of switching to their preferred contract. We extrapolate

our estimation for the total population of the utility’s consumers.

Column (3) in Table 3.7 shows the greenhouse gas emissions caused or avoided for con-

sumers with a mismatch when currently holding DEFAULT but preferring a greener or

greyer contract. Consumers who actively prefer a greener contract than the default (i.e.,

GREEN++ or GREEN+) but stay with DEFAULT cause slightly more greenhouse gas

emissions. The carbon intensity of the default is, however, only marginally higher than

those of the two greener contracts, i.e., the default electricity contract in this setting is

already environmentally-friendly in terms of greenhouse gas emissions. Thus, at the soci-

etal level only roughly 10 additional tons of CO2eq are caused by people not choosing a

26Direct GHG-emissions are calculated with official statistics on the greenhouse gas potential of different
production sources in the Swiss market (Messmer and Frischknecht, 2016, p. 16). Each contract has
a different emission potential based on its composition of electricity sources used for production. For
GREY−− we could not obtain the exact composition of electricity sources as there is only a legal
obligation to label renewable sources of an electricity mix. Therefore, we used conservative estimates
of direct GHG-emissions attaching equal weights to electricity produced from lignite and hard coal,
although the share of nuclear power in the Swiss electricity mix is much higher. Thus, the quantified
emissions of GREY−− should be seen as an upper bound.
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contract according to their preferences (see rows 1 and 2 in Table 3.7).27

In contrast, consumers who actively prefer a greyer contract than the default (i.e., GREY−−

or GREY−) but stay with DEFAULT avoid a substantial amount of greenhouse emissions.

The default contract is much less carbon intensive than the two greyer contracts. Thus,

in total, approximately 4,000 tons of CO2eq are not emitted by people not choosing a

contract according to their preferences (see rows 3 and 4 in Table 3.7).

Having quantified the costs and benefits of the green electricity default in this setting, we

can indicate its overall effectiveness in curbing harmful emissions by comparing columns

(2) and (3) in Table 3.7. With our specific default in place, roughly 4,000 tons of emissions

(the sum of estimates in column (3)) are avoided annually. If we only use the pure monetary

costs of individuals (i.e., the costs for those individuals who prefer a cheaper contract but

stay with the default), individuals pay roughly USD 400,000 for the avoidance of these

4,000 tons of emissions (approx. USD 100 per ton of CO2eq). If we also include the negative

effects of the default on the utility of those individuals who prefer a greener contract than

the default, emission avoidance is even more costly at the societal level (approx. USD 460

per ton of CO2eq). Comparing these estimates with recent estimates of the social cost of

carbon in the range of USD 30 to USD 200 (e.g., Howard and Sterner, 2017; Nordhaus,

2017), emission avoidance due to the default in this setting seems to be rather costly.28

In sum, our back-of-the-envelope calculations concerning the impact of the green electricity

default in our setting on individuals’ and societal welfare reveal two important results:

(1) the choice default negatively affects optimization on behalf of approximately 70% of

consumers who currently hold the default contract, but do not opt out to their actively

preferred choice. Individuals experiencing a mismatch between active choice and current

27It is, however, important to note that the greener contracts provide different incentives for renewable
technology adoption in the market; hence although GREEN++, for instance, is only marginally more
efficient in curbing GHG-emissions, a strengthened demand for this contract provides clear investment
signals for new renewable technology, such as solar PV, in the market. Such a broader adoption of
new renewable technology seems to be important, as more and more countries agree to phase out older
conventional power plants.

28Social cost of carbon (SCC) refers to the societal costs of emitting an additional ton of CO2. Note that
the literature on different estimates of SCC is diverse. There are different methodologies on how to
assess the societal damage from climate change, which are controversially discussed. Nordhaus (2017)
recently provided a SCC of as low as USD 31.20 per ton of CO2. Howard and Sterner (2017) use
different damage functions, which produce estimates three to four times above this value. Given the
range of estimates, policy makers need to allow for sufficient sensitivity of the presented results.
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contract either lose money because they do not switch to greyer and cheaper contracts

or they experience a negative effect on their utility, because their actual willingness-to-

pay for green electricity is not sufficiently exploited, as they do not switch to greener

contracts; (2) the choice default overall successfully curbs direct GHG-emissions from

electricity consumption, however, this seems to be rather costly when compared to some

recent estimates of the social cost of carbon.

3.6 Policy implications and conclusions

The results from our study provide a number of insights on the costs and benefits of choice

defaults. These findings are relevant for policy makers who plan to apply choice defaults

to curb greenhouse gas emissions. In general, green choice defaults in residential electricity

markets follow two intentions. First, these interventions shall nudge people into contracts

that they prefer. Second, choice defaults shall help to curb greenhouse gas emissions.

These two policy goals may complement each other, but may also generate trade-offs in

terms of policy outcomes.

We see that, first, the choice default in our setting often does not nudge people into con-

tracts they prefer. There are mismatches between currently held and actively preferred

contracts that lead to substantial losses in individual utility. Reducing the costs of opting

out of the default could help aligning consumer preferences with their actual choices and

lower the extent of mismatches (see also Chesterley, 2017).29 When implementing a de-

fault, choice architects should therefore consider how they can optimize individual decision

making. An option is to lower switching costs in order to encourage consumers for whom

the default is not the preferred choice to opt-out.

Another option is to provide targeted informational campaigns for households who do

not choose according to their preferences. Specifically, we see that there seems to be a

significant share of respondents in our sampled population with distinct environmental

preferences and sufficient disposable income who forgo to switch to an even more envi-

ronmentally friendly contract. Much of this mismatch can be explained by informational

problems and the complexity of choice. Informational campaigns may help such households

to choose their preferred contracts.

29Chesterley’s (2017) model illustrates that it is optimal for a consumer to stick with the default as long
as the cost of making an active decision and switching away from the default is greater than the loss
from the preference mismatch that occurs when the consumer stays in the default. 99
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A third option is to reduce the monetary losses for households who stay with the default

and do not choose according to their preferences. Poorer households with lower formal

education are more prone to stay in the default, although they indicate having preferences

for cheaper contracts in the choice set. To avoid this type of mismatch, choice architects

could consider subsidies to alleviate their losses from not switching away from a default.

According to our results all of these three options could help to close the wedge between

active preferences and the choice under a default regime.

Moving to the second intention of the default, i.e., curbing greenhouse gas emissions, our

cost-benefit analysis reveals that indeed the default successfully avoids harmful greenhouse

gas emissions. However, the avoidance seems to come at individual costs that are somewhat

higher than some recent estimates of the social cost of carbon. Therefore, the default

applied in our setting seems to be only a second-best instrument for curbing emissions.

A tax on the social marginal damage of electricity consumption could be a more efficient

instrument for curbing emissions. Taxes, however, are often politically more difficult to

implement than less salient behavioral interventions such as choice defaults.

In total, we need to acknowledge that if green choice defaults are used as a means of

environmental policy (e.g., instead of taxes), policy makers need to carefully consider the

welfare impacts of this nudge. There are apparent trade-offs between the costs imposed

on individuals and the benefits for the environment that accrue at the societal level.

Several open questions remain. First, a number of authors have advocated ‘big data’

approaches for designing smart (or personalized) defaults that intelligently adapt to indi-

viduals’ preferences (e.g., Allcott and Kessler, 2015; Sunstein, 2012). Our data, however,

suggest that choice defaults that try to correspond to individual preferences may only be of

limited use as long as the data available for tailoring the personalized default to individu-

als’ preferences are limited to demographics. According to our results, socio-demographics

alone provide only limited predictive power for the assessment of preferences for different

electricity contracts. Therefore, more research, possibly at the interdisciplinary level of

data science, law and public policy, is needed to find out how to design and legally embed

such personalized choice defaults in light of heterogeneous consumer preferences.

Secondly, future research should examine when and under which market conditions choice

defaults fare better or worse than traditional instruments from a regulatory point of view.
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It may be also interesting to study whether and how lobby or industry efforts could trigger

the decision to use nudges as a policy tool and how these efforts may shape the design of

choice defaults (Schnellenbach and Schubert, 2015; Sugden, 2013).

A final point to address are the potential implications of the design of the choice default.

In theory, a green electricity default should only ‘affect’ those households who prefer this

default anyway, while incentivizing choice among households who have preferences for

other contracts. Ideally, the choice architect should aim at balancing the individual losses

from not switching away from a green choice default with the potential benefits of the

nudge for the society.

However, given that we can only observe the effects of one particular default in our setting,

it is possible that the impact on individuals’ and society’s costs and benefits change with

the position of the default. Chesterley (2017) calls this the ‘composition effect’ of a choice

default, i.e., the losses for consumers not switching away and emissions caused by staying

with the default may considerably change if the choice architect switches defaults from, for

instance, DEFAULT to GREEN+. Therefore, future work should look into the importance

of these composition effects. In this respect, we encourage more tightly controlled lab-in-

the-field research that complements the insights of our field study. Careful cost-benefit

analysis of such changes in the decision architecture may generate important insights for

choice architects in residential electricity markets and beyond.
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3.A Appendix

3.A.1 Inconsistent choices

In order to check whether the individually stated preferences for an electricity contract
are subject to random-answer bias, we can assess whether customers who have opted
out of and hold a current contract other than the default also make active choices in
our questionnaire that are consistent with their current contract. If random choice poses
a problem, we would observe consistent choices only for 20% of the cases (there a five
contracts on offer in the active choice.) Table 3.A.1 shows that random choice does not
pose a problem for study. On average, 60% of respondents make consistent choices. The
level of consistent choices differs between the varying contracts, it seems that customers
who currently hold a greyer contract more often deviate in their hypothetical active choice
towards greener contracts, which may be a sign of a social-desirability bias.

Table 3.A.1: Consistent and inconsistent choices between current and actively preferred
contract

XXXXXXXXXCurrent
Active

GREEN++ GREEN+ DEFAULT GREY− GREY−−
Share of con-

sistent choices

GREEN++ 16 1 2 0 0 84%

GREEN+ 18 78 20 9 1 62%

GREY− 1 9 34 107 9 67%

GREY−− 2 7 18 55 83 50%

Note.— Table 3.A.1 shows the consistent and inconsistent choices between current and actively pre-
ferred contract for consumers who have actively opted out of the default. Grey highlighted cells indicate
consistent choices. The last column to the right provides the percentage share of consistent choices for
each contract.
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3.A Appendix

3.A.2 Characteristics of the final sample

Table 3.A.2: Characteristics of the final sample

Final Sample Population
Demographics
Age, mean 48.01 (16.90) 39.60
Gender: Male 62.63% 49.05%
Nationality: Swiss 86.42% 75.88%
Native Speaker 91.12% –
Single household 28.27% –
Single parent 2.35% –
Has children 22.93% –
Owns property 35.54% 38.40%(*)
Occupation

Full-time 41.48% 49.90%(*)
Part-time 23.42% 37.80%(*)
Self-employed 6.98% 12.30%(*)
In training/ in school 2.86% –
Seeking work 1.10% 4.70%(*)
House wife / house husband 2.42% –
Retired 21.73% –

Education
Compulsory schooling 2.13% –
Vocational training 28.27% 35.70% (*)
A-levels 9.47% 20.70%(*)
Higher education not university 17.91% 14.40%(*)
University 42.22% 29.30%(*)

Income
below CHF4,000 11.16% 13.10%(*)
CHF4,001-6,000 18.36% 16.30%(*)
CHF6,001-8,000 24.08% 17.20% (*)
CHF8,001-10,000 16.59% 15.70%(*)
CHF10,001-12,000 12.33% 12.10%(*)
CHF12,001-14,000 7.56% 8.80%(*)
CHF14,001-16,000 4.99% 5.80%(*)
above CHF16,000 4.92% 11.10%(*)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 30.69% –
Knows new renewable mix 43.76% –
Knows hydro power mix 25.26% –

Attitudes
Political attitude 4.38 (2.34) 5.00(*)
on scale from 0 (left) to 10 (right)
Personal attitudes
on a scale from 0 to 10 (see table notes for specifics)

Nature importance 8.15 (1.63) –
Ease of decision 7.19 (2.22) –
Patience 6.47 (2.70) –
Trust 5.10 (2.62) –
Altruism 7.44 (2.63) –
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Table 3.A.2 continued

Final Sample Population
Reasons for choice
on a scale from 1 (does not apply) to 4 (does apply)

I informed myself before choosing 2.67 (0.99) –
It was a complex decision 2.01 (0.88) –
I did not know that I could choose 1.52 (1.00) –
It was an unimportant decision 1.65 (0.88) –
I forgot to decide 1.36 (0.82) –
The default appeared to be a
recommendation

2.52 (1.04) –

I kept the effort low 2.74 (0.98) –
I actually never made a decision 1.61 (0.99) –
I did not have enough info about
the products

1.65 (0.91) –

Decision was taken
Alone 41.78% –
Together with partner 53.23% –
Not aware of decision 4.99% –
Sample Size 1,362

Note.— Table 3.A.2 shows summary statistics for the four sets of explanatory vari-
ables. Standard deviations are in parentheses where applicable. Population es-
timates are indicated to display the degree of representativeness of our sample.
Population estimates are taken from official population statistics of the Swiss city
we have sampled in, or if unavailable for the specific city, we have used data at
the national level (indicated by an asterisk *). Please note that the sources of the
official population statistics can be obtained on request from the authors, as pub-
lication would lead to the identification of the partnering utility and would thus
violate confidentiality agreements. The specific question text for personal attitudes
is available in the printed copy of the questionnaire in the appendix. The higher the
scores, the more importance is attached towards the given notion. Note that the
score on altruism is reverse-coded in order to reflect that higher values mean that
the respondent attaches a higher importance towards altruism.
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3.A.3 Additional econometric specifications

In addition to the main analysis in the text, further models of the analysis are presented
in this appendix.

For the analysis of active choices presented in Section 3.5.2, we add a generalized ordered
Logistic model (Table 3.A.3).

For the analysis of mismatches for consumers with greener preferences presented in Section
3.5.3.1, we add a linear probability model including the inconsistent choices of households
not in DEFAULT (Table 3.A.4). Further, we estimate the mismatches for consumers with
greener preferences with ordered Logistic and generalized ordered Logistic models, both
for the sample with and without inconsistent choices (Tables 3.A.5, 3.A.6, 3.A.7, 3.A.8.)

For the analysis of mismatches of greyer preferences presented in Section 3.5.3.2, we add a
linear probability model including the inconsistent choices of households not in DEFAULT
(Table 3.A.9). Further, we estimate the mismatches for consumers with greyer preferences
with ordered Logistic and generalized ordered Logistic models, both for the sample with
and without inconsistent choices (Tables 3.A.10, 3.A.11, 3.A.12, 3.A.13).
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Table 3.A.3: Generalized ordered Logistic model | Active choice of a contract

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Age 0.999 1.000
(0.005) (0.008)

Gender: Male 1.064 0.991
(0.056) (0.059)

Nationality: Swiss 1.209 1.255
(0.155) (0.233)

Language: Native 0.937 0.879
(0.097) (0.098)

Single 1.103 0.739
(0.134) (0.236)

Single parent 1.067 1.082
(0.363) (0.531)

Has children 1.375∗∗ 1.669∗∗

(0.138) (0.221)
Owns property 0.863 0.800

(0.126) (0.189)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 0.547∗∗∗ 0.688∗

(0.146) (0.207)
Self-employed 0.563∗∗∗ 0.586

(0.223) (0.336)
In training/ in school 0.946 1.093

(0.327) (0.476)
Seeking work 0.770 1.488

(0.493) (0.707)
House wife / house husband 1.038 1.576

(0.329) (0.496)
Retired 1.013 1.128

(0.206) (0.304)
Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training 0.654 0.381
(0.374) (0.606)

A-levels 0.567 0.425
(0.403) (0.642)

Higher education 0.422∗∗ 0.250∗∗

not university (0.394) (0.661)

University 0.383∗∗ 0.309∗

(0.388) (0.632)
Income, Base: below CHF4,000

CHF4,001-6,000 1.014 0.926
(0.191) (0.281)

CHF6,001-8,000 0.924 0.734
(0.192) (0.297)

CHF8,001-10,000 0.948 0.858
(0.215) (0.318)

CHF10,001-12,000 0.839 0.631
(0.236) (0.357)

CHF12,001-14,000 0.658 0.463∗

(0.263) (0.410)
CHF14,001-16,000 0.837 0.465∗

(0.303) (0.462)
above CHF16,000 0.844 0.455

(0.304) (0.489)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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Table 3.A.3 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 0.946 1.014

(0.139) (0.154)
Knows new renewable mix 0.754∗∗ 0.835

(0.135) (0.152)
Knows hydro mix 0.823 1.055

(0.147) (0.164)
Explains concept of green 1.097∗∗∗ 1.013
electricity easily (0.033) (0.038)

Political attitude 1.481∗∗∗ 1.455∗∗∗

(0.072) (0.087)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 1.043∗∗ 1.027
(0.018) (0.019)

Ease of decision 1.084∗∗ 1.022∗

(0.036) (0.013)
Patience 0.985 0.977

(0.028) (0.028)
Trust 0.984 1.001

(0.029) (0.029)
Altruism 0.940∗ 0.989

(0.032) (0.032)
Decision taking, Base: Alone

Together 0.466∗∗∗

(0.245)
Not aware of decision 1.109

(0.358)

Constant GREEN++ | GREEN+ 0.024∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.0003∗∗∗

(0.606) (0.543) (1.350) (1.973)
Constant GREEN+ | DEFAULT 0.153∗∗∗ 0.126∗∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗

(0.518) (0.338) (0.900) (1.436)
Constant DEFAULT | GREY− 0.477 0.539∗∗ 0.167∗∗ 0.040∗∗∗

(0.490) (0.267) (0.711) (1.171)
Constant GREY− | GREY−− 4.067∗∗∗ 8.213∗∗∗ 5.248∗∗ 1.271

(0.504) (0.330) (0.680) (0.975)
AIC 3892.11 3932.03 3641.71 3629.46
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Generalized Ordered Logistic Model; the dependent variable is an ordered outcome
category taking the most expensive contract GREEN++ as basis. The model es-
timates the cumulative probability of preferring GREEN++ versus all other greyer
contracts, i.e., GREEN+, DEFAULT, GREY−, and GREY−−. The model relaxes
the proportional odds assumption. Four models are shown to allow for the stepwise
interpretation as in the preceding analyses. First, we analyze the influence of demo-
graphics only on preferences for an electricity contract. Next, we look into whether
energy literacy can predict greener or greyer active choices. In model (3), we assess
the impact of attitudes on electricity contract choice. Last, we assess the complete
model. Note that predictors on reasons for choice are not suitable for an analysis of the
active choice, because respondents were specifically asked for their reasons of choice
for the current contract selection. Coefficients are reported as odds-ratios. Only fully
completed questionnaires are considered. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
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Table 3.A.4: Linear probability model | Mismatch for consumers with greener preferences,
including inconsistent choices

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.000 0.001
(0.001) (0.001)

Gender: Male −0.017 0.016
(0.028) (0.030)

Nationality: Swiss −0.051 −0.027
(0.040) (0.039)

Language: Native 0.055 0.052
(0.044) (0.044)

Single −0.029 0.012
(0.033) (0.039)

Single parent 0.081 0.083
(0.089) (0.086)

Has children −0.086∗∗∗ −0.094∗∗∗

(0.033) (0.032)
Owns property 0.019 0.017

(0.031) (0.031)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 0.043 0.005
(0.034) (0.035)

Self-employed 0.106∗ 0.078
(0.055) (0.056)

In training/ in school 0.050 0.022
(0.084) (0.078)

Seeking work −0.036 −0.064
(0.106) (0.109)

House wife / house husband 0.083 0.083
(0.088) (0.080)

Retired 0.008 −0.001
(0.052) (0.052)

Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training −0.033 −0.043
(0.089) (0.089)

A-levels 0.021 0.013
(0.097) (0.097)

Higher education 0.035 0.021
not university (0.092) (0.093)

University 0.004 −0.018
(0.090) (0.091)

Income, Base: below CHF4,000
CHF4,001-6,000 0.006 0.014

(0.046) (0.046)
CHF6,001-8,000 0.044 0.067

(0.047) (0.047)
CHF8,001-10,000 0.031 0.050

(0.053) (0.053)
CHF10,001-12,000 0.006 0.036

(0.058) (0.059)
CHF12,001-14,000 0.107 0.142∗∗

(0.067) (0.066)
CHF14,001-16,000 0.143∗ 0.187∗∗

(0.079) (0.078)
above CHF16,000 0.031 0.066

(0.075) (0.078)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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Table 3.A.4 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 0.003 0.001

(0.027) (0.026)
Knows new renewable mix 0.026 0.024

(0.025) (0.025)
Knows hydro mix −0.0002 −0.025

(0.028) (0.028)
Explains concept of green 0.006 −0.011
electricity easily (0.017) (0.019)

Political attitude −0.027∗∗∗ −0.027∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 0.026∗∗∗ 0.024∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.008)
Ease of decision 0.005 0.004

(0.005) (0.006)
Patience 0.005 0.007

(0.004) (0.005)
Trust −0.005 −0.005

(0.005) (0.005)
Altruism −0.005 −0.008

(0.005) (0.005)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before −0.010 −0.018
choosing (0.016) (0.017)

It was a complex decision 0.009 0.021
(0.014) (0.016)

I did not know that I 0.030∗∗ 0.037∗∗

could choose (0.015) (0.015)

It was an unimportant decision −0.059∗∗∗ −0.044∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.015)
I forgot to decide 0.005 0.004

(0.018) (0.018)
The default appeared to be a −0.012 −0.018
recommendation (0.012) (0.013)

I kept the effort low −0.001 0.003
(0.013) (0.014)

I actually never made a decision −0.014 −0.015
(0.018) (0.018)

I did not have enough info 0.016 0.020
about the products (0.017) (0.017)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together 0.079∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗

(0.025) (0.032)
Not aware of decision −0.047 −0.061

(0.055) (0.057)
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Table 3.A.4 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant 0.239∗∗ 0.256∗∗∗ 0.182∗ 0.326∗∗∗ 0.164
(0.116) (0.050) (0.099) (0.086) (0.185)

R2 0.029 0.001 0.034 0.026 0.081
Observations 1,362 1,362 1362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Linear Probability Model (OLS); the dependent variable takes the value 1 if a respondent who is
currently in DEFAULT has a mismatch (=an active preference) to a greener electricity contract. Ad-
ditionally, the dependent variable also includes those households who have a mismatch to a greener
contract, but who are not in DEFAULT. Five models are shown in order to allow for the stepwise
interpretability of different sets of coefficients. First, we analyze the influence of demographics only on
mismatch. Next, we look into whether energy literacy can predict the mismatch to greener contracts.
In model (3) we assess the impact of attitudes on mismatch to greener contracts. Last, we assess the
impact of reasons for choice mismatches. The final column estimates the complete model. Only fully
completed questionnaires are considered. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are in parentheses.
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Table 3.A.5: Ordered Logistic model | Mismatch for consumers with greener preferences

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.994 1.000
(0.007) (0.008)

Gender: Male 0.737∗ 0.983
(0.161) (0.181)

Nationality: Swiss 0.874 0.997
(0.223) (0.232)

Language: Native 1.262 1.301
(0.305) (0.314)

Single 1.030 1.796∗∗

(0.193) (0.251)
Single parent 1.264 1.320

(0.551) (0.577)
Has children 0.501∗∗∗ 0.436∗∗∗

(0.214) (0.224)
Owns property 1.053 1.088

(0.191) (0.200)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 1.351 1.084
(0.195) (0.208)

Self-employed 1.602 1.143
(0.294) (0.308)

In training/ in school 1.311 1.214
(0.442) (0.464)

Seeking work 0.496 0.364
(1.063) (1.126)

House wife / house husband 1.894 1.630
(0.475) (0.501)

Retired 1.079 0.862
(0.306) (0.321)

Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training 1.254 1.268
(0.647) (0.673)

A-levels 1.510 1.514
(0.674) (0.705)

Higher education 1.902 1.926
not university (0.657) (0.687)

University 1.565 1.470
(0.650) (0.681)

Income, Base: below CHF4,000
CHF4,001-6,000 1.170 1.201

(0.283) (0.296)
CHF6,001-8,000 0.956 1.138

(0.289) (0.303)
CHF8,001-10,000 1.220 1.465

(0.315) (0.334)
CHF10,001-12,000 1.153 1.590

(0.348) (0.369)
CHF12,001-14,000 1.781 2.460∗∗

(0.368) (0.391)
CHF14,001-16,000 1.703 2.701∗∗

(0.413) (0.442)
above CHF16,000 1.245 1.930

(0.444) (0.470)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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Table 3.A.5 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 0.962 0.879

(0.153) (0.166)
Knows new renewable mix 0.850 0.862

(0.145) (0.158)
Knows hydro mix 1.117 0.922

(0.160) (0.173)
Explains concept of green 1.026 1.025
electricity easily (0.096) (0.125)

Political attitude 0.816∗∗∗ 0.815∗∗∗

(0.036) (0.040)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 1.215∗∗∗ 1.251∗∗∗

(0.054) (0.061)
Ease of decision 0.970 0.994

(0.033) (0.036)
Patience 1.061∗∗ 1.074∗∗

(0.028) (0.030)
Trust 0.969 0.939∗∗

(0.028) (0.030)
Altruism 0.985 0.955

(0.030) (0.034)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before 0.804∗∗ 0.749∗∗∗

choosing (0.095) (0.107)

It was a complex decision 1.170∗ 1.272∗∗

(0.085) (0.097)
I did not know that I 1.128 1.175∗

could choose (0.081) (0.087)

It was an unimportant decision 0.643∗∗∗ 0.770∗∗

(0.106) (0.113)
I forgot to decide 1.159 1.216∗

(0.105) (0.112)
The default appeared to be a 0.991 0.974
recommendation (0.072) (0.077)

I kept the effort low 0.915 0.918
(0.079) (0.085)

I actually never made a decision 1.034 0.945
(0.105) (0.111)

I did not have enough info 0.922 0.954
about the products (0.097) (0.101)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together 1.704∗∗∗ 2.139∗∗∗

(0.153) (0.225)
Not aware of decision 0.878 1.061

(0.374) (0.402)
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Table 3.A.5 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant DEFAULT | GREEN+ 5.564∗∗ 4.641∗∗∗ 8.954∗∗∗ 2.531∗ 22.129∗∗

(0.774) (0.290) (0.684) (0.498) (1.272)
Constant GREEN+ | GREEN++ 39.107∗∗∗ 31.421∗∗∗ 63.929∗∗∗ 17.749∗∗∗ 174.202∗∗∗

(0.787) (0.322) (0.699) (0.516) (1.282)
AIC 1528.85 1524.86 1458.92 1494.05 1460.20
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Ordered Logistic Model; the dependent variable is an ordered outcome, the base category is a match
in current contract and active preference. The dependent variable further splits in two categories, a
mismatch between DEFAULT and GREEN+, and a mismatch between DEFAULT and GREEN++.
Five models are shown in order to allow for the stepwise interpretability of different sets of coefficients.
First, we analyze the influence of demographics only on mismatch. Next, we look into whether energy
literacy can predict the mismatch to greener contracts. In model (3) we assess the impact of attitudes
on mismatch to greener contracts. Last, we assess the impact of reasons for choice mismatches. Only
fully completed questionnaires are considered. Coefficients are reported as odds-ratios. Standard errors
are shown in parentheses.
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Table 3.A.6: Ordered Logistic model | Mismatch for consumers with greener preferences,
including inconsistent choices

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.994 1.000
(0.007) (0.008)

Gender: Male 0.737∗ 0.983
(0.161) (0.181)

Nationality: Swiss 0.874 0.996
(0.223) (0.232)

Language: Native 1.262 1.300
(0.305) (0.314)

Single 1.030 1.795∗∗

(0.193) (0.251)
Single parent 1.265 1.326

(0.551) (0.577)
Has children 0.501∗∗∗ 0.436∗∗∗

(0.214) (0.224)
Owns property 1.053 1.088

(0.191) (0.200)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 1.351 1.084
(0.195) (0.208)

Self-employed 1.603 1.143
(0.294) (0.308)

In training/ in school 1.311 1.215
(0.442) (0.464)

Seeking work 0.496 0.364
(1.063) (1.126)

House wife / house husband 1.894 1.633
(0.475) (0.501)

Retired 1.079 0.862
(0.306) (0.321)

Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training 1.254 1.270
(0.647) (0.673)

A-levels 1.510 1.516
(0.674) (0.705)

Higher education 1.902 1.928
not university (0.657) (0.687)

University 1.566 1.472
(0.650) (0.681)

Income, Base: below CHF4,000
CHF4,001-6,000 1.170 1.202

(0.283) (0.296)
CHF6,001-8,000 0.956 1.138

(0.289) (0.303)
CHF8,001-10,000 1.220 1.466

(0.315) (0.334)
CHF10,001-12,000 1.152 1.590

(0.348) (0.369)
CHF12,001-14,000 1.781 2.459∗∗

(0.368) (0.391)
CHF14,001-16,000 1.703 2.701∗∗

(0.413) (0.442)
above CHF16,000 1.245 1.932

(0.444) (0.470)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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Table 3.A.6 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 0.962 0.879

(0.153) (0.166)
Knows new renewable mix 0.850 0.862

(0.145) (0.158)
Knows hydro mix 1.117 0.922

(0.160) (0.173)
Explains concept of green 1.026 1.025
electricity easily (0.096) (0.125)

Political attitude 0.816∗∗∗ 0.815∗∗∗

(0.036) (0.040)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 1.215∗∗∗ 1.251∗∗∗

(0.054) (0.061)
Ease of decision 0.970 0.994

(0.033) (0.036)
Patience 1.061∗∗ 1.074∗∗

(0.028) (0.030)
Trust 0.969 0.939∗∗

(0.028) (0.030)
Altruism 0.985 0.955

(0.030) (0.034)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before 0.804∗∗ 0.749∗∗∗

choosing (0.095) (0.107)

It was a complex decision 1.170∗ 1.272∗∗

(0.085) (0.097)
I did not know that I 1.128 1.175∗

could choose (0.081) (0.087)

It was an unimportant decision 0.643∗∗∗ 0.770∗∗

(0.106) (0.113)
I forgot to decide 1.159 1.216∗

(0.105) (0.112)
The default appeared to be a 0.991 0.974
recommendation (0.072) (0.077)

I kept the effort low 0.915 0.918
(0.079) (0.085)

I actually never made a decision 1.034 0.945
(0.105) (0.111)

I did not have enough info 0.922 0.954
about the products (0.097) (0.101)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together 1.704∗∗∗ 2.140∗∗∗

(0.153) (0.225)
Not aware of decision 0.878 1.061

(0.374) (0.402)
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

Table 3.A.6 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant DEFAULT | GREEN+ 5.564∗∗ 4.641∗∗∗ 8.954∗∗∗ 2.531∗ 22.129∗∗

(0.774) (0.290) (0.684) (0.498) (1.272)
Constant GREEN+ | GREEN++ 39.107∗∗∗ 31.421∗∗∗ 63.929∗∗∗ 17.749∗∗∗ 174.202∗∗∗

(0.787) (0.322) (0.699) (0.516) (1.282)
AIC 1529.91 1524.86 1458.92 1494.07 1463.52
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Ordered Logistic Model; the dependent variable is an ordered outcome, the base category is a match
in current contract and active preference. The dependent variable further splits in two categories, a
mismatch between DEFAULT and GREEN+, and a mismatch between DEFAULT and GREEN++.
Additionally, the categories of the dependent variable also include those households who have a mis-
match to a greener contract, but who are not in DEFAULT. Five models are shown in order to allow
for the stepwise interpretability of different sets of coefficients. First, we analyze the influence of de-
mographics only on mismatch. Next, we look into whether energy literacy can predict the mismatch
to greener contracts. In model (3) we assess the impact of attitudes on mismatch to greener contracts.
Last, we assess the impact of reasons for choice mismatches. Only fully completed questionnaires are
considered. Coefficients are reported as odds-ratios. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
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Table 3.A.7: Generalized ordered Logistic model | Mismatch for consumers with greener
preferences

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.998 1.000
(0.003) (0.005)

Gender: Male 0.891 1.002
(0.079) (0.118)

Nationality: Swiss 0.969 1.034
(0.096) (0.157)

Language: Native 0.393∗∗ 0.638
(0.363) (0.347)

Single 1.012 1.436∗

(0.078) (0.212)
Single parent 1.107 1.202

(0.222) (0.378)
Has children 0.769∗∗ 0.589∗∗

(0.133) (0.237)
Owns property 1.009 1.049

(0.077) (0.132)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 1.112 1.039
(0.090) (0.137)

Self-employed 1.144 1.042
(0.135) (0.207)

In training/ in school 1.051 1.054
(0.188) (0.316)

Seeking work 0.493 0.382
(0.710) (0.919)

House wife / house husband 1.349 1.411
(0.218) (0.343)

Retired 1.020 0.904
(0.125) (0.212)

Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training 1.131 1.285
(0.305) (0.476)

A-levels 1.193 1.418
(0.318) (0.499)

Higher education 1.337 1.688
not university (0.322) (0.499)

University 1.233 1.403
(0.312) (0.484)

Income, Base: below CHF4,000
CHF4,001-6,000 1.073 1.134

(0.120) (0.199)
CHF6,001-8,000 0.978 1.075

(0.119) (0.201)
CHF8,001-10,000 1.095 1.291

(0.133) (0.234)
CHF10,001-12,000 1.057 1.352

(0.144) (0.263)
CHF12,001-14,000 1.275 1.821∗

(0.172) (0.320)
CHF14,001-16,000 1.270 1.942∗

(0.186) (0.358)
above CHF16,000 1.136 1.583

(0.184) (0.335)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

Table 3.A.7 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 0.962 0.938

(0.153) (0.113)
Knows new renewable mix 0.850 0.917

(0.145) (0.108)
Knows hydro mix 1.117 0.928

(0.160) (0.114)
Explains concept of green 1.026 1.014
electricity easily (0.096) (0.082)

Political attitude 0.816∗∗∗ 0.873∗∗∗

(0.036) (0.052)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 1.215∗∗∗ 1.155∗∗

(0.054) (0.064)
Ease of decision 0.970 0.998

(0.033) (0.024)
Patience 1.061∗∗ 1.042

(0.028) (0.026)
Trust 0.969 0.959∗

(0.028) (0.024)
Altruism 0.985 0.971

(0.030) (0.025)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before 0.873∗ 0.839∗

choosing (0.076) (0.097)

It was a complex decision 1.027 1.163∗

(0.076) (0.084)
I did not know that I 1.081 1.100
could choose (0.072) (0.069)

It was an unimportant decision 1.277∗∗∗ 0.850∗

(0.091) (0.095)
I forgot to decide 0.950 1.124

(0.090) (0.086)
The default appeared to be a 1.145∗∗ 0.989
recommendation (0.068) (0.051)

I kept the effort low 0.842 0.947
(0.142) (0.059)

I actually never made a decision 1.002 0.984
(0.085) (0.075)

I did not have enough info 1.097 0.978
about the products (0.083) (0.067)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together 2.365∗∗ 1.593∗∗

(0.384) (0.230)
Not aware of decision 0.366 1.062

(1.050) (0.263)
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Table 3.A.7 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant DEFAULT | GREEN+ 6.463∗∗∗ 4.641∗∗∗ 8.954∗∗∗ 0.657 15.224∗∗∗

(0.419) (0.290) (0.684) (1.359) (0.903)
Constant GREEN+ | GREEN++ 14.702∗∗∗ 31.421∗∗∗ 63.929∗∗∗ 30.791∗∗∗ 59.741∗∗∗

(0.497) (0.322) (0.699) (1.067) (1.117)
AIC 1523.21 1524.86 1458.92 1476.26 1463.64
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Generalized Ordered Logistic Model; the dependent variable is an ordered outcome, the base category
is a match in current contract and active preference. The dependent variable further splits in two
categories, a mismatch between DEFAULT and GREEN+, and a mismatch between DEFAULT and
GREEN++. The model relaxes the proportional odds assumption. Five models are shown in order to
allow for the stepwise interpretability of different sets of coefficients. First, we analyze the influence of
demographics only on mismatch. Next, we look into whether energy literacy can predict the mismatch
to greener contracts. In model (3) we assess the impact of attitudes on mismatch to greener contracts.
Last, we assess the impact of reasons for choice mismatches. Only fully completed questionnaires are
considered. Coefficients are reported as odds-ratios. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

Table 3.A.8: Generalized ordered Logistic model | Mismatch for consumers with greener
preferences, including inconsistent choices

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.991∗∗ 1.000
(0.005) (0.005)

Gender: Male 0.921 1.002
(0.056) (0.118)

Nationality: Swiss 0.975 1.034
(0.066) (0.157)

Language: Native 0.409∗∗ 0.638
(0.363) (0.347)

Single 1.005 1.436∗

(0.052) (0.212)
Single parent 1.069 1.202

(0.154) (0.378)
Has children 0.833∗ 0.589∗∗

(0.097) (0.237)
Owns property 1.011 1.049

(0.048) (0.132)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 1.084 1.039
(0.064) (0.137)

Self-employed 1.087 1.042
(0.090) (0.207)

In training/ in school 1.048 1.054
(0.149) (0.316)

Seeking work 0.599 0.382
(0.518) (0.919)

House wife / house husband 1.224 1.411
(0.157) (0.343)

Retired 1.009 0.904
(0.078) (0.212)

Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training 0.982 1.285
(0.172) (0.476)

A-levels 1.011 1.418
(0.183) (0.499)

Higher education 1.101 1.688
not university (0.184) (0.499)

University 1.055 1.403
(0.176) (0.484)

Income, Base: below CHF4,000
CHF4,001-6,000 1.058 1.134

(0.079) (0.199)
CHF6,001-8,000 1.005 1.075

(0.079) (0.201)
CHF8,001-10,000 1.071 1.291

(0.090) (0.234)
CHF10,001-12,000 1.057 1.352

(0.097) (0.263)
CHF12,001-14,000 1.181 1.821∗

(0.120) (0.320)
CHF14,001-16,000 1.187 1.942∗

(0.129) (0.358)
above CHF16,000 1.096 1.583

(0.123) (0.335)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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Table 3.A.8 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 0.962 0.938

(0.153) (0.113)
Knows new renewable mix 0.850 0.917

(0.145) (0.108)
Knows hydro mix 1.117 0.928

(0.160) (0.114)
Explains concept of green 1.026 1.014
electricity easily (0.096) (0.082)

Political attitude 0.816∗∗∗ 0.873∗∗∗

(0.036) (0.052)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 1.215∗∗∗ 1.155∗∗

(0.054) (0.064)
Ease of decision 0.970 0.998

(0.033) (0.024)
Patience 1.061∗∗ 1.042

(0.028) (0.026)
Trust 0.969 0.959∗

(0.028) (0.024)
Altruism 0.985 0.971

(0.030) (0.025)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before 0.873∗ 0.839∗

choosing (0.076) (0.097)

It was a complex decision 1.027 1.163∗

(0.076) (0.084)
I did not know that I 1.081 1.100
could choose (0.072) (0.069)

It was an unimportant decision 1.277∗∗∗ 0.850∗

(0.091) (0.095)
I forgot to decide 0.950 1.124

(0.090) (0.086)
The default appeared to be a 1.145∗∗ 0.989
recommendation (0.068) (0.051)

I kept the effort low 0.842 0.947
(0.142) (0.059)

I actually never made a decision 1.002 0.984
(0.085) (0.075)

I did not have enough info 1.097 0.978
about the products (0.083) (0.067)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together 2.365∗∗ 1.593∗∗

(0.384) (0.230)
Not aware of decision 0.366 1.062

(1.050) (0.263)
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

Table 3.A.8 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant DEFAULT | GREEN+ 3.714∗∗∗ 4.641∗∗∗ 8.954∗∗∗ 0.657 15.224∗∗∗

(0.346) (0.290) (0.684) (1.359) (0.903)
Constant GREEN+ | GREEN++ 6.522∗∗∗ 31.421∗∗∗ 63.929∗∗∗ 30.791∗∗∗ 59.741∗∗∗

(0.472) (0.322) (0.699) (1.067) (1.117)
AIC 1521.11 1524.86 1458.92 1476.26 1463.64
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Generalized Ordered Logistic Model; the dependent variable is an ordered outcome, the base category
is a match in current contract and active preference. The dependent variable further splits in two
categories, a mismatch between DEFAULT and GREEN+, and a mismatch between DEFAULT and
GREEN++. Additionally, the categories of the dependent variable also include those households
who have a mismatch to a greener contract, but who are not in DEFAULT. The model relaxes the
proportional odds assumption. Five models are shown in order to allow for the stepwise interpretability
of different sets of coefficients. First, we analyze the influence of demographics only on mismatch. Next,
we look into whether energy literacy can predict the mismatch to greener contracts. In model (3) we
assess the impact of attitudes on mismatch to greener contracts. Last, we assess the impact of reasons
for choice mismatches. Only fully completed questionnaires are considered. Coefficients are reported
as odds-ratios. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
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Table 3.A.9: Linear probability model | Mismatch for consumers with greyer preferences,
including inconsistent choices

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age −0.001 0.001
(0.001) (0.001)

Gender: Male −0.011 0.003
(0.028) (0.030)

Nationality: Swiss 0.029 0.036
(0.040) (0.039)

Language: Native −0.032 −0.018
(0.044) (0.048)

Single −0.014 −0.045
(0.033) (0.040)

Single parent 0.065 0.060
(0.089) (0.083)

Has children 0.047 0.045
(0.033) (0.033)

Owns property −0.101∗∗∗ −0.081∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.031)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time −0.061∗ −0.014
(0.034) (0.034)

Self-employed −0.047 −0.034
(0.055) (0.050)

In training/ in school 0.097 0.110
(0.084) (0.083)

Seeking work −0.050 −0.017
(0.106) (0.127)

House wife / house husband 0.047 0.056
(0.088) (0.088)

Retired −0.044 −0.047
(0.052) (0.049)

Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training −0.078 −0.051
(0.089) (0.098)

A-levels −0.220∗∗ −0.162
(0.097) (0.105)

Higher education −0.199∗∗ −0.151
not university (0.092) (0.101)

University −0.174∗ −0.094
(0.090) (0.101)

Income, Base: below CHF4,000
CHF4,001-6,000 0.096∗∗ 0.085∗

(0.046) (0.050)
CHF6,001-8,000 −0.013 −0.012

(0.047) (0.049)
CHF8,001-10,000 0.011 0.010

(0.053) (0.054)
CHF10,001-12,000 −0.014 −0.003

(0.058) (0.058)
CHF12,001-14,000 −0.063 −0.049

(0.067) (0.065)
CHF14,001-16,000 −0.026 −0.024

(0.079) (0.072)
above CHF16,000 0.104 0.100

(0.075) (0.079)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

Table 3.A.9 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 0.010 0.007

(0.027) (0.027)
Knows new renewable mix −0.069∗∗∗ −0.045∗

(0.025) (0.025)
Knows hydro mix −0.006 0.015

(0.028) (0.028)
Explains concept of green −0.074∗∗∗ −0.011
electricity easily (0.017) (0.020)

Political attitude 0.016∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance −0.024∗∗∗ −0.011
(0.008) (0.009)

Ease of decision −0.008 0.002
(0.006) (0.006)

Patience 0.006 0.002
(0.005) (0.005)

Trust 0.004 0.002
(0.005) (0.005)

Altruism −0.007 0.001
(0.005) (0.005)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before −0.070∗∗∗ −0.056∗∗∗

choosing (0.016) (0.017)

It was a complex decision 0.024 0.008
(0.015) (0.016)

I did not know that I −0.026∗ −0.030∗∗

could choose (0.015) (0.015)

It was an unimportant decision 0.050∗∗∗ 0.038∗∗

(0.016) (0.016)
I forgot to decide 0.001 0.007

(0.020) (0.020)
The default appeared to be a 0.024∗∗ 0.028∗∗

recommendation (0.012) (0.012)

I kept the effort low −0.005 −0.010
(0.014) (0.014)

I actually never made a decision 0.004 −0.004
(0.019) (0.020)

I did not have enough info 0.014 0.010
about the products (0.017) (0.017)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together −0.060∗∗ −0.064∗

(0.025) (0.033)
Not aware of decision 0.135∗∗ 0.102

(0.067) (0.068)
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Table 3.A.9 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant 0.532∗∗∗ 0.547∗∗∗ 0.498∗∗∗ 0.344∗∗∗ 0.478∗∗

(0.121) (0.052) (0.111) (0.089) (0.195)
R2 0.062 0.024 0.025 0.072 0.120
Observations 1,362 1,362 1362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Linear Probability Model (OLS); the dependent variable takes the value 1 if a respondent who is
currently in DEFAULT has a mismatch (=an active preference) to a greyer electricity contract. Ad-
ditionally, the dependent variable also includes those households who have a mismatch to a greyer
contract, but who are not in DEFAULT. Five models are shown in order to allow for the stepwise
interpretability of different sets of coefficients. First, we analyze the influence of demographics only on
mismatch. Next, we look into whether energy literacy can predict the mismatch to greyer contracts.
In model (3) we assess the impact of attitudes on mismatch to greyer contracts. Last, we assess the
impact of reasons for choice mismatches. The final column estimates the complete model. Only fully
completed questionnaires are considered. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are in parentheses.
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Table 3.A.10: Ordered Logistic model | Mismatch for consumers with greyer preferences

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.994 1.002
(0.006) (0.007)

Gender: Male 0.906 0.938
(0.144) (0.161)

Nationality: Swiss 1.329 1.351
(0.202) (0.212)

Language: Native 0.677∗ 0.699
(0.228) (0.239)

Single 0.855 0.712∗

(0.171) (0.204)
Single parent 1.702 1.757

(0.426) (0.443)
Has children 1.191 1.238

(0.170) (0.177)
Owns property 0.600∗∗∗ 0.644∗∗

(0.167) (0.175)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 0.729∗ 0.953
(0.176) (0.189)

Self-employed 0.817 0.847
(0.277) (0.291)

In training/ in school 1.661 1.985∗

(0.376) (0.393)
Seeking work 0.821 1.025

(0.583) (0.613)
House wife / house husband 0.958 1.011

(0.405) (0.422)
Retired 0.865 0.822

(0.266) (0.280)
Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training 0.650 0.679
(0.407) (0.425)

A-levels 0.304∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗

(0.457) (0.479)
Higher education 0.362∗∗ 0.412∗

not university (0.432) (0.453)

University 0.367∗∗ 0.494
(0.419) (0.443)

Income, Base: below CHF4,000
CHF4,001-6,000 1.571∗ 1.500

(0.238) (0.251)
CHF6,001-8,000 0.919 0.913

(0.249) (0.261)
CHF8,001-10,000 1.099 1.152

(0.277) (0.290)
CHF10,001-12,000 0.953 1.006

(0.311) (0.328)
CHF12,001-14,000 0.797 0.824

(0.355) (0.375)
CHF14,001-16,000 0.836 0.808

(0.404) (0.423)
above CHF16,000 1.316 1.291

(0.388) (0.410)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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Table 3.A.10 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 0.948 0.948

(0.134) (0.143)
Knows new renewable mix 0.687∗∗∗ 0.759∗∗

(0.128) (0.140)
Knows hydro mix 0.895 0.984

(0.145) (0.156)
Explains concept of green 0.687∗∗∗ 0.945
electricity easily (0.083) (0.103)

Political attitude 1.109∗∗∗ 1.137∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.032)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 0.875∗∗∗ 0.929∗

(0.039) (0.044)
Ease of decision 0.961 1.009

(0.028) (0.031)
Patience 1.033 1.015

(0.024) (0.026)
Trust 1.012 1.008

(0.024) (0.026)
Altruism 0.971 1.028

(0.024) (0.028)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before 0.709∗∗∗ 0.743∗∗∗

choosing (0.082) (0.090)

It was a complex decision 1.104 0.998
(0.074) (0.081)

I did not know that I 0.964 0.944
could choose (0.072) (0.076)

It was an unimportant decision 1.325∗∗∗ 1.242∗∗∗

(0.075) (0.080)
I forgot to decide 1.008 1.041

(0.086) (0.091)
The default appeared to be a 1.145∗∗ 1.178∗∗

recommendation (0.065) (0.069)

I kept the effort low 0.986 0.971
(0.072) (0.075)

I actually never made a decision 1.026 0.999
(0.087) (0.093)

I did not have enough info 1.023 0.986
about the products (0.081) (0.085)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together 0.742∗∗ 0.712∗∗

(0.131) (0.169)
Not aware of decision 1.721∗∗ 1.484

(0.268) (0.291)
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Table 3.A.10 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant DEFAULT | GREY− 0.671 0.749 1.107 2.806∗∗ 1.188
(0.565) (0.243) (0.524) (0.427) (0.968)

Constant GREY− | GREY−− 8.772∗∗∗ 9.127∗∗∗ 13.588∗∗∗ 37.143∗∗∗ 17.741∗∗∗

(0.578) (0.277) (0.541) (0.452) (0.978)
AIC 1831.58 1832.54 1828.92 1775.29 1773.26
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Ordered Logistic Model; the dependent variable is an ordered outcome, the base category is a match
in current contract and active preference. The dependent variable further splits in two categories, a
mismatch between DEFAULT and GREY−, and a mismatch between DEFAULT and GREY−−. Five
models are shown in order to allow for the stepwise interpretability of different sets of coefficients.
First, we analyze the influence of demographics only on mismatch. Next, we look into whether energy
literacy can predict the mismatch to greyer contracts. In model (3) we assess the impact of attitudes on
mismatch to greyer contracts. Last, we assess the impact of reasons for choice mismatches. The final
column estimates the complete model. Only fully completed questionnaires are considered. Coefficients
are reported as odds-ratios. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
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Table 3.A.11: Ordered Logistic model | Mismatch for consumers with greyer preferences,
including inconsistent choices

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.994 1.001
(0.006) (0.007)

Gender: Male 0.949 0.975
(0.141) (0.158)

Nationality: Swiss 1.365 1.406
(0.199) (0.209)

Language: Native 0.698 0.717
(0.226) (0.237)

Single 0.922 0.801
(0.168) (0.200)

Single parent 1.467 1.470
(0.422) (0.439)

Has children 1.194 1.234
(0.168) (0.174)

Owns property 0.633∗∗∗ 0.675∗∗

(0.164) (0.173)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 0.706∗∗ 0.914
(0.173) (0.185)

Self-employed 0.777 0.829
(0.271) (0.285)

In training/ in school 1.764 2.059∗

(0.372) (0.387)
Seeking work 0.766 0.974

(0.583) (0.612)
House wife / house husband 1.411 1.514

(0.386) (0.403)
Retired 0.835 0.799

(0.261) (0.275)
Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training 0.566 0.580
(0.403) (0.421)

A-levels 0.278∗∗∗ 0.320∗∗

(0.451) (0.473)
Higher education 0.313∗∗∗ 0.350∗∗

not university (0.428) (0.449)

University 0.347∗∗ 0.471∗

(0.414) (0.438)
Income, Base: below CHF4,000

CHF4,001-6,000 1.591∗ 1.531∗

(0.237) (0.249)
CHF6,001-8,000 1.012 1.014

(0.245) (0.257)
CHF8,001-10,000 1.044 1.087

(0.275) (0.288)
CHF10,001-12,000 0.964 1.016

(0.307) (0.324)
CHF12,001-14,000 0.757 0.775

(0.354) (0.372)
CHF14,001-16,000 0.947 0.938

(0.391) (0.409)
above CHF16,000 1.684 1.659

(0.374) (0.395)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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Table 3.A.11 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 1.027 1.034

(0.130) (0.139)
Knows new renewable mix 0.694∗∗∗ 0.768∗

(0.126) (0.137)
Knows hydro mix 0.915 1.023

(0.142) (0.152)
Explains concept of green 0.690∗∗∗ 0.935
electricity easily (0.081) (0.101)

Political attitude 1.108∗∗∗ 1.133∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.032)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 0.853∗∗∗ 0.902∗∗

(0.039) (0.043)
Ease of decision 0.966 1.011

(0.027) (0.030)
Patience 1.023 1.000

(0.023) (0.025)
Trust 1.017 1.016

(0.024) (0.026)
Altruism 0.965 1.009

(0.024) (0.028)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before 0.709∗∗∗ 0.744∗∗∗

choosing (0.080) (0.088)

It was a complex decision 1.090 1.000
(0.072) (0.080)

I did not know that I 0.936 0.917
could choose (0.071) (0.075)

It was an unimportant decision 1.328∗∗∗ 1.225∗∗

(0.074) (0.079)
I forgot to decide 0.993 1.017

(0.085) (0.090)
The default appeared to be a 1.132∗ 1.165∗∗

recommendation (0.063) (0.067)

I kept the effort low 0.988 0.961
(0.070) (0.073)

I actually never made a decision 0.995 0.963
(0.086) (0.092)

I did not have enough info 1.071 1.043
about the products (0.079) (0.084)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together 0.759∗∗ 0.747∗

(0.128) (0.166)
Not aware of decision 1.619∗ 1.435

(0.265) (0.288)
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Table 3.A.11 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant DEFAULT | GREY− 0.646 0.730 0.751 2.385∗∗ 0.611
(0.561) (0.239) (0.520) (0.420) (0.958)

Constant GREY− | GREY−− 7.235∗∗∗ 7.642∗∗∗ 7.994∗∗∗ 26.817∗∗∗ 7.764∗∗

(0.571) (0.266) (0.531) (0.439) (0.963)
AIC 1912.27 1912.62 1901.02 1862.16 1853.66
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Ordered Logistic Model; the dependent variable is an ordered outcome, the base category is a match
in current contract and active preference. The dependent variable further splits in two categories, a
mismatch between DEFAULT and GREY−, and a mismatch between DEFAULT and GREY−−. Ad-
ditionally, the categories of the dependent variable also include those households who have a mismatch
to a greyer contract, but who are not in DEFAULT. Five models are shown in order to allow for the
stepwise interpretability of different sets of coefficients. First, we analyze the influence of demograph-
ics only on mismatch. Next, we look into whether energy literacy can predict the mismatch to greyer
contracts. In model (3) we assess the impact of attitudes on mismatch to greyer contracts. Last, we
assess the impact of reasons for choice mismatches. The final column estimates the complete model.
Only fully completed questionnaires are considered. Coefficients are reported as odds-ratios. Standard
errors are shown in parentheses.
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Table 3.A.12: Generalized ordered Logistic model | Mismatch for consumers with greyer
preferences

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.994 1.000
(0.006) (0.004)

Gender: Male 0.907 0.971
(0.125) (0.082)

Nationality: Swiss 1.302 1.191
(0.185) (0.118)

Language: Native 0.709∗ 0.825
(0.206) (0.128)

Single 0.876 0.826∗

(0.148) (0.111)
Single parent 1.665 1.445

(0.366) (0.230)
Has children 1.160 1.093

(0.152) (0.093)
Owns property 0.650∗∗ 0.815∗

(0.170) (0.105)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 0.759∗ 0.999
(0.161) (0.095)

Self-employed 0.854 0.938
(0.237) (0.146)

In training/ in school 1.531 1.442∗

(0.339) (0.221)
Seeking work 0.899 1.111

(0.531) (0.314)
House wife / house husband 0.963 1.003

(0.348) (0.207)
Retired 0.890 0.903

(0.235) (0.142)
Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training 0.616 0.752
(0.350) (0.228)

A-levels 0.331∗∗∗ 0.541∗∗

(0.411) (0.279)
Higher education 0.363∗∗∗ 0.587∗∗

not university (0.378) (0.256)

University 0.378∗∗∗ 0.642∗

(0.369) (0.248)
Income, Base: below CHF4,000

CHF4,001-6,000 0.776 0.805
(0.202) (0.201)

CHF6,001-8,000 0.856 0.794
(0.210) (0.202)

CHF8,001-10,000 0.865 0.701∗

(0.221) (0.216)
CHF10,001-12,000 0.929 0.808

(0.257) (0.238)
CHF12,001-14,000 1.080 1.064

(0.301) (0.282)
CHF14,001-16,000 0.798 0.726

(0.396) (0.366)
above CHF16,000 0.674 0.733

(0.340) (0.313)
Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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Table 3.A.12 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 0.957 0.975

(0.113) (0.071)
Knows new renewable mix 0.725∗∗∗ 0.917∗

(0.112) (0.077)
Knows hydro mix 0.918 0.984

(0.122) (0.078)
Explains concept of green 0.723∗∗∗ 0.983
electricity easily (0.075) (0.051)

Political attitude 1.097∗∗∗ 1.077∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.022)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 0.920∗∗ 0.913
(0.038) (0.024)

Ease of decision 0.983 1.006
(0.018) (0.016)

Patience 1.013 1.001
(0.015) (0.013)

Trust 0.960 0.968∗

(0.025) (0.021)
Altruism 0.981 1.009

(0.016) (0.014)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before 0.745∗∗∗ 0.860∗∗

choosing (0.085) (0.060)

It was a complex decision 0.940 0.889∗

(0.060) (0.065)
I did not know that I 0.964 0.966
could choose (0.063) (0.039)

It was an unimportant decision 1.277∗∗∗ 1.134∗∗

(0.074) (0.049)
I forgot to decide 0.999 1.021

(0.076) (0.047)
The default appeared to be a 1.128∗∗ 1.097∗∗

recommendation (0.058) (0.040)

I kept the effort low 0.981 0.975
(0.063) (0.039)

I actually never made a decision 1.033 0.997
(0.076) (0.047)

I did not have enough info 1.016 0.981
about the products (0.071) (0.043)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together 0.772∗∗ 0.838∗

(0.120) (0.093)
Not aware of decision 1.590∗ 1.178

(0.246) (0.153)
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Table 3.A.12 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant DEFAULT | GREY− 0.735 0.767 1.355 2.385∗∗∗ 1.324
(0.527) (0.204) (0.370) (0.377) (0.504)

Constant GREY− | GREY−− 6.711∗∗∗ 6.442∗∗∗ 7.667∗∗∗ 26.817∗∗∗ 3.528∗∗∗

(0.567) (0.293) (0.666) (0.506) (0.606)
AIC 1842.11 1831.28 1809.38 1776.23 1779.09
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Generalized Ordered Logistic Model; the dependent variable is an ordered outcome, the base category
is a match in current contract and active preference. The dependent variable further splits in two
categories, a mismatch between DEFAULT and GREY−, and a mismatch between DEFAULT and
GREY−−. The model relaxes the proportional odds assumption. Five models are shown in order to
allow for the stepwise interpretability of different sets of coefficients. First, we analyze the influence of
demographics only on mismatch. Next, we look into whether energy literacy can predict the mismatch
to greyer contracts. In model (3) we assess the impact of attitudes on mismatch to greyer contracts.
Last, we assess the impact of reasons for choice mismatches. The final column estimates the complete
model. Only fully completed questionnaires are considered. Coefficients are reported as odds-ratios.
Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
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Table 3.A.13: Generalized ordered Logistic model | Mismatch for consumers with greyer
preferences, including inconsistent choices

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.994 1.001
(0.006) (0.003)

Gender: Male 0.952 0.967
(0.128) (0.067)

Nationality: Swiss 1.357∗ 1.174∗

(0.185) (0.097)
Language: Native 0.713 0.863

(0.208) (0.105)
Single 0.934 0.893

(0.150) (0.086)
Single parent 1.475 1.244

(0.374) (0.182)
Has children 1.185 1.127

(0.154) (0.078)
Owns property 0.671∗∗ 0.857∗

(0.165) (0.084)
Occupation, Base: Full-time

Part-time 0.736∗ 0.994
(0.165) (0.075)

Self-employed 0.791 0.957
(0.245) (0.119)

In training/ in school 1.659 1.375∗

(0.346) (0.175)
Seeking work 0.835 0.983

(0.545) (0.266)
House wife / house husband 1.340 1.092

(0.354) (0.164)
Retired 0.864 0.886

(0.239) (0.120)
Education, Base: Compulsory
schooling

Vocational training 0.563 0.738
(0.362) (0.196)

A-levels 0.309∗∗∗ 0.571∗∗

(0.427) (0.240)
Higher education 0.331∗∗∗ 0.585∗∗

not university (0.397) (0.226)

University 0.368∗∗∗ 0.656∗∗

(0.384) (0.210)
Income, Base: below CHF4,000

CHF4,001-6,000 0.795 0.846
(0.199) (0.199)

CHF6,001-8,000 0.934 1.014
(0.203) (0.202)

CHF8,001-10,000 0.860 0.735
(0.220) (0.221)

CHF10,001-12,000 0.864 0.937
(0.248) (0.237)

CHF12,001-14,000 1.052 1.175
(0.300) (0.287)

CHF14,001-16,000 0.954 0.867
(0.341) (0.350)

above CHF16,000 0.859 1.134
(0.298) (0.287)

Zip code fixed effect Yes Yes
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Table 3.A.13 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Energy literacy
Knows consumption question 1.027 1.029

(0.130) (0.058)
Knows new renewable mix 0.694∗∗∗ 0.904

(0.126) (0.063)
Knows hydro mix 0.915 0.973

(0.142) (0.063)
Explains concept of green 0.690∗∗∗ 0.970
electricity easily (0.081) (0.043)

Political attitude 1.106∗∗∗ 1.052∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.019)
Personal attitudes

Nature importance 0.908∗∗∗ 0.960∗

(0.037) (0.022)
Ease of decision 0.985 1.004

(0.016) (0.012)
Patience 1.006 1.000

(0.013) (0.010)
Trust 1.004 1.006

(0.013) (0.011)
Altruism 0.973 0.939∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.020)

Reasons for choice
I informed myself before 0.749∗∗∗ 0.886∗∗

choosing (0.081) (0.051)

It was a complex decision 0.929 0.883∗

(0.059) (0.063)
I did not know that I 0.940 0.974
could choose (0.061) (0.033)

It was an unimportant decision 1.270∗∗∗ 1.104∗∗

(0.071) (0.041)
I forgot to decide 0.986 1.005

(0.073) (0.038)
The default appeared to be a 1.114∗ 1.073∗∗

recommendation (0.056) (0.032)

I kept the effort low 0.982 0.977
(0.060) (0.032)

I actually never made a decision 1.005 0.977
(0.074) (0.038)

I did not have enough info 1.055 1.014
about the products (0.068) (0.035)

Decision taking, Base: Alone
Together 0.792∗∗ 0.889

(0.114) (0.074)
Not aware of decision 1.489∗ 1.113

(0.234) (0.125)
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Table 3.A.13 continued

Demo-
graphics

Energy
literacy

Attitudes
Reasons

for choice
Full

model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant DEFAULT | GREY− 0.713 0.730 1.178 2.370∗∗ 1.048
(0.543) (0.239) (0.383) (0.362) (0.421)

Constant GREY− | GREY−− 6.092∗∗∗ 7.642∗∗∗ 5.699∗∗∗ 18.731∗∗∗ 3.149∗∗

(0.555) (0.266) (0.572) (0.467) (0.469)
AIC 1923.88 1912.62 1877.94 1862.62 1852.33
Observations 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362 1,362

Note.— ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Generalized Ordered Logistic Model; the dependent variable is an ordered outcome, the base category
is a match in current contract and active preference. The dependent variable further splits in two
categories, a mismatch between DEFAULT and GREY−, and a mismatch between DEFAULT and
GREY−−. Additionally, the categories of the dependent variable also include those households who
have a mismatch to a greyer contract, but who are not in DEFAULT. The model relaxes the proportional
odds assumption. Five models are shown in order to allow for the stepwise interpretability of different
sets of coefficients. First, we analyze the influence of demographics only on mismatch. Next, we look
into whether energy literacy can predict the mismatch to greyer contracts. In model (3) we assess the
impact of attitudes on mismatch to greyer contracts. Last, we assess the impact of reasons for choice
mismatches. The final column estimates the complete model. Only fully completed questionnaires are
considered. Coefficients are reported as odds-ratios. Standard errors are shown in parentheses
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3 Project B: Assessing Distributional Effects

3.A.4 Cover letter and questionnaire

The following pages include a copy of the cover letter and questionnaire that were sent
out to the households. Note that the original versions were in German language and
have been translated by the authors. The originals can be obtained from the authors on
request.
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Utility XY 
1111 City XY 
 
Telephone +41 (0) 123456  
customer.service@utilityxy.ch 
www.utilityxy.ch 
 
 

 

Address 

 
Date   

Be part of it: A study on electricity contract choice 

Dear Madam, dear Sir 
 
The Federal Institute of Technology Zurich studies the electricity contract choice of 
households. Utility XY supports this project and asks for assistance by providing answers to 
the attached questionnaire. It will take less than 10 minutes to complete it. You have two 
possibilities to participate: 
 
− Fill in the printed questionnaire enclosed with this letter and send it back via ordinary mail 

(free reply coupon is attached) 
 

− Fill in the questionnaire on-line:  
http://www.econ.ethz.ch/study.html 
Your participation number: 1000123 

 
Among all fully completed questionnaires, we will draw three winners, which will receive 
three star prizes of a total worth of 1000 Swiss Francs. Winners will be drawn randomly and 
contacted in written form.  
 
Within the context of the study, Utility XY will forward data of your current electricity product 
and consumption to the Federal Institute of Technology Zurich. These data is handled and 
treated confidentially and anonymously.   
 
 
Do you have questions concerning the study? Please write or call us. 
study@econ.gess.ethz.ch or 000 123 456, Mo–Fr, 10–12 a.m.) 
 
Thank you for your participation in this study. 
 
Best regards 
 
Utility XY and Federal Institute of Technology Zurich 



   
ABC123456 

1 | 4 
 

Data privacy is important to us! 
Members of the ethical committee of the ETH Zurich may review your originally provided data under strict 
confidentiality; however, use for commercial reasons is prohibited. The ethical committee of the ETH Zurich  
has approved this study (EK 2017-N-01). 

Yes, I agree with the terms and conditions of this study and I allow sharing my electricity contract 
and consumption data with the researchers. 

 
 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
In the following you see five different electricity products, which differentiate themselves between their 
relative prices and their sources of production. 
 
If you need to decide right now for one of these five electricity products, which one would you take? 
 
Please note: 

Earlier studies have shown that many humans choose differently in choice situations, which have no direct 
implications for themselves as opposed to choice situations that pose immediate consequences.  
 
For instance, if people are requested in a survey to imagine that they receive 1000 Swiss Francs and are then 
asked how much of this money they would be willing to give to another person, people often respond that 
they are willing to give 500 of the 1.000 Swiss Francs. However, if the same persons actually receive the 1.000 
Francs and are asked how much they would possible give to another person, the amount is generally much 
less. This difference in behavior between hypothetical and actual decision behavior may be explained by 
people who do not sufficiently think of the consequences of their own decision-making.  
 
Therefore, we ask you to select one of the five electricity products, as if you actually need to select an option. 
 

 
Please select only one option 

 
Solar electricity 
Peak: 23,20 Rappen / kWh | Off-peak: 23,20 Rappen / kWh 

  
Hydropower and a minimum of 10% other renewable energy (e.g. wind, solar, biomass)  
Peak: 12,60 Rappen / kWh | Off-peak: 10,30 Rappen / kWh 

  
 Hydropower and a minimum of 5% other renewable energy (e.g. wind, solar, biomass)  
Peak: 9,10 Rappen / kWh   | Off-peak: 6,80 Rappen / kWh 

  
80% Hydropower, 20% electricity from thermal waste utilization 
Peak: 8,30 Rappen / kWh  |  Off-peak: 6,00 Rappen / kWh 

  
Nuclear power and other non-renewable energy  
Peak: 8,10 Rappen / kWh   |  Off-peak: 5,80 Rappen / kWh 

 
*Peak: Monday-Friday 7am-8pm, Saturday 7am-1pm; Off-peak: all other times 
 

Turn pages please!
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Please estimate: How much electricity (in kilowatt-hours) does a family with two adults and two children 
consume annually on average? Hint: A washing machine uses on average one kilowatt-hour per stage of the 
washing program (60 degrees Celsius). 

   
up to 
1’000 

   
1’001- 
2’000 

   
2’001-
3’000 

   
3’001-
4’000 

   
4’001-
5’000 

   
5’001-
6’000 

   
6’001-
7’000 

 
Switzerland produces electricity from different energy sources. What do you suspect to be the share of 
electricity production… 

…of new renewable electricity, like 
solar, wind, or biomass? 

    
1-5% 

    
6-10% 

   
11-15% 

   
16-20% 

   
21-25% 

…of hydropower?    
26-35% 

   
36-45% 

   
46-55% 

   
56-65% 

   
66-75% 

 
Imagine you are asked to explain to another person the difference between green and conventional 
electricity. How well could you possibly describe this difference? 

 Poor  Rather poor  Rather good  Very good 
 
How do you decide which electricity contract to select in your household? 
 I take these decisions on my own. 
 I take these decisions with somebody else in my household, e.g., with my partner, shared flat… 
 I do not take these decisions in my household. 

 
Please think of your current product from your utility. How applicable are the following statements to you? 

  Does not 
apply 

Does 
rather not 

apply 

Does 
rather 
apply 

Does 
apply 

I have well informed myself before I have taken a 
decision on an electricity contract.      

I deemed the selection of products as very complex.     
I did not know that I could choose between 
different contracts.     

I deemed the choice as unimportant.     
I forgot to take a decision.     
I have chosen an ecological electricity product.     
I have chosen an inexpensive product.      
The automatically offered electricity product of the 
utility seemed to me to be a recommendation.     

I have invested little time and effort for this 
decision.     

I never got around taking an active decision.     
I did not have enough information about the 
products in order to take an active decision.     
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How applicable are the following statements to you? 
                       0 = does not describe me at all         describes me perfectly = 10 

Taking care of nature and the 
environment is important to me. 

 
0 

 
1  

 
2 

 
3  

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 

 
8 

 
9 

 
10 

Generally, I find it easy to decide 
between two opportunities. 

 
0 

 
1  

 
2 

 
3  

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 

 
8 

 
9 

 
10 

I abstain from things today so that I 
will be able to afford more tomorrow. 

 
0 

 
1  

 
2 

 
3  

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 

 
8 

 
9 

 
10 

As long as I am not convinced 
otherwise I always assume that people 
have only the best intentions. 

 
0 

 
1  

 
2 

 
3  

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 

 
8 

 
9 

 
10 

I do not understand why people spend 
their lifetime fighting for a cause that 
is not directly beneficial for them. 

 
0 

 
1  

 
2 

 
3  

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 

 
8 

 
9 

 
10 

 
Natural gas products are often sold in combination with electricity products. How related are these two 
products for you? 
 Completely different  Rather different  Rather similar  Very similar 

 
How applicable are the following statements to you, if you need to decide for a natural gas product? 

 Does not 
apply 

Does 
rather not 

apply 

Does 
rather 
apply 

Does apply 

I would buy an environmentally friendly natural 
gas product.     

I would buy an inexpensive natural gas product.     
 
Please answer some last questions concerning your person.  
These questions are important to contextualize the results of this study. Please note that we treat this data 
confidentially and report possible results only in aggregate form. The authors of this study may not relate any 
data to your personal identity.  

How old are you?                 What is your gender? 
 

 
What is your…       Multiple answers and abbreviations allowed 

Nationality  First language Birth country 
 
How many persons live in your household? Please fill in the corresponding numbers. 

_____ Adults _____ Children (below the age of 18) 
  
What is your current housing situation? Please also fill in the number of rooms available… 
 Rent                          _____ number of rooms  Own property                       _____ number of rooms 

 

 
Turn pages please!

years   Female   Male 
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What is your current employment status? 
 Employed (full-time)  Seeking work 
 Employed (part-time)  House wife / House husband 
 Self-employed  Retired 
 In training / In school  Other 

 
What is your highest level of education? 
 Compulsory school  Higher education not university 
 Vocational training  University 
 A-Levels  Other 

 

What is your monthly income (before taxes) for your complete household (in Swiss Francs)? 
 

up to 
4‘000 

 

 
4‘001-
6‘000 

 
6‘001-
8‘000 

  
8‘001-
10‘000 

  
10‘001-
12‘000 

 
12‘001-
14‘000 

 
14‘001-
16‘000 

 
above 
16‘000 

 
No 

answer 

 
In politics, we often talk in terms of ‘left’ or ‘right’. Where would you rank yourself in that spectrum? 
      0 = left                            right = 10 

 0  1   2  3   4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
 
In which city circle do you live? 

 
Circle A 

 

 
Circle B 

 

 
Circle C 

 

 
Circle D 

 

 
Circle E 

 
 
You have the opportunity to leave comments or feedback. 
Please use the corresponding field. 

 

 
Please put the filled-out questionnaire into the enclosed envelope and deliver it at the next postbox. You do 

not need to put a stamp on it. 

 

Thank you for your support and good luck in the prize draw! 





4 Project C

Nudge for Good? Choice Defaults and

Negative Spillover Effects1

Contextualization and Summary

Project C methodologically and conceptually deviates from the former projects A and B. In
an economic laboratory study we assess whether a well-intended default, i.e., a default that
aims at increasing socially desirable behavior in a specific area, may negatively spill over
on related behavior in a subsequent decision in another area, thus undermining the overall
effectiveness of a nudge. This type of research is in line with the research program’s aim
to direct attention to rebound effects of policy interventions. In the stylized setting of the
laboratory, and while stringently testing for income effects and individual characteristics
of participating subjects, we do not find evidence that negative spillovers are triggered
by choice defaults. Project C thus provides a preliminary ‘all-clear’ for the use of choice
defaults, as it seems that defaults do not impose adverse effects on subsequent behavior.
However, as we will discuss in more detail in this chapter, this finding could be largely
governed by the context of the choice situation. Therefore, policy makers in residential
electricity markets may need further research to validate our finding.

1This project has been published in an earlier version as a working paper (see Ghesla, Grieder, and
Schmitz, 2017). The project constitutes of a joint effort of Manuel Grieder, Jan Schmitz and Claus
Ghesla. It is also part of the doctoral thesis of Ghesla (2017a). Note that in the table of contents and
chapter headers we use ‘Assessing Negative Spillover Effects’ as a short-title for this project.
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4.1 Introduction

Choice defaults appear to be very effective nudges for promoting ‘good’ causes. For in-

stance, defaults strongly impact individual donation behavior (Altmann et al., 2014),

promote the uptake of green energy contracts (Ebeling and Lotz, 2015), and help increase

retirement savings (Choi et al., 2003; Cronqvist and Thaler, 2004). Thus, even though

there is a lively debate on the ethicality of using defaults as nudges (Bovens, 2009; Desai,

2011; Hausman and Welch, 2010; Sunstein, 2015), their effects on different groups in so-

ciety (Brown et al., 2011; Löfgren et al., 2012), and whether their use corresponds to the

criteria of ‘libertarian paternalism’ (Carroll et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2003; Ghesla, 2017b;

Keller et al., 2011), the effectiveness of default nudges for promoting ‘good’ causes has

generally been taken for granted.

However, for an accurate assessment of the overall effects of default nudges on desired

‘good’ behaviors, policy makers should take into account not only the direct impact of

default nudges on targeted choices, but also their potential spillover effects on subse-

quent, related behaviors (see also d’Adda, Capraro, and Tavoni, 2017).2 In principle,

such spillovers could amplify, eliminate or reverse the initially positive effects of choice

defaults. For instance, if nudging someone into an increased uptake of green electricity

prevents energy-efficient behavior in the future, the net effect of the choice default for

promoting pro-environmental behavior may be less positive than when no such spillover

occurs. In contrast, for instance, if nudging someone into giving more to charities addi-

tionally positively impacts an individual’s helping behavior, the effects of the nudge may

be reinforcing.

Given that behavioral spillovers may occur across a multiplicity of domains and contexts,

we may expect different directions of effects in different situations. The existing empirical

literature on sequential decision making and how initial behavior affects subsequent be-

havior points to three distinct possibilities: (i) individuals may behave ‘consistently’ and

2Note that in this paper we define the term ‘spillover’ as the effect of an initial behavior on a subsequent
related, but not completely identical behavior (Dolan and Galizzi, 2015). This definition separates
spillover effects from ‘adaptive learning’, in which effects of an initial behavior on a subsequent same
behavior are considered (Fudenberg and Levine, 1998). Additionally, it is different from rebound effects,
i.e., when an intervention triggers a change in the initial behavior, which may then bring along a further
change in the same behavior after a given amount of time (Alcott, 2005). Further, it distinguishes itself
from the ‘backfiring’ of a policy on the same initial behavior (Schultz, Nolan, Cialdini, Goldstein, and
Griskevicius, 2007).
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in accordance with their prior decisions (e.g., Cialdini et al., 1995; Gneezy, Imas, Brown,

Leif, and Norton, 2012) leading to positive spillovers; (ii) they may ‘license’ themselves

into adverse behavior with respect to their prior decisions (e.g., Meritt et al., 2010) leading

to negative spillovers; or (iii) they may view related decisions as independent and make

sequential decisions in isolation (e.g., similar to when people narrowly bracket choices, see,

e.g., Read, Loewenstein, and Rabin, 1999), leading to the absence of spillovers.

In terms of policy making the question of prime concern is: Do choice defaults have

adverse effects on subsequent behavior, thus potentially eliminating the initial positive

effect (i.e., are there negative spillover effects to be expected)? Answering this question

to the positive would shed important doubts on the usefulness of such instruments and

would lead to a more critical discussion of their true potential. In contrast, answering it

to the negative would provide proponents of using behavioral interventions for promoting

societal goals a strong argument for the effectiveness of such instruments. Moreover, an

alleged absence of any significant spillover effects would liberate choice architects to focus

their attention exclusively on changing targeted behavior without having to worry about

subsequent responses.

In this paper we experimentally examine whether and how choice defaults targeted at

promoting an initial ‘good’ behavior affect behavior in an untreated subsequent decision.

To do so, we use a pro-social choice default on giving to charities as a proxy variable for

initial ‘good’ behavior.3

Our experimental design specifically addresses the methodological concern that some of the

recent literature on licensing and consistency effects has omitted control conditions, hence

being unable to cleanly test for spillover effects by contrasting subsequent behavior across

experimental conditions (Mullen and Monin, 2016). In particular, our control strategy

ensures that the directions of potential spillover effects can be clearly separated from

income effects and utility stemming from altruistic motivations in the initial behavior.

In a first decision, subjects play a modified dictator game with a charitable organization

as the recipient. Two treatments apply: one treatment without a pre-set default donation

(NO DEFAULT) and one treatment with a pre-set default donation (DEFAULT). In NO

3We acknowledge the view that donation decisions to other persons or organizations may only serve
as an approximation for providing a public good in more general terms and that specific context—
principally—could influence spillover effects. However, we follow up a rich strand in the experimental
economics literature that has made use of decisions to give (to other persons or charities) as a proxy
for funding public goods (see for instance Dhami, 2016, chp. 5).
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DEFAULT subjects actively choose their level of pro-social behavior, that is how much to

give to the charity, by typing the desired amount into an entry field. In DEFAULT subjects

are defaulted into being fully pro-social and donating the maximum possible amount to

the charity. They need to opt out if they want to keep their complete (or parts of the)

endowment for themselves. Mirroring relevant real-life applications of choice defaults, the

implementation of the default in the experiment is subtle and participants can opt out

without significant cost (simply by clicking on a button and entering the desired amount).

In a subsequent second decision, subjects play a second dictator game, in which they are

randomly paired with another participant from the same session figuring as the recipi-

ent. This second decision represents our main dependent variable, as we want to detect

whether behavior induced by a default nudge from the first decision spills over to sub-

sequent decision-making. In addition, we employ two control conditions for assessing

individual behavior in the subsequent second decision, which serve as counter-factuals,

i.e., what subjects would have done if they had not donated initially. First, we control for

potential income effects on subsequent giving; second, we also control for the impact of al-

truistic utility stemming from the first decision on subsequent giving. Thus, we make sure

that we can clearly separate spillover effects in behavior from income effects or altruistic

motivations.

We find that the choice default promotes significantly higher mean donation levels to

charities in the initial decision, but does not lead to negative spillovers in subsequent pro-

social behavior. These results hold when contrasting behavior in the default treatment

with the behavior in two control conditions. The absence of negative spillover effects of

an initial nudge carries positive messages for policy makers and choice architects who aim

at organizing contexts in which people make decisions with choice defaults.

When exploring the drivers of the individual heterogeneity in our results, we find that

for the women in our sample the pro-social default actually prohibits negative spillovers.

Women in NO DEFAULT give directionally less in the second decision, whereas giving in

DEFAULT matches with the control conditions. Men seem to be unaffected by the default,

as it does not lead to subsequent adverse behavior even when controlling for income effects

and altruistic utility.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides the related

background on the use of defaults and links this literature with relevant advances in the
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research of consistency, licensing, and bracketing effects. Section 4.3 details our experi-

mental design, behavioral predictions, and procedures. Section 4.4 presents the results of

the experiment. Section 4.5 discusses relevant findings and concludes.

4.2 Related literature

The distinctive presence of a default effect is a robust finding in individual decision making

research. Individuals tend to choose an option that is presented as default more often than

other alternatives. This effect has been demonstrated in the laboratory and in the field

in several domains such as pro-social decision making (Altmann and Falk, 2009; Cappel-

letti et al., 2014; Carlsson et al., 2015; Johnson and Goldstein, 2003), pro-environmental

decisions (Brown et al., 2013; Ebeling and Lotz, 2015; Egebark and Ekstroem, 2016), or

retirement savings (Choi et al., 2003; Cronqvist and Thaler, 2004). Choice architects often

use defaults in the sense of ‘libertarian paternalism’ to promote socially desirable behavior

without infringing upon decision makers’ freedom to choose other alternatives (Thaler and

Sunstein, 2003). However, a missing element in the literature on defaults and their behav-

ioral and societal effects are the potential negative spillover effects of initially successful

default nudges on subsequent behavior, which could undermine the overall effectiveness of

a libertarian paternalistic policy intervention.

In a general context, without specifically considering the effects of default nudges, potential

spillover effects of initial on subsequent related behavior have been increasingly studied

in the psychological and behavioral economics literature (for overviews see Dolan and

Galizzi, 2015; Truelove, Carrico, Weber, Raimi, and Vandenbergh, 2014). This strand

of literature documents the existence of two—directionally opposed—possible spillover

effects. First, initial behavior can carry over to subsequent behavior via ‘consistency’

effects (e.g., Cialdini et al., 1995; Conway and Peetz, 2012), as people continue to do more

of the same (positive spillover). Second, in contrast, initial pro-social behavior can lead

to adverse subsequent behavior because of so-called ‘moral licensing’ (e.g., Meritt et al.,

2010). Thus, when people compensate earlier decisions in subsequent choices, we can

expect negative spillovers of behavioral manipulations of pro-social choices (e.g., Brown,

Tamborski, Wang, Barnes, Mumford, Connelly, and Devenport, 2011; Clot, Grolleau, and
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Ibanzez, 2014; Schmitz, 2016).

There is rich empirical evidence from the laboratory and from the field for both of these

two competing outcomes. First, individuals seem to behave ‘consistently’ through a so-

called ‘foot-in-the-door effect’, i.e., by getting persons to initially agree to a moderate

request, which then subsequently lets them agree to a larger request (Beaman, Cole,

Preston, Klentz, and Steblay, 1983; Burger, 1999; Freedman and Fraser, 1966). Consis-

tent subsequent behavior may also be induced through ‘survey or answering effects’, i.e.,

that specifically framed items in a questionnaire may consequently lead to more positive

answers (Fitzsimons and Shiv, 2001), or when rational decisions in a market setting subse-

quently spill over to a more favorable valuation of non-market goods (Cherry, Crocker, and

Shogren, 2003). Evidence from economic experiments shows that subjects’ behavior in one

game may positively influence behavior in a subsequent game (Grimm and Mengel, 2012;

Knez and Camerer, 2000). Additionally, field evidence from towel reuse (Baca-Motes,

Brown, Gneezy, Keenan, and Nelson, 2013) or energy conversation (Abrahamse, Steg,

Viek, and Rothengatter, 2005; Brandon, Ferraro, List, Metcalfe, Price, and Rundhammer,

2011) also supports the notion of consistent subsequent behavior.

Second, in contrast, individuals have been shown to exhibit licensing behavior in pro-social

decision making (Conway and Peetz, 2012; Monin and Miller, 2001), pro-environmental

decisions (Harding and Rapson, 2013; Jacobsen, Kotchen, and Vandenbergh, 2010; Tiefen-

beck, Staake, Roth, and Sachs, 2013), or health related decision making (Chang and Chiou,

2014; Hennecke and Freund, 2014).

Moreover, there is some literature analyzing when to expect consistency or licensing effects.

For instance, the review by Mullen and Monin (2016) suggest that consistency is triggered

when people consciously reflect on what the initial behavior means for their own values,

whereas licensing may occur if conscious self-reflection is absent. Gneezy et al. (2012)

find that the cost of the initial behavior is an important factor for whether consistency or

licensing effects occur. They argue that if the initial pro-social behavior is ‘costly’ to the

individual, i.e., if subjects pay a donation to a charity from their own endowment, it serves

as a signal to the self about one’s ‘moral type’ (see, e.g., Bénabou and Tirole, 2011) and

leads to consistent subsequent behavior. If the initial behavior is not costly, i.e., subjects

just observe that there is money donated to a charity, but this donation does not impede
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their endowment, there seems to be no signaling effect and we may observe licensing.

The co-existence of licensing and consistency effects across different domains is perplexing.

Additionally, often, the reported effect sizes are rather small. For instance, in a meta-

analysis of moral licensing studies, Blanken, van den Ven, and Zeelenberg (2015) report

small to medium effect sizes (Cohen’s d of 0.31). These circumstances complicate the

assessment of potential spillover effects due to initial nudging interventions, as researchers

may not be able to come up with initial priors in which direction such spillovers might

occur and whether these effects are of sizable interest for policy making.4

Thus, based on the existing literature on sequential decision making and behavioral

spillovers, it remains unclear whether and which spillovers we can expect to see when

people are nudged into an initial pro-social behavior via choice defaults. To the best of

our knowledge, there are only few studies that cover the consequences of nudges on sub-

sequent behavior in general. The recent paper by d’Adda et al. (2017) is close to our

approach as they use a similar design as ours in order to test relevant spillovers of var-

ious policy interventions, including a number of typical ‘nudges’ such as choice defaults

and information about social norms on subsequent behavior. They find that traditional

policy interventions in the form of monetary incentives or contractual regulation lead to

positive spillovers, whereas nudging interventions have no spillover effects. However, with

regard to choice defaults their results remain inconclusive, as their manipulation does not

produce a significant default effect in the initial behavior. Thus, their data is limited in

providing insights on the spillover effects of successful default nudges. In our setting, the

default effect is significant and hence allows for inference of the behavioral consequences

of successful default nudges for subsequent decision-making.

With regard to the effects of defaults on subsequent choice behavior, de Haan and Linde

(de Haan and Linde) present an interesting experimental study demonstrating that well-

designed defaults, i.e., defaults that correspond to people’s preferences, can be reinforcing

in behavior and may strengthen the default effect in the future. Specifically, people who

were presented with such a default in a first choice were more likely to follow a similar

choice default again in a second and related choice later on. Our research question differs

4We will discuss at some length in Section 4.3.3 the choices of experimental design in this study and why
these choices may provide a relevant starting point for this type of research.
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from de Haan and Linde (de Haan and Linde) with respect to the subsequent behavior

in which we are interested. While de Haan and Linde (de Haan and Linde) focus on how

the design of choice defaults impacts the strength of default effects over time, we analyze

whether a default spills over to an untreated, related behavior when no default is present.

4.3 Experimental design

To study whether a pro-socially set default option in an initial choice affects behavior in

an untreated subsequent decision we make use of a ‘sequential behavior paradigm’ (Mullen

and Monin, 2016). This straightforward design allows studying subjects’ subsequent be-

havior (dependent variable) in relation to an initial behavior (independent variable). For

both behaviors we implement dictator games (Forsythe, Horowitz, Savin, and Sefton, 1994;

Kahneman et al., 1986).

Specifically, in the initial behavior (‘Dictator Stage I’) subjects play a dictator game paired

with a charity as the recipient. We implement two treatment variations in Dictator Stage I.

In the NO DEFAULT treatment, subjects choose actively if and how much to donate to a

charity. In the DEFAULT treatment, subjects are nudged into being fully pro-social and

donate the maximum possible amount to a charity by default.5 Additionally, we construct

two control conditions, which we will use to separate the influence of income effects and

altruistic utility on spillover effects. In the subsequent behavior (‘Dictator Stage II’)

subjects play another dictator game, in which they are now paired with a randomly allotted

person from the same laboratory session. Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 specify the details. In

Section 4.3.3 we discuss several important aspects of the experimental design.

4.3.1 Dictator Stage I

Subjects play a dictator game paired with a recipient in form of a charitable organization.

Subjects can choose from nine different charities, which serve different purposes. Specif-

ically, subjects can choose between national and international charities that deal with

environmental and nature conservation, human rights, or health related matters. The

purpose of this design is to preclude situations in which subjects would like to donate, but

5The nudge is a pre-set donation of a subjects’ maximum endowment. Subjects can, however, change the
pre-set amount without incurring any cost.
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do not find a suitable charity to do so (Crumpler and Grossman, 2008). Thus, we aim at

enabling a relatively straightforward environment for a donation decision.

Subjects receive information on each charity by reading a statement of purpose.6 Subjects

need to read about each charity, before they are able to make a choice.7 Once they have

read about all charities, subjects first decide whether to donate or not. Naturally, if

subjects do not donate at all, they keep all experimental points. However, if they want

to donate, they need to decide to which of the nine charities (only one can be selected)

they want to donate to. Second, subjects then decide how much of their endowment of

100 experimental points (ECU) to donate to a charity. For this donation decision two

treatment conditions apply:

T1 NO DEFAULT: Subjects need to actively type the donation into an input box.

The box is initially blank.

T2 DEFAULT: Subjects’ donation is pre-set in an input box. Concretely, by default

subjects donate the complete amount of their 100 points to a self-chosen charity.

If subjects want to change this amount, they need to actively click on the box and

input any other desired amount.8

In addition to the two treatment conditions, we construct two control conditions in order

to be able to cleanly identify potential spillover effects in the subsequent behavior. First,

in the CONTROL-Income condition we control for possible income effects stemming from

the potentially different donation decisions in Dictator Stage I in DEFAULT and NO

DEFAULT.

C1 CONTROL-Income: Subjects do not participate in Dictator Stage I, but receive

lump-sum payments (denoted as X̂) in addition to their show-up fees. The amounts

of these lump-sum payments are derived from the distribution of donation amounts

6These statements were taken from the website of Zewo Foundation, a Swiss institution that certi-
fies charitable organizations with respect to integrity, efficient use of funds, and transparency, see
www.zewo.ch/en/

7Figure 4.A.1 in the appendix displays the decision screen in Dictator Stage I.
8This implementation of a default ensures an almost costless nudge, as changing the value is just one click

away. Our design is guided by the intentions of libertarian paternalism, which advocates coercion-free
decision environments (Thaler and Sunstein, 2003) and it is similar to the default implementation in a
recent field experiment on default effects in charitable giving (Altmann et al., 2014).
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of subjects in both treatment conditions in Dictator Stage I. Thus, each donation de-

cision in the treatments is matched with a lump-sum payment a participant receives

in the control condition.9

Second, in the CONTROL-Passive Giving condition we control for income effects and ad-

ditional altruistic utility of giving in Dictator Stage I that could affect subsequent giving.

It could be argued that the act of giving in Dictator Stage I may yield utility due to altru-

istic motives (Andreoni, 1989), and this altruistic utility (stemming from the individual

knowledge that through the donation to a charity a public good has been promoted) may

affect subsequent behavior.

C2 CONTROL-Passive Giving: Subjects receive the identical lump-sum payments

according to the same procedures as subjects in CONTROL-Income. Yet, they do

participate (to a limited extent) in Dictator Stage I. We restrict subjects’ participa-

tion in this stage to reading about the nine charities and selecting one to which a

fixed and predefined amount of points is donated to. The choice of whether a subject

wants to donate or not is thus effectively turned off by imposing a pro-social act (see

also Gneezy et al., 2012).10

4.3.2 Dictator Stage II

In Dictator Stage II subjects play a standard dictator game. Each subject is paired

randomly with another subject in the same session. Both subjects remain completely

anonymous with respect to each other within and after the study. Accordingly, they are not

able to influence the other participant’s decision. To maximize the number of observations,

9To provide an illustrative example, if, for instance, a subject in NO DEFAULT donates 40 experimental
points to a charity, then a subject in this control receives 60 (100-40) experimental points in addition
to the show-up fee. This ensures that the distributions of income levels between subjects in treatments
and control are identical after Dictator Stage I. We further specify the details of the income matching
procedure in the appendix.

10What this condition does not control for is the warm-glow (Andreoni, 1990) stemming from the donation
decision in Dictator Stage I. This is intentional, as it is exactly this warm-glow (i.e., the feeling of having
done something good) which may affect subjects’ subsequent decisions (Schmitz, 2016). Additionally,
as subjects read about the charities and need to pick one, this condition may also control for any
possible priming effects of that task on subsequent decision-making. Again, to provide an illustrative
example, if, for instance, a subject in DEFAULT donates 60 experimental points to a charity of her
choice, then a subject in this control receives 40 experimental points in addition to the show-up fee.
Furthermore, the experimenter donates, independently of the subject’s endowment, 60 points to the
charity chosen by the subject in this control condition.
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we use a variant of the strategy method (Selten, 1967) and elicit choices for both roles

of the dictator and the recipient respectively. More precisely, each subject decides on the

allocation of 200 experimental points between herself and the paired recipient. However,

it is common knowledge that only one of the two decisions of each pair of subjects is

implemented, and that the computer randomly determines which one. Dictator Stage II is

completely identical for subjects in NO DEFAULT, DEFAULT, CONTROL-Income, and

CONTROL-Passive Giving.11

Table 4.1: Experimental design and parameters

Dictator Stage I Dictator Stage II

Show-up fee ECU for decision ECU for decision

T1 NO DEFAULT 100 100 200

T2 DEFAULT 100 100 200

C1 CONTROL-Income 100+X̂ – 200

C2 CONTROL-Passive Giving 100+X̂ fixed: (100-X̂) 200

Note.— Subjects in CONTROL-Income and CONTROL-Passive Giving receive a lump-

sum payment X̂ in addition to their show-up fee depending on the donation amounts and

the distribution thereof in the treatment conditions. In Dictator Stage I only subjects in

treatment conditions can donate to charities. Participants in CONTROL-Income do not

participate; participants in CONTROL-Passive Giving just observe that a fixed amount

based on the donation distributions in the two treatment conditions and independent of

their own endowment is given to a charity of their choice. Decisions in Dictator Stage

II are the same for all subjects. They are matched in pairs of two subjects and need

to decide on the allocation of 200 ECU, however, only one of the two decisions of each

subject pair is implemented. 100 ECU ≡ CHF 10. At the time of the experiment CHF

1 ≈ USD 1.

Table 4.1 summarizes the experimental design and provides an overview of relevant pa-

rameters. Note that the lump-sum payments X̂ for the two control conditions are directly

added to subjects’ show up fees. Subjects in CONTROL-Passive Giving do not decide on

the amount of giving to a charity in Dictator Stage I, thus ECU for the decision are fixed.

The endowment for Dictator Stage II is identical across treatments and controls.

11Engel (2011) reports that multiple tests (including the strategy method) generally decreases giving in
Dictator games. While the strategy method could lead to individual diffusion of responsibility, we do
not deem this a particular issue for our results as we apply the method in all experimental conditions.
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4.3.3 Discussion of the experimental design and hypotheses

From the preceding literature discussed in Section 4.2, it seems evident that different

spillovers likely occur within different contexts. Mullen and Monin (2016, p. 365) argue

that the relevance of spillovers varies from “domain specific” behavior, i.e., when doing

good yesterday, promotes doing good today, to “global” behavior, i.e., when subsequent

choices are only weakly linked to each other. Given this multiplicity of behaviors in

different contexts, it remains a challenge for researchers in this field to have definitive

priors as to when and why spillovers may likely occur. This circumstance complicates

the general design of experiments aimed at examining whether spillovers could be induced

due to nudge interventions in an initial behavior.12 Therefore, we need to acknowledge

that there is likely not the obvious and straightforward choice of an experimental design

in order to answer our research question.

Dictator Stages As a starting point for the motivation of our design, we use the theo-

retical framework of spillover behavior by Dolan and Galizzi (2015), in which the authors

conceptually describe three distinct building blocks, which make it likely for behavioral

spillover effects to occur. First, behaviors are executed sequentially and should be differ-

ent from each other. Difference in behaviors ensures that possible spillover effects can be

clearly separated from other effects, such as adaptive learning, which focuses on the influ-

ence of performing the same behavior over and over again (Fudenberg and Levine, 1998).

Moreover, spillover effects shall also be separated from ‘backfiring behavior’ (Schultz et al.,

2007), i.e., that initial behavior has an effect on a subsequent same behavior.

In this respect, we provide different types of recipients in Dictator Stage I (charitable

organizations) and Dictator Stage II (recipient is another peer within the same session).

Thus, behaviors are roughly related in the nature of the game, but conceptually differ in

the perception of the potential act to give.13 Additionally, the design choice of having

different recipients in both stages is further motivated by the research question itself. Our

12Interestingly, Mullen and Monin (2016) document that none of the surveyed studies in their review
actually shares the same pair of domains for initial and subsequent behavior.

13Note that 76% of subjects indicate that they did not know any other person present in their experimental
session. An additional 20% indicate that they did not know more than one person in the same session.
Thus, potential confounds in terms of strategic behavior due to interpersonal relations between subjects
may be ruled out.
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prime aim is to identify whether a choice default in one behavior, may have spillover

effects to another untreated behavior. Thus, we assume that once the default is set in

place, it seems more interesting to observe behavior in a related, but untreated domain.

For instance, if a policy maker introduces a green electricity default in order to increase

the uptake of more environmentally-friendly electricity, it seems of less policy relevance

to study spillover effects when looking at the same behavior shortly after. Certainly, we

acknowledge that assessing the persistence effects of an intervention is per se an interesting

research area, however it distinguishes itself from our narrower view of spillover effects on

related behaviors.

Second, when studying whether interventions aimed at changing initial behavior have ef-

fects on subsequent behavior, Dolan and Galizzi (2015, p. 3, italics in original) argue

that both behaviors should be connected to each other “by some underlying motive”. By

motives the authors think of motivations and preferences that could drive both initial and

subsequent behavior. Therefore, we deem the choice of two subsequent dictator games

suitable, as both experimental institutions aim at measuring individuals’ altruistic pref-

erences (Charness and Gneezy, 2008; Engel, 2011; Peysakhovich and Rand, 2016).14 Of

course, the stylized observance of altruistic preferences in dictator games may not gener-

alize to each domain in similar ways. Therefore, it is important to clarify that with this

design choice we restrict our assessment to potential spillover effects that may occur due

to pro-social behavior. Still, the external validity of giving in dictator games has been doc-

umented in the previous literature (Benz and Meier, 2008; Franzen and Pointner, 2013).

Thus, there seem to be reasons to believe that our design choice has relevant potential to

assess spillover effects in altruistic behavior in general.

14Researchers who may study the impact of other behavioral nudges on initial behavior, such as for instance
social information, may favor designs that are capable of measuring people’s cooperative preferences,
e.g., with the help of public goods games or prisoners’ dilemma setups, see e.g., d’Adda et al. (2017).
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Third, and related to the second point, behavior in the initial decision may lead to a

behavior in the second decision, which can either be reinforcing, i.e., subjects give more to

recipients, because they have already given in the initial stage (acting consistent with their

prior decisions), or which may be detrimental, i.e., subjects give less to recipients, because

they have already given in the initial stage (show licensing behavior because of their prior

decisions). Hence, the experimental design for examining spillover effects allows for both

of these opposing directions of potential outcomes.

In sum, our attempt with this experimental design is to provide obvious design choices

that fit with a general framework of behavioral spillover effects.

Control conditions In a comprehensive overview of studies assessing spillover effects

across different domains, Mullen and Monin (2016) point out that studies often omit

control conditions that could help identifying positive or negative spillovers in subsequent

behavior. Our design of Dictator Stage I meets these concerns as we construct a two-tiered

control strategy in order to stringently assess subsequent behavior in terms of spillover

effects, income effects and altruistic utility.

Both of our two treatments conditions, i.e., NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT, could theoret-

ically produce positive or negative spillover effects in the subsequent, untreated Dictator

Stage II. Comparing subjects’ behavior in NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT in Dictator

Stage II can only tell us whether the nudge intervention may induce subsequent different

behavior between the two conditions. While this is already informative, if we find an effect

of the default on subsequent giving, we may be unable to detect why it occurred. It could

be that different income levels after Dictator Stage I affect subsequent giving. It could

also be that components of altruistic utility may affect decision-making in Dictator Stage

II. In order to control for these effects, we need to design appropriate control conditions of

behavior in Dictator Stage II that serve as counter-factuals, i.e., what subjects would have

done if they had not donated in Dictator Stage I already. Only with such an experimental

setup, we can avoid comparing subsequent behavior without relevant control conditions,

a flaw in many designs of spillover studies (Mullen and Monin, 2016).

The design of CONTROL-Income is straightforward. The main aim is that subjects in this

control condition arrive with, on average, the same income as subjects who participated
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in Dictator Stage I, but without actually making a donation decision. It is worth noting

that due to different numbers of participants in treatments and control conditions, we

cannot achieve a perfect matching of pairs of subjects for each income category. There-

fore, the main aim is to equalize the distribution of income levels across treatments and

control conditions.15 It could be argued that even though we reach balance in the distri-

bution of income levels, there might be other individual characteristics that differ between

conditions and which could affect subsequent giving. However, we oppose that claim as

subjects are randomly selected into different conditions, which should not foster difference

in characteristics.16

The design of CONTROL-Passive Giving follows the same design principles in terms of

income matching as CONTROL-Income. In addition, it keeps two other central elements

of the first decision constant. First, by letting subjects in this control experience the

choice of charities in Dictator Game I, we preclude any situations in which the decision

environment primes subsequent behavior. Second, by implementing a costless donation,

i.e., subjects just observe that a certain amount of ECUs is donated to a charity, we

keep altruistic utility (the utility of knowing that money has been donated to a charity)

constant (Andreoni, 1989, 1990).

In sum, our experimental design allows for the identification of spillover effects due to

the default (by comparing NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT). Further, we may separate

spillover from income effects (by comparing treatments with CONTROL-Income).17 At

15We demonstrate in the appendix that the distribution of income levels is the same for treatment and
control conditions before Dictator Stage II.

16We check for balance in gender, age, IQ-scores, and all personality characteristics we have elicited. We do
not find significant differences for these variables in treatment and control conditions. Thus, we conclude
that our income matching procedure did not lead to groups that are inherently different in individual
characteristics. As an additional support for this claim we have also analyzed our matching procedure
with the means of propensity score matching, i.e., assuming that subjects are not randomly assigned
to treatment or control conditions. The propensity score matching algorithm matches a treatment
subject with a control subject based on equal propensity scores for the covariates in question (i.e.,
gender, age, IQ-Score, BIG5-characteristics, need for cognition, psychological reactance and regret).
This allows to compare behavior in Dictator Stage II for ‘twins’ of subgroups in treatment and control.
We have used several matching methods, like for instance, ‘nearest neighbor’, i.e, a technique that
matches treatment and control in its proximity of the values of the covariates, or ‘subclassfication’, i.e.,
a technique that matches treatment and control given that the distribution of levels in covariates is
similar for different subclasses. Again, we do not find evidence that our results are driven by different
underlying characteristics of subjects in treatment or control conditions.

17Given the design of our control conditions, we can also compare subjects’ behavior in the two different
matching groups in CONTROL-Income, i.e., the subjects who have received lump-sum payments ac-
cording to the income distribution in NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT respectively, to assess the direct
effect of income for subsequent giving.
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last, we can identify if potential spillovers are governed by the altruistic utility of giving

in Dictator Stage I keeping income constant (by comparing treatments with CONTROL-

Passive Giving).

Hypotheses To guide our analysis in Section 4.4 we briefly specify testable hypotheses. In

general, in order to assess whether the pro-socially set default induces changes in behavior

in Dictator Stage II, we need to make sure that two important assumptions hold. First,

given rich preceding evidence (e.g., Andreoni, 1990; Crumpler and Grossman, 2008; Eckel

and Grossman, 1996), we assume that subjects act to a certain extent pro-socially. Second,

default options have a demonstrably strong influence on individual decision making (see

our discussion of default effects in Sections 4.1 and 4.2). Hence, we expect subjects in

DEFAULT to donate significantly higher amounts to charities and to stick significantly

more often to the exact amount of the default donation than subjects in NO DEFAULT.

As indicated in Section 4.2, experimental and empirical evidence is mixed on the effects

of past behavior on subsequent behavior. There is reliable evidence for the existence of

positive (e.g., Gneezy et al., 2012) and negative spillovers (e.g., Blanken et al., 2015), but

there are also reasons to believe that any kind of spillover is unlikely to occur (e.g., because

of narrow bracketing tendencies (Read et al., 1999)). Hence, there exist three competing

hypotheses concerning the behavior in Dictator Stage II.

Hypothesis 1A Subjects in DEFAULT give less in Dictator Stage II than subjects in NO

DEFAULT (negative spillover).

Hypothesis 1B Subjects in DEFAULT give more in Dictator Stage II than subjects in

NO DEFAULT (positive spillover).

Hypothesis 1C Subjects in DEFAULT show no difference in giving Dictator Stage II

compared to subjects in NO DEFAULT (no spillover).

We have argued that in terms of policy relevance, rejection of Hypothesis 1A seems to be

most relevant for policy makers. If we cannot reject hypotheses 1B and 1C, implications for

policy-makers seem much more positive, as there are no detrimental effects on subsequent
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behavior to be expected due to the choice default. In addition to the analysis of subjects’

behavior in NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT, we can also use our control conditions to

further separate a potential spillover effect from income effects or altruistic utility.

In terms of the policy relevance of spillover effects, we may further question the net effect

of an intervention after having assessed the direction of the spillover (Truelove et al.,

2014). For instance, Jacobsen et al. (2010) find that an informational campaign on carbon

emission offsets lead some consumers to increase their electricity consumption (i.e., a

negative spillover). However, the total effect of the emission reduction due to offsetting

was greater than the additional emissions caused by the increasing electricity consumption.

Thus, it seems important to also assess the net effect of interventions to say more about

their suitability for sound policy making. In this regard, specifically, if there are negative

spillover effects, subjects’ total giving in both Dictator Stages provides insights, whether

a strong default effect in a first decision (i.e., higher giving to charities DEFAULT as

compared to in NO DEFAULT), could offset negative spillovers of subjects in DEFAULT

in Dictator Stage II. Therefore, the second set of hypotheses conditions on whether there

is a negative spillover effect, i.e., when we cannot reject Hypothesis 1A.18

Hypothesis 2A Subjects’ total giving in Dictator Stages I and II is lower in DEFAULT

as compared to the total giving of subjects in NO DEFAULT. A pro-social default does

not offset subsequent negative spillover (negative net effect).

Hypothesis 2B Subjects’ total giving in Dictator Stages I and II is equal or higher in

DEFAULT as compared to the total giving of subjects in NO DEFAULT. A pro-social

default offsets negative spillover (no or positive net effect).

4.3.4 Procedures

We conducted fourteen sessions with a total of 448 participants at the Decision Science

Laboratory (DeSciL) at ETH Zurich in July and September 2016. In order to obtain the

amounts and the distribution of the lump-sum payments (X̂), we ran four sessions of NO

18We do not explicitly state the case where Hypothesis 1B cannot be rejected. Positive spillover plus
initial ‘good’ behavior due the default should always lead to an overall positive net effect of a policy.
If we cannot reject Hypothesis 1C, the assessment of the net effect of the policy is—of course—not of
relevance.
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DEFAULT and DEFAULT first. Subsequently, we varied treatment and control conditions

between sessions. We scheduled sessions such that treatments and controls were evenly

distributed across different times and days.19 We computerized the experiment using

the software z-tree (Fischbacher, 2007) and recruited subjects using hroot (Bock, Baetge,

and Nicklisch, 2014). The subject pool consisted of students at the University of Zurich

and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich. An experimental session

lasted roughly 50 minutes. The average payment was approximately CHF 27. In total,

we donated CHF 1,088 to nine different charities.20

Subjects first completed Dictator Stage I (except in CONTROL-Income). Subsequently,

we included a filler task between Dictator Stage I and II. In this task subjects completed

a shortened version of an IQ-test after Cattell (1940). The test was divided into two

parts, each part lasting for exactly 90 seconds. The basic intention of the filler task is

to temporally separate Dictator Stage I and II (such as in Gneezy et al., 2012; Sachdeva,

Illiev, and Medin, 2009). The filler task adds to the external validity of the results, as in

relevant real life settings, an initial behavior is most likely not followed immediately by a

subsequent behavior. Additionally, it limits the potential for demand (Zizzo, 2010) and

anchoring effects (see, e.g., d’Adda et al., 2017).21

After the filler task subjects proceeded to Dictator Stage II. Upon completion of these

tasks, they received a summary of their final payoffs and were asked to fill in a supplemental

questionnaire. This questionnaire focused on standard measures elicited in previous stud-

ies on behavioral spillovers, i.e., measures of personality (Donnellan, Oswald, Baird, and

19One treatment session was conducted in a within fashion due to unbalanced show up of participants.
Results of this single session are not significantly different with respect to the remaining sessions
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, D = 0.14, p = .435 (distribution of giving in Dictator Stage I), D = 0.27,
p = .139 (distribution of giving in Dictator Stage II)).

20When checking in for the experimental sessions, subjects were randomly assigned to computer-equipped
cubicles. Common rules for the participation in the study were read aloud via a microphone and
subjects were requested to fill in a standardized form of consent. Subjects were then informed that
they would receive on-screen instructions for each part of the study. It was common knowledge that the
study consisted of several parts, but the contents of each part were not revealed before the respective
instructions were provided. In order to ensure comprehension, subjects needed to answer control
questions before each part. Without completing the control questions correctly, subjects were not able
to proceed with the experiment. Questions were answered individually and in private. A translation
of instructions can be found in the appendix.

21It could be argued that the task may facilitate subjects to view the two decisions as independent and
thus inducing the absence of spillovers. However, the filler task lasts a maximum of five minutes during
the conduct of the experiment. Hence, if it is the case that distractions, like filler tasks, are sufficient
to eliminate potential spillover effects, it is unlikely that such spillovers are actually relevant in real-
life decision making where distractions are presumably frequent and the time that passes between
potentially linked decisions is likely to be longer.
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Table 4.2: Experimental data

Giving in ECU

N Dictator Stage I Dictator Stage II Σ DG I/II

NO DEFAULT 129 27.44 (25.38) 35.89 (36.80) 63.33 (49.74)

DEFAULT 129 34.26 (31.47) 39.69 (39.80) 73.95 (60.34)

CONTROL-Income

(NO DEFAULT matching)
49 – 39.39 (44.32) –

CONTROL-Income

(DEFAULT matching)
49 – 40.20 (40.59) –

CONTROL-Passive Giving

(NO DEFAULT matching)
46 – 34.57 (39.87) –

CONTROL-Passive Giving

(DEFAULT matching)
46 – 43.70 (39.80) –

Note.— Giving is denoted in experimental points (ECU). Numbers in brackets are stan-

dard deviations. The endowment in Dictator Stage I is 100 experimental points; in the

Dictator Stage II the endowment is 200 experimental points. Each row shows the main

experimental data for each condition and for both Dictator Stages. The data for the two

control conditions is split into the respective income matching category, i.e., NO DEFAULT

and DEFAULT. Giving in CONTROL-Passive Giving (DEFAULT matching) seems to be

upward biased by two subjects who have given more than the fair split of 100 ECU in

Dictator Stage II. However, still the difference between the two controls is not significantly

different (34.57 | 43.70, t(90) = −1.06, p = .293).

Lucas, 2006), need for cognition (Beissert, Köhler, Rempel, and Beierlein, 2014), psycho-

logical reactance (Herzberg, 2002), and regret (Schwartz, Ward, Monterosso, Lyubomirsky,

White, and Lehman, 2002). Moreover, the questionnaire consisted of questions concerning

the implemented default and elicited participants’ socio-demographics.

4.4 Results

Due to the between-session randomization of treatments, there are 129 subjects in NO DE-

FAULT and DEFAULT respectively, 98 subjects in CONTROL-Income, and 92 subjects

in CONTROL-Passive Giving.22 For additional characteristics of the sample see Table

4.A.1 in the appendix. Table 4.2 provides a descriptive analysis of subjects’ behavior in

Dictator Stage I and II across treatments and controls.

22We targeted a sample size of 150 subjects for DEFAULT and NO DEFAULT, and respectively 100
subjects per control condition, but ended up with fewer participants because of no-shows.
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4.4.1 Pro-sociality and default effect

The results in Table 4.2 reveal that overall giving in Dictator Stage I is positive and

significantly different from zero (27.44, t(256) = 17.25, p < .001). Subjects donate roughly

one third of their endowment to a charitable organization.23

The default effect can be assessed from three different points of view. First, we can compare

mean giving between subjects in DEFAULT and NO DEFAULT in Dictator Stage I.

Subjects in DEFAULT donate on average 25% more than subjects in NO DEFAULT.

Thus, our default manipulation in Dictator Stage I has a significant positive effect on

donation levels (34.26 | 27.44, t(256) = −1.92, p = .028). We report one-sided tests for

the default effect as we had a clear and directed ex-ante hypothesis for this effect. For all

other effects we had competing hypotheses and thus report two-sided tests.

Moreover, the default also works at the extensive margin. The default induces higher

shares of subjects choosing exactly the default amount (=100 ECU) (15/129 | 6/129,

proportion test, p = .034).

Last, the default does not affect the number of subjects who decide not to give (32/129

(NO DEFAULT) | 32/129 (DEFAULT), proportion test, p = .500). However, if we assess

only those subjects who decide to give, the default has a significant effect on donation

levels as subjects in the DEFAULT condition donate on average 25% more than subjects

in NO DEFAULT (45.58 | 36.49, t(192) = −2.45, p = .008). The default works again

at the extensive margin. Subjects who give a positive amount in DEFAULT more often

choose exactly the pre-set default amount than subjects in NO DEFAULT (15/97 | 6/97;

proportion test, p = .032).

4.4.2 Spillover effects

In order to assess the direction of spillover effects we compare giving in Dictator Stage II

between the DEFAULT and NO DEFAULT treatments. Table 4.2 shows that subjects in

both treatments give about one fifth of their endowment to the paired recipient. In the NO

DEFAULT treatment subjects give 35.89 experimental points (18% of their endowment).

23The treatment conditions do not affect the selection of different charities, Chi2-tests all p-values p > .050.
When prompted to state whether a personally important charity was missing, 81% of the subjects
answer this question to the negative. Therefore, the provided set of charities does not prohibit donation
decisions on behalf of subjects who would like to act pro-socially, but do not find a suitable charity to
give to.
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In the DEFAULT treatment average giving amounts to 39.69 experimental points (20% of

a subjects’ endowment). The difference of less than 4 experimental points is statistically

not significant (39.69 | 35.89, t(256) = 0.80, p = .427). We summarize this finding as our

first result with regards to hypotheses 1A-C.

Result 1 We find no support for spillover effects (negative or positive) induced by a

pro-socially set default. Hypotheses 1A and 1B are rejected.

Consequently, as there are no negative spillover effects in subsequent giving, the assessment

of the net benefit of the intervention seems less relevant. The initial ‘good’ behavior is

not offset by subsequent behavior. The sum of giving in Dictator Stage I and II is not

statistically different between DEFAULT and NO DEFAULT (73.95 | 63.33, t(256) =

−1.54, p = .124).

Result 2 We find no support that a default in an initial choice leads to an overall lower

giving, thus potentially undermining initial positive effects. Hence, Hypothesis 2A is

rejected.

Figure 4.1: Choices in Dictator Stage I and II
Note.— Panel A in Figure 4.1 shows donation decisions (mean points donated to charities) in Dictator Stage
I for NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT. Panel B shows benevolent giving (mean points given to recipient) in
the Dictator Stage II for the two treatment conditions. Error-bars denote plus/minus one standard error
of the mean.

Figure 4.1 illustrates these results. Panel A illustrates the statistically significant impact
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of a default on charitable giving in Dictator Stage I. Panel B shows behavior in the

subsequent and untreated Dictator Stage II. There is no significant difference in behavior

between DEFAULT and NO DEFAULT.

4.4.3 Control conditions

As we do not observe spillover effects in subjects’ subsequent behavior comparing NO

DEFAULT and DEFAULT, the potential benefit of our control conditions for the analysis

is less pronounced. If there had been a negative or positive spillover in subsequent behavior

due to the choice default, it would have been straightforward to isolate that effect from

the effect of income and altruistic utility.

For now, we can still assess the levels of giving in Dictator Stage II in the treatment

conditions with the levels of giving in the control conditions. These analyses lend further

support to our main result that no negative or positive spillover seems to occur and that

these results are not driven by the level of income remaining after Dictator Stage I, nor

driven by potential altruistic utility experienced by the act of giving to charities.

Subjects’ choices in NO DEFAULT are not significantly different to those in CONTROL-

Income and CONTROL-Passive Giving (NO DEFAULT vs. CONTROL-Income: 35.89 |

39.39, t(176) = −0.49, p = .625; NO DEFAULT vs. CONTROL-Passive Giving: 35.89

| 34.57, t(173) = 0.21, p = .838). Likewise, subjects’ choices in DEFAULT are not sig-

nificantly different to those in CONTROL-Income and CONTROL-Passive Giving (DE-

FAULT vs. CONTROL-Income: 39.69 | 40.20, t(176) = 0.08, p = .939; DEFAULT vs.

CONTROL-Passive Giving: 39.69 | 43.70 t(173) = 0.57, p = .567).24

The regressions in Table 4.3 summarize the results of Sections 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and 4.4.3 for

the complete sample. Model (1) shows the effect of the default with an OLS regression of

giving in Dictator Stage I. Model (2) indicates that there is neither a spillover effect of giv-

24In each CONTROL condition we had half the subjects matched to the monetary income before Dic-
tator Stage II of a participant in DEFAULT and the other half to the income of a participant in
NO DEFAULT. For the t-tests reported above, we only consider these exact matches in order to en-
sure perfect comparability. In the regressions reported in Table 4.3 we use the full data from the
CONTROL conditions when controlling for possible income effects and can thus increase statistical
power. Note additionally, that if we compare the two matching groups of CONTROL-Income with
each other we can directly test whether different income levels may have an effect on subsequent giv-
ing. This does not seem to be the case, as giving in CONTROL-Income (DEFAULT matching) and
giving in CONTROL-Income (NO DEFAULT matching) are not significantly different (40.20 | 39.39,
t(96) = −0.09, p = .924). Similarly, comparing matching groups in CONTROL-Passive Giving with
giving in Dictator Stage II is not significantly different (34.57 | 43.70, t(90) = −1.06, p = .293).
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Table 4.3: Regression models | Giving in Dictator Stage I and II

Giving DG I Giving DG II
Giving DG II

Yes/No
Giving DG II

(1) OLS (2) OLS (3) Logistic (4) Gamma GLM

Intercept 27.442∗∗∗ 35.891∗∗∗ 0.658∗∗∗ 3.998∗∗∗

(2.235) (3.242) (0.186) (0.065)
DEFAULT 6.822∗ 3.798 −0.034 0.112

(3.560) (4.775) (0.262) (0.093)
CONTROL-Income 3.904 0.019 0.097

(5.360) (0.283) (0.099)
CONTROL-Passive Giving 3.239 0.018 0.080

(5.396) (0.288) (0.101)

Observations 258 448 448 295
R2 / Pseudo R2 0.014 0.002 0.001 0.004

Note.— ∗p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01. Regression models on giving in Dictator Stage I and II; the
dependent variable in the first column is giving in DG I, the dependent variable in the second column
is giving in DG II (both of these models are estimated with OLS). The latter two columns provide
models to account for zero-inflated continuous data. First, we fit a Logistic regression to predict the
probability of giving or not giving in DG II. Next, we estimate a Gamma generalized linear model
(GLM) to predict the mean of giving for the non-zero data. Estimates in column (4) are on a Logistic
scale, estimates in column (4) are on a log-scale. NO DEFAULT is the omitted treatment captured
by the intercepts. Wald contrasts testing for differences in giving to the recipient between DEFAULT
and CONTROL conditions are not statistically significant. Robust standard errors are in parentheses.

ing in Dictator Stage II when assessing behavior between NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT,

nor are there any spillovers when controlling for income or altruism (the main effects of

DEFAULT, CONTROL-Income, and CONTROL-Passive Giving are insignificant). Sub-

jects in DEFAULT do not give more based on their initial level of giving than subjects in

NO DEFAULT, nor are there any significant differences compared to the two CONTROL

conditions (using post-estimation Wald tests we find no significant differences when com-

paring the coefficient of DEFAULT with the coefficients of the two control conditions).

Models (3) and (4) account for the inflation of zeros in the continuous data of giving in

Dictator Stage II in our data, i.e., 34% of subjects do not give to recipients. Therefore, we

first predict the probability of giving or not giving in model (3), before fitting a Gamma

generalized linear model (GLM) to predict the mean of giving for the non-zero data (Zuur

and Ieno, 2016). This hurdle model adds additional robustness to our results, as the

findings are practically the same compared to the simpler specification of model (2).

4.4.4 Exploring individual heterogeneity

The effect sizes of observed spillover effects in the literature are rather small (see meta-

analysis by Blanken et al., 2015). Given the different possible directions of spillover effects,
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potential findings for subgroups in our sample may even out in the average results, thus

masking patterns that are important for evaluating the spillover effects of choice defaults.

Therefore, we use the available data from our post-experimental questionnaire to explore

the extent of individual heterogeneity present in our outcomes.

Table 4.4 shows the results of regressions exploring the effects of individual characteristics

for decisions taken in Dictator Stage I and Dictator Stage II. We discuss the results in

detail below.

4.4.4.1 Individual characteristics and giving in Dictator Stage I

Model (1) in Table 4.4 reports results from an OLS regression examining the influence

of different characteristics of subjects in both treatments on charitable giving in Dictator

Stage I. Gender seems to play an important role in the analysis of these results. Therefore,

the intercept captures giving decisions for female participants in NO DEFAULT at the

sample mean of all other observed characteristics. Women in the DEFAULT condition

give significantly more to charities than women in NO DEFAULT (40.97 | 28.75, t(142) =

−2.50, p = .007). Male participants, however, are unaffected by the default. In fact, there

is no significant default effect for the male subsample in Dictator Stage I (25.79 | 25.79,

t(112) = 0, p = 1.000).

To further examine why the default is highly significant for women, but does not seem to

influence male subjects in our sample, we explore which personality characteristics interact

with the DEFAULT treatment.

Model (1) in Table 4.4 shows that subjects in DEFAULT with higher intellect scores and

higher IQ-scores (as measured with the IQ-test in the filler task) give less to charities.

These findings parallel Altmann and Falk (2009) who find that participants with high

cognitive-reflection test scores stay with the default less often.25

If we look at the sample of men only, we find significant negative interactions with higher

scores on intellect from the BIG-5 inventory and higher scores in the IQ-test with giving

in the DEFAULT treatment.26 Hence, in our sample the men with higher intellect may

25Note that we find no significant differences among the distribution of intellect scores for the female and
male subsamples across conditions (Chi2(39) = 31.79, p = .787 (Women), Chi2(27) = 32.16, p = .509
(Men)). The same holds for IQ scores (Chi2(27) = 17.03, p = .930 (Women), Chi2(27) = 21.99,
p = .579 (Men)).

26Male subjects in DEFAULT with higher than average scores on the BIG-5 intellect inventory give
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Table 4.4: Regression models | Giving in Dictator Stage I and II, exploratory results

Giving DG I Giving DG II
Giving DG II

Yes/No
Giving DG II

(1) OLS (2) OLS (3) Logistic (4) Gamma GLM

Intercept 30.236∗∗∗ 34.725∗∗∗ 1.050∗∗∗ 3.788∗∗∗

(3.183) (4.319) (0.311) (0.102)
DEFAULT 11.744∗∗ 12.542∗ 0.313 0.328∗∗

(5.003) (6.431) (0.444) (0.136)
CONTROL-Income 12.274 −0.019 0.404∗∗∗

(8.513) (0.479) (0.153)
CONTROL-Passive Giving 11.478 0.437 0.254∗

(7.306) (0.533) (0.150)
Extraversion −4.997∗∗ −10.092∗∗∗ −0.540∗∗ −0.083

(2.153) (3.604) (0.231) (0.075)
DEFAULT x Extraversion 3.134 5.607 0.409 −0.024

(3.398) (5.061) (0.316) (0.105)
Agreeableness 1.506 7.352∗ 0.407∗ 0.141

(2.758) (3.890) (0.246) (0.091)
DEFAULT x Agreeableness −1.098 −9.139∗ −0.240 −0.300∗∗

(4.168) (5.470) (0.335) (0.128)
Conscientiousness −1.799 −0.919 −0.211 0.030

(1.871) (3.082) (0.207) (0.080)
DEFAULT x Conscientiousness −1.705 4.569 0.296 0.060

(3.551) (4.830) (0.301) (0.114)
Neuroticism 0.236 1.676 −0.259 0.124∗

(2.211) (3.719) (0.213) (0.073)
DEFAULT x Neuroticism −1.477 1.843 −0.089 0.083

(4.246) (5.561) (0.335) (0.121)
Intellect 3.355 0.137 0.069 −0.051

(2.739) (3.589) (0.221) (0.089)
DEFAULT x Intellect −8.946∗∗ −0.822 −0.127 0.069

(3.990) (5.377) (0.323) (0.117)
Need for cognition −1.353 5.350 −0.012 0.227∗∗∗

(2.333) (3.280) (0.210) (0.080)
DEFAULT x Need for cognition −0.173 −8.155 −0.364 −0.199∗

(3.969) (5.385) (0.337) (0.119)
Reactance 1.385 0.269 −0.069 0.038

(2.292) (3.823) (0.234) (0.082)
DEFAULT x Reactance −0.562 2.266 0.093 −0.007

(3.890) (5.345) (0.323) (0.119)
Regret −1.352 −4.663 −0.133 −0.108

(2.147) (3.139) (0.196) (0.067)
DEFAULT x Regret 0.655 −4.236 −0.022 −0.022

(4.141) (5.057) (0.310) (0.106)
IQ 4.810∗∗ 4.289 0.103 0.070

(2.030) (2.870) (0.189) (0.064)
DEFAULT x IQ −8.124∗∗ −8.132∗ −0.074 −0.184∗

(3.740) (4.564) (0.285) (0.098)
Gender=Male −4.488 4.374 −0.534 0.314∗

(4.599) (7.710) (0.453) (0.162)
DEFAULT x Gender=Male −11.787 −21.852∗∗ −0.901 −0.368

(7.885) (11.139) (0.652) (0.229)

approximately 11 points less to charities. Male subjects in DEFAULT with higher than average scores
in the IQ-test give approximately 8 points less to charities. See column (2) in Table 4.A.2 in the
appendix.
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Table 4.4 continued

Giving DG I Giving DG II
Giving DG II

Yes/No
Giving DG II

(1) OLS (2) OLS (3) Logistic (4) Gamma GLM

CONTROL Interactions – Yes Yes Yes
Observations 258 448 448 295
R2 / Pseudo R2 0.120 0.130 0.132 0.160

Note.— Significance levels: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. Regression models on giving in Dictator
Stage I and II; the dependent variable in the first column is giving in DG I, the dependent variable
in the second column is giving in DG II (both of these models are estimated with OLS). The
latter two columns provide models to account for zero-inflated continuous data. First, we fit a
Logistic regression to predict the probability of giving or not giving in DG II. Next, we estimate
a Gamma GLM to predict the mean of giving for the non-zero data. Estimates in column (3) are
on a Logistic scale, estimates in column (4) are on a log-scale. The intercepts denote choices of
female subjects in NO DEFAULT at mean levels of continuous variables. Wald contrasts testing
for differences in giving to the recipient between DEFAULT and CONTROL conditions are not
statistically significant. Robust standard errors are in parentheses.

have realized that they are nudged into pro-social behavior, which subsequently lead to

an objection of the default, thus weakening its effect. These findings are somewhat in line

with Balafoutas, Kerschbamer, and Sutter (2017) who show that men are more likely to

complain than women when being overcharged for a taxi ride.

If we look at the sample of women only, there are no significant interactions with higher

scores on intellect from the BIG-5 inventory and higher scores in the IQ-test with giving

in the DEFAULT treatment.27 Hence, based on this observation, we may speculate that

women in our sample behave differently when facing a default decision, i.e., they seem

to object less to the libertarian paternalistic intervention per se. Other findings in the

literature seem to confirm this view (e.g., Ghesla et al., 2017, in Chapter 3 of this thesis).

These results are also in line with previous research that has documented the existence of

gender differences in other regarding preferences (e.g., Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Kamas

and Preston, 2015; List, 2003). For instance, women tend to be more inequity averse and

give more in standard dictator games. Specifically, Croson and Gneezy (2009, p. 448)

points out that “social preferences (of women) are more malleable”, an observation that

conforms with our data.

27See column (1) in Table 4.A.2 in the appendix.
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4.4.4.2 Individual characteristics and giving in Dictator Stage II

Model (2) in Table 4.4 examines the influence of different characteristics of subjects in

all four conditions on giving to a recipient subject in Dictator Stage II.28 The analysis

reveals an interesting set of results for participants’ sex. First, we observe that women in

DEFAULT give significantly higher amounts to recipients in Dictator Stage II than women

in NO DEFAULT (48.62 | 35.42, t(142) = −2.18, p = .031). Hence, without controlling for

income or altruism, a default in Dictator Stage I produces a positive spillover on giving in

Dictator Stage II, as women in DEFAULT give on average 37% more than women in NO

DEFAULT. Men, however, share statistically equal amounts of points with their recipients

in the two treatments (28.42 | 36.49, t(112) = 1.09, p = .280).

Using our control conditions, we further assess the ‘true’ direction of the spillover effect

for women in our sample.29 Estimates of giving in Dictator Stage II in model (2) indicate

that women in NO DEFAULT give less than women in the control conditions. However,

the differences are only directional and not statistically significant.

Models (3) and (4) account again for the inflation of zeros in the continuous data of giving

in Dictator Stage II in our data. The Gamma GLM reported in column (4) complements

the findings of model (2) and provides evidence that women who give a positive amount

in DG II in NO DEFAULT give significantly less than women in the two control condi-

tions (as evidenced by the significant positive coefficients for the two control conditions

in model (4).). Thus, these outcomes point to moral licensing on behalf of this subgroup

in our data. However, their giving in DEFAULT is not significantly different from the

two control conditions. Hence, we argue that the default seems to avoid moral licensing

tendencies for women who give a positive amount in Dictator Stage II. For the men in our

sample no such effect can be observed.

Figure 4.2 presents a graphical illustration of these results for the gender differences in

28Note that each of the two control conditions is interacted with the characteristics as well (CONTROL
Interactions = Yes), however none of the interactions yield significant results.

29By design, our control conditions were initially not intended to grant such a comparison, as the matching
of income does not respect differences in gender per se. Therefore, we compare the income distributions
before Dictator Stage II for women and men in treatments and controls and check for their equality.
We find no evidence that these distributions differ significantly from each other. Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests, all p− values > 0.05. Please refer to Table 4.A.3 for detailed results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests and details on the matching procedure.
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Figure 4.2: Choices in Dictator Stage I and II | Gender split
Note.— Panel A in Figure 4.2 shows donation decisions (mean points donated to charities) in Dictator
Stage I for NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT for the subsamples of women and men. Panel B shows benevolent
giving (mean points given to recipient) in Dictator Stage II for NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT for the
subsamples of women and men. Error-bars denote plus/minus one standard error of the mean.

our sample. Panel A shows the effect of the default on giving in Dictator Stage I between

women and men. Panel B shows the behavior in Dictator Stage II between women and

men. Note that the control conditions are not depicted in Panel B.

4.5 Discussion and conclusions

This study assesses how choice defaults affect subsequent behavior. We examine pro-social

behavior with and without a default and test for spillover effects on subsequent decision

making. Consecutively, we contrast our results to specifically designed control conditions

checking for countervailing effects of different income levels and altruistic utility stemming

from the initial behavior. Additionally, we elicit participants’ individual characteristics

in terms of personality (BIG5-characteristics, need for cognition, psychological reactance,

regret aversion and IQ-score) and socio-demographics in order to detect relevant discrep-

ancies in behavior for different subgroups in our sample.

We find that although the default has a significant and positive effect on pro-social giving in

the initial behavior, there are no positive or negative effects on subsequent behavior. The

result holds when controlling for income and for altruism respectively. Thus, a pro-socially
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set default does not affect subsequent pro-social decision-making in our setting. This could

be interpreted as an encouraging finding for policy makers who want to stimulate pro-social

behavior via defaults, but fearing subsequent adverse effects.

Moreover, additional interesting results emerge when exploring the influence of individual

heterogeneity. We find that gender seems to play a decisive role in our experiment. Women

in NO DEFAULT give directionally less in the second decision, while giving of women

in DEFAULT matches with giving in the control conditions. It seems that the default

prohibits licensing. For the group of women who give positive amounts in the second

decision, these findings are even more pronounced. Hence, in conclusion, none of our

findings indicate subsequent licensing when applying a pro-socially set default in an initial

decision.

Many topics remain to be understood. In our experimental design the default is imple-

mented as a subtle nudge with almost non-existing transaction costs to opt-out. While

such a design adheres to the guiding principles of libertarian paternalism, future research

may look at whether varying the position of the default or increasing the cost to opt-out

could lead to different results in subsequent pro-social behavior.

Arguably, subsequent behavior may be due and exposed to a large variety of contextual

factors. The concept of spillover effects in general remains ambiguous in the current lit-

erature. In particular, the setup of sequential behavior paradigms may differ between

contexts, and a relevant dependency of initial and subsequent behavior may be defined di-

versely within different research areas. Mullen and Monin (2016, p. 361) even characterize

relevance of behavior in a spectrum between “domain specific” and “global”, thus essen-

tially allowing for almost any behavior to be related. Evidently, this circumstance proves

to be challenging for producing universally valid statements. We have discussed at some

length the strengths and limitations of our design towards its generalization, and thus

encourage further research in the laboratory and in the field to stringently test whether

and under which conditions nudges could have adverse effects on subsequent behavior.

This study is a first step into the analysis of the use of pro-social defaults and their effects

on subsequent pro-social behavior. Pinning down the interplay of other contextual factors

remains a grand task for coming experimental and empirical research. So far, we have

started to enhance our understanding of the behavioral mechanisms at play in subsequent
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behavior when initially using well-intended defaults. Presently, we have no substanti-

ated reasons to believe that pro-socially set defaults impose any undesirable effects on

subsequent pro-social decision-making.
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4.A Appendix

4.A.1 Sample characteristics: Full sample | Women | Men

Table 4.A.1: Sample characteristics

NO DEFAULT DEFAULT CONTROL-Income CONTROL-Passive

Giving

N 129 | 72 | 57 129 | 72 | 57 98 | 58 | 40 92 | 43 | 49

Age 23.1 | 23.6 | 22.4 24.0 | 23.2 | 25.0 22.8 | 22.7 | 22.9 22.6 | 21.7 | 23.3

Income 84% | 79% | 89% 82% | 81% | 84% 85% | 81% | 90% 88% | 86% | 90%

Education 92% | 92% | 93% 95% | 97% | 93% 96% | 98% | 93% 95% | 93% | 96%

Extraversion 3.25 | 3.32 | 3.15 3.06 | 3.23 | 2.84 3.17 | 3.13 | 3.23 3.20 | 3.08 | 3.31

Agreeableness 4.12 | 4.33 | 3.85 4.09 | 4.29 | 3.85 4.16 | 4.36 | 3.89 3.96 | 4.13 | 3.82

Conscientiousness 3.56 | 3.64 | 3.46 3.59 | 3.73 | 3.40 3.65 | 3.67 | 3.63 3.69 | 3.74 | 3.63

Neuroticism 2.83 | 3.64 | 3.46 2.57 | 3.73 | 3.40 2.79 | 3.67 | 3.63 2.69 | 3.74 | 3.64

Intellect 3.73 | 3.64 | 3.89 3.88 | 3.73 | 3.97 3.86 | 3.67 | 4.10 3.71 | 3.74 | 3.78

Need for cognition 3.58 | 3.53 | 3.65 3.66 | 3.58 | 3.77 3.54 | 3.48 | 3.61 3.43 | 3.41 | 3.45

Reactance 3.04 | 3.06 | 3.02 2.89 | 2.88 | 2.90 2.86 | 2.91 | 2.80 2.89 | 2.89 | 2.89

Regret 3.37 | 3.31 | 3.44 3.21 | 3.11 | 3.35 3.33 | 3.22 | 3.48 3.35 | 3.41 | 3.30

IQ 8.23 | 8.11 | 8.39 8.37 | 8.51 | 8.19 8.57 | 8.41 | 8.80 8.32 | 8.23 | 8.39

Note.— Sample characteristics are shown for the four conditions NO DEFAULT, DEFAULT, CONTROL-

Income, and CONTROL-Passive Giving. The first sub-column indicates data for the full sample, the

subsequent for the women in the sample, and the last column for the men in the sample. Age is depicted

as the mean, with a range between 18 and 63 years. Income denotes the share of subjects with a monthly

income below CHF 2,000. Education denotes the share of subjects with A-levels or higher. Extraversion,

Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Intellect are the five elements of the BIG5-inventory

and are elicited on a 5-point Likert-scale. Scores are denoted as means. Need for cognition is denoted on

a 5-point Likert-scale. Reactance is also a 5-point Likert-scale on the Psychological Reactance Scale. The

same metric applies to Regret. IQ is measured with 12 items belonging to the IQ-test after Cattell (1940).

IQ is given as a mean score. Contingency tests performed for the complete sample, and for the samples

of women and men show no signs of significant differences in characteristics across treatment and control

conditions.
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4.A.2 Regressions: Giving in DG I and DG II | Women | Men

Table 4.A.2: Regression models | Giving in Dictator Stage I and II, separate results:
women and men

Giving DG I Giving DG I Giving DG II Giving DG II
(1) Women (2) Men (3) Women (4) Men

Intercept 28.889∗∗∗ 26.220∗∗∗ 36.496∗∗∗ 36.546∗∗∗

(3.037) (3.047) (3.995) (5.284)
DEFAULT 13.140∗∗ 2.362 11.253∗ −4.209

(5.116) (4.983) (6.145) (8.038)
CONTROL-Income 10.458 −3.521

(7.524) (9.540)
CONTROL-Passive Giving 13.267∗ −4.570

(6.866) (9.122)
Extraversion −5.917∗ −2.938 −7.124∗ −14.973∗∗

(3.082) (2.838) (4.156) (6.319)
DEFAULT x Extraversion 1.504 8.728∗ −4.382 21.360∗∗

(4.559) (4.976) (6.637) (9.060)
Agreeableness 4.804 −2.065 7.203∗ 9.077

(3.549) (3.620) (4.275) (6.415)
DEFAULT x Agreeableness 0.327 −8.499 −11.722∗ −14.394

(5.016) (5.721) (6.955) (8.770)
Conscientiousness −5.795∗∗ 2.659 −6.108 10.132∗∗

(2.442) (2.762) (4.044) (5.133)
DEFAULT x Conscientiousness −2.778 4.170 5.718 −2.710

(5.511) (4.787) (6.929) (7.548)
Neuroticism −0.564 3.022 −2.204 5.611

(2.946) (3.095) (4.420) (6.985)
DEFAULT x Neuroticism −5.608 9.673 4.003 2.732

(5.757) (6.143) (7.518) (9.287)
Intellect 0.151 6.874∗ 1.832 −2.408

(3.639) (3.586) (4.574) (5.732)
DEFAULT x Intellect −7.908 −11.024∗ −4.033 2.418

(5.252) (5.673) (6.942) (8.445)
Need for cognition −3.637 0.941 4.603 4.061

(3.234) (3.715) (4.036) (6.721)
DEFAULT x Need for cognition 7.198 −3.713 −3.523 −9.289

(6.104) (5.720) (6.860) (9.301)
Reactance 2.135 0.815 −0.408 3.990

(3.256) (3.247) (4.417) (7.484)
DEFAULT x Reactance −2.741 0.300 5.172 −6.491

(5.764) (4.944) (7.069) (8.888)
Regret −2.234 −2.842 −3.781 −5.937

(3.129) (2.919) (4.852) (5.423)
DEFAULT x Regret 6.155 −5.491 −9.447 0.581

(6.398) (4.950) (7.549) (8.302)
IQ 3.995 3.198 3.187 2.908

(2.912) (2.953) (3.670) (5.103)
DEFAULT x IQ −7.023 −8.492∗ −2.750 −10.574

(5.427) (4.691) (5.952) (6.827)
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Table 4.A.2 continued

Giving DG I Giving DG I Giving DG II Giving DG II
(1) Women (2) Men (3) Women (4) Men

CONTROL Interactions – – Yes Yes
Observations 144 114 245 203
R2 / Pseudo R2 0.213 0.237 0.200 0.161

Note.— Significance levels: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. Regression models on giving in Dic-
tator Stage I and II; the dependent variable in the first two columns is giving in DG I, the
dependent variable in the second two columns is giving in DG II (the models are estimated with
OLS). Models separate the analysis of Table 4.4 in results for women and men. The intercepts de-
note subjects’ choices in NO DEFAULT at mean levels of continuous variables. Robust standard
errors are in parentheses.
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4.A.3 Matching procedure of income: control conditions

We apply the same income matching to both control conditions, CONTROL-Income and
CONTROL-Passive Giving. The main principle is to make sure that subjects in treat-
ments and controls arrive in Dictator Stage II with, on average, the same distributions of
income levels.

We first elicit some sessions of the treatment conditions, NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT, in
order to gain relevant distributions of income levels after Dictator Stage 1. We map these
distributions to subjects’ participation fees in the two control conditions. Specifically, sub-
jects in CONTROL-Income and CONTROL-Passive Giving receive a lump-sum payment
(denoted X̂) on top of their participation fee that matches with donation decisions of sub-
jects in NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT. For instance, if a subject in DEFAULT decides to
donate 40 points to any charity, its remaining income is 60 (100-40) points. This means
that this subject arrives with 160 points (including the participation fee of 100 ECU) in
Dictator Stage II. Likewise, a subject in CONTROL-Income/CONTROL-Passive Giving
receives an additional 60 points to its participation fee, before being directed to Dictator
Stage II.

As we have more subjects in NO DEFAULT and DEFAULT than in either control condi-
tion, income matching cannot be executed perfectly. However, the aim of the procedure is
to ensure that the distribution of incomes after Dictator Stage I do not differ significantly
between treatment and control conditions. Please note that in the main text (see footnote
16) we also discuss the robustness of this procedure in terms of whether other covariates
may significantly vary across treatment and control with the means of propensity score
matching. However, our findings do provide evidence that this is not the case.

Therefore, our control conditions should provide stable control conditions for the compar-
ison of behavior in Dictator Stage II. Table 4.A.3 shows test statistics for the two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov-tests for differences in income distributions after Dictator Stage I.
The null hypothesis is that the distributions are equal and that the test statistic D is not
statistically different from zero.
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Table 4.A.3: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistics

Distribution Comparison D p-value

Complete sample

NO DEFAULT | CONTROL-Income 0.068 0.957

NO DEFAULT | CONTROL-Passive Giving 0.078 0.899

DEFAULT | CONTROL-Income 0.064 0.978

DEFAULT | CONTROL-Passive Giving 0.054 0.998

Women

NO DEFAULT | CONTROL-Income 0.071 0.999

NO DEFAULT | CONTROL-Passive Giving 0.095 0.935

DEFAULT | CONTROL-Income 0.142 0.538

DEFAULT | CONTROL-Passive Giving 0.216 0.160

Men

NO DEFAULT | CONTROL-Income 0.064 0.999

NO DEFAULT | CONTROL-Passive Giving 0.142 0.661

DEFAULT | CONTROL-Income 0.114 0.919

DEFAULT | CONTROL-Passive Giving 0.146 0.621

Note.— Test statistics (D) and p-value for Kolmogorov-Smirnov

tests for comparison of income distribution equality among treat-

ment and control conditions. Low values of D suggest that distri-

butions of income do not differ between the corresponding groups.

P-values below conventional levels would lead to the rejection of

the hypothesis that the underlying distributions are equal.
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4.A.4 Experimental instructions

Note: This set of translated instructions was used for respondents in NO DEFAULT and
DEFAULT. Differences in DEFAULT are highlighted in grey color. In CONTROL-Income
Dictator Stage I was omitted and participants solely received information about their en-
dowment (= participation fee). The remainder of the experimental instructions was iden-
tical to NO DEFAULT/DEFAULT. In CONTROL-Passive Giving participants again re-
ceived information about their endowment (= participation fee). Subsequently, they were
presented with the same instructions as in Dictator Stage I. However, they were told that
independent of their income an amount between 0 and 100 points would be donated to char-
ity of their choice.30 Hence, they could read all the information about the charities and
pick one to which the money was donated. Participants were also able to let the computer
decide randomly on the choice of a charity. The amount of the donations could not be
influenced by the subjects. Subsequent to their decision of choosing a charity, they received
feedback about the amount of points that was donated. Afterwards the instructions were
identical to those in NO DEFAULT/DEFAULT.

General Explanations for Participants

Welcome to the experimental laboratory. Today you are taking part in a scientific study,
in which you can earn a certain amount of money, which will be handed to you in cash.
How much money you earn, is dependent on your decisions and the decisions of other
participants. Therefore, please read these instructions carefully.

The set of instructions is for your private use only. Please do not communicate with other
participants during the experiment. If you have questions, give a hand signal and the ex-
perimenter will come to your desk to answer your questions. Non-observance of this rule
will lead to the exclusion of the experiment. During the experiment you will receive in-
formation on your computer screen.31 You take your decisions with keyboard and mouse.
Your inputs are completely anonymous. The experimenter knows your identity, however
we are not able to relate your decisions with your identity.

Please only use the buttons within the experimental window. With the button ‘Continue’
and respectively ‘Back’ you are able to change between the next and the previous page (if
possible).

This study consists of five parts, in which you receive information and need to make
decisions, which may influence your payoff. Your payoff will be calculated in points and
converted according to the following rule:

10 Points = 1 Swiss Franc

How much you can earn in each of the parts will be stated in the instructions, which will
be shown for each part separately on the screen. At the end of the study, the points you
have earned will be converted to Swiss Francs and paid out in cash to you.

The study ends with a short questionnaire. As soon as each participant has completed
this questionnaire, the pay-out will be started. You will be called for pay-out by your seat
number. Expected processing time for the study is between 45 to 60 minutes.

30This procedure follows the instructions by Gneezy et al. (2012) for a ‘costless’ donation.
31Note that these instructions are supplemented with figures from the actual program, as we did not use

paper instructions.
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Dictator Stage I

In this part of the study you receive 200 points. 100 points thereof are your participation
premium, which you can keep with certainty. The other 100 points are at your disposal
for your decision in this part of the study. You can thereby decide how to allocate these
100 points (in increments of 10 points) between yourself and a charity. You can keep all
points for yourself and give no points to a charity; you can devote all points to a charity
and keep no points for yourself; or you can keep a certain amount of points for yourself
and pass the remaining points to a charity. The amount of your donation can be specified
with in the input field ‘Ihre Spende [in Punkten]’ (Your Donation [in Points]).32

Figure 4.A.1: Sample screen of a decision task in Dictator Stage I.

Note.— The default is simply implemented by pre-specifying the input field to ‘100’. In NO DEFAULT
this field initially remains blank.

There are nine charities available for selection, which will be described on the left-hand
side of the screen. All charities are certified by the ‘Swiss Zewo Foundation’. The ‘Zewo
Foundation’ testifies a purposive, effective and economic use of donation money. Inform
yourself on the goals and purpose of each charity by clicking on ‘Mehr Informationen’
(More Information). The button ‘Mehr Informationen’ changes its color from red to grey,
once you have read the information about a charity.

As soon as you have read the complete set of information about each charity, you will be
able to select a charity to donate to on the right hand side of the screen. In case that you

32See Figure 4.A.1 for a decision screen.
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want to allocate points between yourself and a charity, please select one charity. You can
only choose one charity to donate to. With clicking on “Weiter” (Continue) you donate
100 points to a selected charity. You can specify a different donation amount in the upper
right corner. If you do not want to allocate points between yourself and a charity, please
choose “Nein, ich möchte nicht spenden.” (No, I do not want to donate.)

Please note that points, which you keep for yourself, will be paid out in cash at the end
of the study. Points, which you allocate to a charity will be donated by the experimenter
to the chosen charity. If you donate, you will receive an official letter by the Chair of
Economics at ETH Zurich with your pay-out that the chosen amount will be transfered
to the corresponding charity. In order to familiarize yourself with the decision task, please
answer the following questions: Person A donates 40 points to a charity.

(1) How many points will person A receive at the end of the study with this decision?
(2) How many points will the charity receive at the end of the study with this decision?

Filler task: Shortened IQ-test after Cattell (1940)

Note: The IQ-test was divided into two parts, which share exactly the same instructions.
In each part, subjects had to identify a subset of four figures. Exemplarily, we show a
figure of each subset.

Section 2 consists of a shortened version of an intelligence test. The tests is divided into
two parts. For each part you receive further information. The figure shown below (see
Figure 4.A.2 and 4.A.3 for an example in each part) gives you an example of the exercise
you have to solve in part one (or two). You have to decide which of the squares on the
right hand side follows logically the squares on the left (fits logically into the larger square
on the left). You make your choice by clicking on the button below the squares. In this
example you should choose ‘c’ (‘b’), because the circles in the squares get smaller from
square to square (because it fits exactly with the smaller upper right square).

The test starts as soon as you click the button ‘Start’. You have 1 minute and 30 seconds
to answer each part. Probably, the amount of time allowed is not sufficient to answer all
questions. Do not let yourself discourage by this. Simply work as correctly and as fast as
possible.

Figure 4.A.2: Sample exercise in part one of the IQ-test

Figure 4.A.3: Sample exercise in part two of the IQ-test
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Dictator Stage II

In this section of the study you have to decide on the distribution of 200 points between
yourself and a randomly allocated person in this room. This allocation is anonymous.
Neither you nor the other person gets to know your mutual identities during or after the
study. You decide in anonymity. Your own decision can not be influenced by the other
person.

You have to decide how many points you want to give to the other person. You have 200
points for your decisions. You can keep all points for yourself and give no points to the
other person; you can give all points to the other person and keep no points for yourself;
or you can keep a certain amount of points (in increments of 10 points) and pass the
remaining points to the other person. You can specify the number of points you want to
give to the other person in the designated input field.

The other, randomly allocated, person has the same decision task as you and needs to
decide how many of the 200 points she or he wants to give to you. However, only one of
these two decisions will be implemented, i.e., the 200 points will be distributed
among you and the other person only once. Which of these two decisions is relevant
will be determined randomly by the computer. If the computer (with a probability of 0.5)
randomly determines that your decision will be implemented, the other participant will
receive the points that you have decided to give to her or him. If the computer (with
a probability of 0.5) randomly determines that the decision of the other participant is
implemented, you will receive the points that the other participant has decided to give
to you. As you are unable to determine whether the computer selects your or the other
person’s decision, you should carefully consider the decision task.

If your decision is implemented, you will receive the points, which you have kept for your-
self and these points will be paid out in cash at the end of the study. If the decision of the
other person is implemented, you will receive the points that the other person has given
to you, and the other person keeps the remaining points.

In order to familiarize yourself with the decision task, please answer the following questions.

Person A gives 70 points to person B. Person B gives 10 points to person A. The computer
implements the decision of person B.

(1) How many points will person A receive at the end of the study with this decision?
(2) How many points will person B receive at the end of the study with this decision?

Note: After this stage subjects receive information on their pay-offs in Dictator Stage I
and II. The final sum for pay-out is displayed in points and Swiss Francs. Subjects then
answer a questionnaire to complete the study.
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5 Main Findings and Implications for Policy

Main Findings

Green electricity defaults stimulate the demand for green electricity, and therefore give

support to efforts of climate and energy policies addressing global warming. However, the

use of such behaviorally-oriented policy instruments is said to be additionally valuable by

also making households choices ‘better’ as assessed by themselves. The investigation of

this latter argument is the central starting point of the projects presented in this report.

The major aims of the three interlinked projects can be summarized as follows: (1) test the

assumption that green electricity defaults match individual preferences and indicate what

potential mismatches may imply for the design of defaults; (2) examine potential costs

and benefits of green electricity defaults for different groups in society, thereby assessing

the overall economic effectiveness of a green nudge; (3) investigate into negative spillover

effects on subsequent behavior when using choice defaults.

We briefly recapitulate our prime results. Project A provides an experimental study that

scrutinizes preferences for an electricity mix in absence and presence of a default option.

We conclude that green electricity defaults do not unequivocally correspond to people’s

actively stated preferences. We show that the fit between actively revealed preferences

and choices under a default regime may differ depending on the relative price of green

electricity. In line with previous research in the domain of pension scheme defaults, the

results suggest that if choice defaults are inevitable in a market, setting them as more

costly contracts improves the match between default and actively revealed preferences.

Individuals opt out more often and select options corresponding to their ‘true’ preferences

in case of rather costly defaults. This implies that we have fewer preference mismatches

in default regimes, while still attaining considerable contributions for new renewable elec-

tricity capacity.
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Project B analyzes the implications of green electricity defaults on the costs and benefits

of different groups in society with a field setting of a Swiss city. Given an intermediately

green and intermediately expensive choice default, we find that the green choice default

distorts choices in several ways. Consumers with pro-environmental preferences forgo a

choice to an even ‘greener’ contract due to informational problems. Consumers with lower

socio-economic status in terms of education and income are more prone to stay with a

default, although they would prefer a cheaper contract. These effects are substantial for

consumer welfare. We show in a cost-benefit framework that the choice default curbed

a significant amount of harmful greenhouse gases. However, emission abatement seems

to come at costs for consumers that are higher than some of the recent estimates of the

social cost of carbon. In sum, our evidence unfolds potential caveats for green electricity

defaults and stipulates a discussion on how to design more economically attractive and

socially tenable nudges in residential electricity markets.

Project C focuses on potential adverse effects on subsequent behavior when using choice

defaults. The analysis uses an experimental design in the laboratory that closely adheres

to frameworks in other disciplines—for instance in experimental psychology—that have

been used to examine the effects of one behavior on a related and subsequent other behav-

ior. We employ a control strategy to remove potential confounding factors in the initial

behavior, thus enabling a precise analysis of the effects of a pro-socially set choice default

on subsequent pro-social behavior. We show that the choice default, as intended, pro-

motes pro-social behavior in an initial choice and that it does not negatively spillover on

subsequent choice behavior. We explore how these results may diverge when accounting

for individual heterogeneity in the sample, thereby improving the general understanding

of the consequences of subsequent behavior caused through nudging.

Implications for Policy-making in Residential Electricity Markets

Our research projects carry four major implications for the design, the costs and bene-

fits, and the behavioral consequences of green electricity defaults in residential electricity

markets.

The first important policy implication to be drawn from our results is the potential

role of relative prices related to green electricity defaults. Currently, it seems attractive
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for choice architects in residential electricity markets to use rather low-priced hydro-power

to market the additional environmental value of a green electricity default.1 Small cost

increases on households’ electricity bills caused by a green default seem to be a major

advantage in terms of the public acceptance of such a default design. However, as Project

A shows, low priced green electricity defaults can pose challenges for residential electric-

ity market policy making in several ways. First, our results indicate that when using

defaults with low price increases for green electricity (as compared to the base price of

a conventional electricity contract), consumers tend to make their choices not according

to their own preferences for electricity contracts, thus infringing with a central premise

of the policy approach of libertarian paternalism. Second, while with a green default—in

general—consumer demand shifts to more environmentally-friendly hydro-power consump-

tion, low-priced green electricity defaults do not incentivize the demand for higher priced

new renewable electricity capacity, such as solar, wind, or biomass. Given that several

governments have ambitious targets for increasing the share of new renewable electricity

capacity in order to replace more conventional technologies, such as hard coal, lignite, or

nuclear (see for instance, Federal Department of the Environment, Transport, Energy and

Communications (DETEC), 2017; European Commission, 2016b; National Conference of

State Legislatures (NCSL), 2017), such a policy may impede these important steps to-

wards an overall more environmentally-friendly electricity system. Taking into account

the currently higher costs of generating new renewable electricity from solar, wind, and

biomass (International Energy Agency (IEA), 2015a), we argue that it would be better to

set green electricity defaults on these technologies or respective technology mixes. Given

our experimental results, such a change in design may increase investment signals for the

capacity development of new green electricity, and, importantly, it should also lead to

consumers making choices according to their ‘true’ preferences.

It may also be worthwhile to consider designing electricity contracts which allow for a

mixture of products. Often, consumer choice is restricted between a choice of a 100%

green electricity contract or a 100% conventional alternative. Such a design may prohibit

consumers to make choices according to their ‘true’ preferences. In fact, the results in

1Jansen, Drabik, and Egenhofer (2016, p. 5) report that the “the average price of GOs [...] is rather
marginal, typically well below 1€/MWh”, which can only be achieved with electricity production from
hydropower.
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Project A show that allowing for an incremental choice of the share of green electricity,

rather than a ‘one-size-fits-all approach’, can lead to a better match between default and

consumers’ preferences in an active decision frame.

The second important implication for policy for choice architects in residential elec-

tricity markets refers to the role of information that is attached to a green default electricity

contract. Generally, and as evidenced in Project B, there is a considerable fraction of con-

sumers who possess only a limited understanding of the functioning of retail electricity

markets. While green electricity defaults lead to an increased demand for green electricity,

it seems that most households are unaware of what they actually pay for. This is particu-

larly a problem for households with pro-environmental preferences, because, as our results

from Project B suggest, these households forgo choices to even more environmentally-

friendly contracts due to a lack of knowledge about the (environmental) consequences of

staying with the default option.

Therefore, it is important for these consumers to understand the notion of ‘additionality’,

i.e., the additional environmental benefit that is marketed with a green electricity contract,

in order to be able to appreciate the potential influence of their own choices on the total

electricity system. More and potentially more targeted information could help consumers

with pro-environmental preferences to ‘better’ decide in their own interests. Proposing

more informative disclosure of the environmental benefits of an electricity contract is in line

with recent advances in the European Union providing guidelines for the reliable disclosure

of the environmental impact of electricity products (Intelligent Energy Europe, 2015).

Specifically, it may be advocated to not only report the environmental benefit (in terms of

emissions curbed) of a given electricity contract, but also to indicate its potential influence

on the achievement of certain policy goals, such as for instance the mandated shares of

new renewable electricity in the Swiss electricity mix by 2035 (Federal Department of the

Environment, Transport, Energy and Communications (DETEC), 2017).

A third important implication for policy is to take into account the potentially detri-

mental effects of green electricity defaults on households with lower socio-economic status

in terms of formal education and income when drafting behaviorally-guided interventions

in electricity markets. Our results in Project B point to the need of applying supporting

mechanisms in order to avoid curbing harmful emissions from electricity demand at the
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expense of poorer households. In this vein, for instance, the community choice aggrega-

tion scheme in the United States (Local Power Inc, 2017) is an interesting approach. This

scheme bundles household electricity demand for a region and supplies green electricity,

offering small-scale subsidies to low-income households.

A fourth and final important implication for policy centers around the concern of

policy makers that a behaviorally-oriented intervention could negatively spill over on sub-

sequent behavior in other environmental areas (Gillingham, Rapson, and Wagner, 2016;

Sorrell, Dimitropoulos, and Sommerville, 2009; Tierney, John, 2011). We tested in a rig-

orously designed experimental framework whether to expect such spillover effects when

initially issuing a pro-social choice default. We found that a pro-social default did not

lead to negative subsequent pro-social behavior. This leads to the preliminary conclusion

that choice architects may set their focus on getting the design of choice defaults ‘right’,

neglecting for the moment their potential consequences on subsequent, other related be-

haviors. We need to acknowledge, however, that a change in decision context or a different

apprehension of the choice default itself could change these results. Thus, choice archi-

tects should remain aware of potential detrimental effects of an intervention on individuals’

subsequent behavior and we advocate to come up with more empirical proofs of potential

counterintuitive effects of defaults on behavior in different contexts.

To conclude, this report has aimed at providing a balanced discussion of potential welfare

effects of the use of green electricity defaults in residential electricity markets. Several

interesting and policy relevant results have emerged. We hope that these findings carry

some weight for further discussions among policy makers, electric utilities, and researchers

on how to design economically and socially tenable choice defaults for an increased uptake

of (new) green electricity.
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